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FALL FAIR FAVOURED
BY SPLENDID WEATHER
FRUIT EXHIBITS, THOUGH LESS IN NUMBER. OF SUPERLATIVE
Q UALITY A N D  C O L O U R IN G -V A R IE D  SPORTS
PROGRAMME PROVIDES GObD 
ENTERTAi NN(ENT ,
♦When, only a few weeks ago, a de­
cision was made to hold the Annual 
Fall Fair at Kelowna, doubt existed in 
many minds' a s, to the pospibility of 
staging a good exhibition this season 
owing to the short time available for 
making the necessary arrangements, so 
that it is all the more creditable that
tlic directors of the Kelowoa Agricul­
tural Society,, by hard" work and self- 
sacrificing effort, managed to give the 
people of this district the usual 
show, ,to wiiich the public have always 
looked forward as one of the treats of 
the year. Their efforts were rewarded 
by a distinctly good exhibition, though 
in certain classes the exhibits were not 
as numerotts as they would have been if 
the dccisiCn to hold the show had̂  be<?n 
made earlier. In one way the fates 
were propitious, as tlie weather on all 
three days was all that could be desir­
ed, magnificent Okanagan sunshine, 
without extreme heat, prevailing all 
the time.
The first day was a busy one for the 
officials, most of the exhibits arriving 
then, and their arrangement taking up 
the.whole of daylight. On Wednesday
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H e BANK ICHORAlSOCIEnr 
O raC lA lSA R E TOSTART THEIR 
UNDER ARREST
NUMBER 7
OPEN VERDICT 
IN DROWNING 
FATAtITV
J u ry  At Inquest Into Death Of Miss 
Helen Whitworth Returns Verdict 
Of “Found Drowned”
the message lately delivered by ,the 
Right Hon. Sir George Foster, a mess­
age which * stated that after all 
there is no country of equal opportun­
ity \vith Canada, no other country hav­
ing so large a portion of its territory 
undeveloped, and that all that is nec­
essary is for one and all to keep a stiff 
Upper lip and work with determination 
to make our country go ahead and 
take its rightful position as a great 
and prosperous nation. He hoped that 
those who heard Wm speak would real­
ize that when Canada went ahead, this 
district, which contained the largest 
area of fertile fruit-producing land west 
of the . Rockies, would also become 
prosperous, and that those who lived-in 
it would all share in the general pros­
perity. He had much pleasure in de­
claring, thfe-show open. (Applause.)
By jthis timfe the general public were 
arriving on the scene in considerable 
numbers,' and the programme of the 
first day’s sports was commenced.
Main Building
As mentioned before; exhibits  ̂of fruit 
farm produce, and industrial products 
with the exception of tlie cattle ahdj were not so numerous as might have 
horses, everything was in readiness been wished. This, however, was fully 
and during the afternoon the public I compensated  ̂by the fact that in some 
began to arrive, though not in large classes the exhibits were of unsurpas- 
numbers. Promptly at 2.30 AIr. J. A. ged excellence. This can be particularly 
MacKelvie; M.P., opened the exhibi-I said of the fruit plate exhibits and the 
lion Mr. F. W. Pridhara,j the president display of fancy work, needlework, 
of the K.A.iS.̂  introducing him in a | girls’ work and domestic science, which
On Friday morning. Coroner E 
Weddell held an inquest at the Pro­
vincial Court House on the circum­
stances attending the death pf Miss 
Helen Whitworth, who had been found 
drowned in Okanagan Lake the pre 
vious Wednesday. The jury was com­
posed of Mr. D. Leckic, foreman, 
Messrs. R, F. Morrison, W. R. Trench, 
G. A. Meikle, D. K, Gordon and G. A 
McKay. No evidence was produced 
which shed any new light on the facts 
already made public, or which would 
tend to, prove that the death of the 
unfortunate young lady was caused by 
any reason other than drowning
Chief of Police Thomas testified 
that, on , being notified on Wednesday 
morning that Miss Whitworth had 
not returned to the Hospital the pre­
vious evening, he had got into com 
munication with Summerland ■ ant
Ten Directors And Other Officials 
Of Suspended Bank Are Charged 
With Fraud
TORONTO, Oct. 4.—Ten directors 
and other officials of ‘C Home Bank 
were either arrested and arc. on bail 
or were sought "u charges of 
yesterday, as follows: H. h. JJaly, 
President, bail
Vice-President, bail $100,000; J. 1. M. 
Stewart, director, bail 
Wood, K, C., director, bail $50,000; 
F, T. B. Russell, director, bail $50,000, 
O G. Smith, chief accountant,'ban 
$25,000; “ Sydney H. Jones,_ auditor, 
bail $25,000; Licut.-Col. C. F. Smith, 
director, bail $50,000; C.̂  A.̂  Bmnard, 
K. C., director, $100,000;A., L. Culvert, 
acting General Manager, warrant iss­
ued.
TORONTO, Oct. 4 .—Adjournment 
until October 12th was made today 
in the hearings at the Police CoUrt ot 
the cases against ten directors ana 
officers of the s.uspended Home Bank. 
All appeared in court except Presi­
dent H. J. Daly, who, it was stated.
was detained through illness. A for­
mal bench warrant was issued in his 
case, but it is understood that his bail 
^  I will be renewed as it was io r  theVernon to see if she had left the dî  others. P. A. Mitchell, director, Lon
few words. were the two main features of the ex-The member for Yale started in by hi'bition. The latter Divisions especial- 
statimr that he felt it a great privilege ly deserve special mention, showing as 
to address the people present, the more they did that vfcry great ̂  efforts had 
<50 as he fully understood what an ef- been made by the ladies of the district 
fort had to be made this year to hold to help to make the Fair a success, and 
the usual annual show. He pointed they must have been highly gratified 
out that it was not an easy matter for by the eulogies they received.  ̂
him to speak on that occasion, as of On entering the building, and turn- 
aU places where it was hard for a pub- Mug to the left, the first thing to ut- 
lie nian to deliver an address which tract attention was the district exhibit 
wfil be pleasing t̂ i his audience, an ag- from Winfield. This  ̂ was yery^well
ricultural fair, at the present time, was displayed-and showed, besides boxes
the hardest. He said that he need.not of packed apples, every 
enlarge on the excellence of the ex- pie, pear, plum, prune and other fruit 
S i t s  they were to be seen by all and produced in that enterprising commun- 
sundry a,id could not be excelled in k y .  including everbearmg stravvber̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  
the Interior. It was regrettable that Adjoining it were the exhibits for Jbe 
they were not so numerous as might Lieutenant-Governor s Cup, Tor whmh 
be wished, but, considering the present there were three entries. Next cam
affairs in this valley, it a display of Massey bicycles by the 
truly wonderful that so many O . K. Sporting Goods stores and neat 
soicimens’  ̂of the products of the val- to it the Belgo district exhibit, ^whic 
S  «erc to be seen. AS one of the was very
vTry oldest old-timers in the district, form of a bower o' branches of ”■“!«- 
very • it thirty-four coloured leaves, under which the var-
;"ars” ;h o 'h a d W ^ ^ ^  on m in , bf the ions fruits were tiered. also eon-
rLr,n« in the early d a y s  and was ac- sisted of an immense variety of fruits.
^uaiAted with all the original settlers Adjoining this was a display of plants 
he had watched the development of and flowers by the Richter btreet 
this portion of the Okanagan for many Greenhouses, arranged in splend
in stating taste. On the north ̂ sMe of the ground
that one of the very best institutions floor the Kelowna Womens Insti 
in it one that had played no mean had a refreshment stand and dispense 
k  in h e l S  it to produce the ex- hospitality to many. Next to them 
cellent fruit farm' produce and other was a very fine display of English ba- 
t l lg s t o b e ’seenattheexhib buggies by the Kelowna Furniture
the Kelowna Agricultural Society. Store, the rest of the space °n the sa 
Those who were pessimistic should re- side being taken up by the exhibit sei
m S e r  that it L s  no easy task to by the Summerland Experimental Sta-
Itold a successful agricultural exhibi- tion. which showed various kinds
^  in any p f f  of L  province these soil, cereals, fruit, vegetables md mo-
days, and?̂  for himself, it made him dels of poultry houses a«d silos, b
proud to belong to this district, when sides cases of free literature, prouu orrnimd floor
trict by train: Oh finding that she England, is now the duly mem-
had not gone out of the city, he had h,er of the Board not under arrest.
hone to the Hospital to secure more Premier Ferguson has ^amplmca gone to me nosKiia „„„ somewhat the government attitude by
information and had come to the cop | of which the following is
elusion that she had gone m the direc- i gm„nfary: The broad allegation
tion of Okanagan Mission. He des- jg the basis of the governments
e'ribpd thp finding of the body in about prosecution of the accused is that ot
t f r  A - H ^ a p J a l ^ X  s;£it.aSf«
anagan Mission wharf, stating that, bank so as to mislead the pub-
with the exception of her hat, it was its solvency and to induce
fiitlv clothed. This evidence was cor- them to continue to deposit their nion-
ur- h-u- Provincial Constable I ey, thereby cornmitting deliberateroborated by Provincial vonsiau Moreover, to make matters,
Pentecost. , . worse, they have padded out their«ac-i
The next \vitness was Mr. J. 1 counts to try; and make it appear that
who told of having taken Miss Whit- they Were justified in paying dividends 
y,orth for a drive on TnaWay^-vening
during which she seemed to f hy way to secure a thorough and ex­
best of health and spirits, and leaving jg by prosecu-
bpr at the Nurses’ Home afterwards, tion,” the statement affirms.
Evidence was then/given by Mto
Mary Whitworth, sister of thê  de- pensi^  Parliament meets
ceased, 'Miss Cameron, a friend ot E jg unlikely that it will
Miss Whitworth and also a nurse at the basis of ademand for chan-
♦hp Ko-loital and Mrs. Wilmot, matron ges in the Bank Act designed to ren- 
all o f  whom testified ier impossible a repem.on of sneh a
that the unfortunate girl had not whole matter, of the Home
unusually depressed in spirits to their gygpgĵ gjQ̂  be thrown into
knnwledee Dr. H. L. Bryce also gave the Bankruptcy Court before^Mr. Jus-
S e l f u i i i n g  how be bad perfo ,^
ed an autopsy on the body and had  ̂ y’ ĵ.̂ gj.g be, considered. The
found the cause of death tO; haVe been K^ gjjĝ j.g, representatives will meet at
drowning, and Mr. F. W. Simmons | the. Walker House following the
SEASWSWORH
Prospects Promise To Outclass Last 
Season’s Brilliant Success 
'' —JpJ-——
/"^ftcr its long summer rest the Kel­
owna Choral Society commenced its 
season’s activities ftat a general meet­
ing held prt Monday night at the Ang­
lican Parish Hall. President H. 1*. 
Hicks occupied the chair.
The mihutes of the last meeting were 
read by the Secretary, Mr. P. T. Dunn, 
and were adopted.
The President, in a short address, 
intimated that the main objects of the 
meeting were to elect‘new officers, to 
dccido' on the amount to be charged 
for membef^hip fee, and to receive sug 
gestiohs fdt* the season’s work.
The election of officers Xvas the first 
matter to be disposed of, with the folr 
lowing results r President, Dr. H. B
MapEweni Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. P 
T. Dunn; Miisical Director, Mr. John 
Borthwick; 'Assistant Musical Direc­
tor, Mrs. A: Ĵ  Pritchard; Committee, 
Mesdames C. G. Buck, J. H. Trenwith 
and H. P. Chapin, and. Messrs. T. O 
Hemming, ;R. A. Fraser and C. E 
Campbell,
After somie discussion it was.decidec 
to retain the original membership fee
of $1.0(), as it was the desire of the 
Society to obtain as large a member­
ship as possible.
A number of musical works were 
suggested at the meeting, and it was 
left entirely to the conductor and com­
mittee to decide on a suitable compos-
ISLARGU.Y 
SU m iBED
Issue Of $172,000,000 For Refunding 
Purposes Meets With Quick Res­
ponse From Investors 
• ...
Tlic new Dominion Government  ̂re­
funding loan already gives evidence of , 
marked popularity. Within three days 
from the preliminary anniiouiiceincntt 
niacic by tne Minister of Imuuiicc, ‘
vance subscriptions aggregating well ,, 
over $72,000,000 (or over forty per cent, ' 
of the entire objective of $172,000,000) 
were received by the selling syndicate. , 
This heavy preliminary subscription 
the more remarkable, as only two.^of . 
the big special subscriptions which 
bulked so large in the Victory loans 
were received during these three, days 
and arc included in the total stated.
Cash subscriptions so far present a
WITHOUT UGHT 
AM) POWER
Serious Accident On Monday Night 
Wrecks Part Of Machinery 
/ In Power House ,
Vernon has been deprived temporar- 
ily of clectrit: light and power by a 
mishap on Monday night in the muni­
cipal power house. At about twenty 
minutes before midhight, the largest of 
the three Diesel chgiilcs, rated at 550 
h.p., got out of control, apparently 
through a valve failing to  function pro­
perly, and ran away. Revolving at 
tremendous speed, the huge fly-wheel 
weighing some eighteen tons, burst 
under the undue strain and its frag­
ments were hurled with ' terrific force 
in every direction, creating great havoc. 1 ĵ rTking kqtra.st to the situatfon which 
One wall of the building was bulged existed when the Govornment offered. 
„u,, other walk a..tl roof were pierced T hat'off«  la«e'd
and some of the pieces travdltd more two months, during
than a block away, adjoining buildings period the total of conversions
being struck. The generator coupled L̂ jjg only $110,000,000. During *the 
to one of the smaller engines was first three days following the Finance 
smashed into a mass of wreckage,  ̂and “
the remaining engine, purchased from which is two-thirds of the
the Municipality of/Penticton about a entire amount taken up during last 
vear ago, was covered with grit and year’s conversion loan. Practically 
debris and- temporariV put out of -c r y  do^r ^
commission, although in some miracu- Buyers of the new bonds arc being
lous manner it escaped serious damage, of a long or a short
Still more wonderful was the escape maturity. .The former is of twenty 
of three men on duty vvithiu b-ld- «  9M5^aud
ing, whp were unscathed by the investor 5.14 per cent. Those who
fragrhents. prefer securities with approximately the
It is hoped to get the Penticton ep ' ' —- c-.*
Stated that he had passed the deceased 1 proceedings. The fees of the curator, 
on Pendozi St., south of the Hospital, 1 who is a statutory officer, will be fixed .7 after- S e  I by Mr. Justice Fisher. ,on . the Tuesday evening,
had returned from her drive. I EARTHQUAKES CONTINUE
The verdict of the jury was as foil-] <po SHAKE JAPAN
°^‘We find that death was caused by I t OKIO, via Tomipka, Oct. 4.-- 
in Okanagan Lake at the O- A strong earthquake shock was felt 
drowning m here last night but there were no ser-kanagan Mission wharf at about 2T.m. heje On Tuesday, foUr-
on Wednesday, 26th, and that, severe shocks were felt and five
the evidence produced, there was no k^Qj.g .̂ vere recorded pn seisrnbgraphs
ition. .
„ Monday night will be the practice
night, and it was decided to commence 
the practices with an enrollment social 
on Monday, October 22nd, to which 
all bid members are asked to endeav­
our to bring along at least one new 
member. Mesdames Taggart,' Tren­
with and Williams were appointed as 
a committee to arrange the-dctails. .;
Judging by the keen interest shown 
in musical ĉircles in Kelowna, and the 
splendid showing made by the Ghoral 
Society in its initial debut, prospects
for a successful winter are assured.
The membership has been placed at a 
nominal sum,. thus affording who 
possess a degree of musical ability an 
exceptional opportunity of receiving 
cbmpeteht training and instruction.
Those who love music with the keen 
perception of a true musician, as apart 
from it bring a mere meretricious 
jingle of notes, pleasing to the ear a. 
lone, will look forward to the outcome 
of the-Choral Society’s activities with 
an eagerness and appreciativeness 
which have always been characteristic 
of Kelowna.
g e r m a n  CABINET^ RESIGNED
same life as the average first
running oruer uy x-nuay I can buy  ̂ fi^e-ycar bond at .
supply a limited Hghting  ̂ser- w ill^  ^̂ ê  tha^
vice and: power for the motors of *"‘̂ Khe.tYventy-ycar bbnd will be the more 
packing houses, but it may bp three pop̂ iar̂  as it was referred to by the 
months before the full service of light head o/ one ‘‘\®„̂ 5̂ ®?and^
^ „ w .r  can be restored, if p ir ts  t o
pig Diesel engine cannot be obtain- „
ed in New York, as the nearest source  ̂ hew issue is being offered at
of supply will then be Sweden. The. prices which give a materially higher 
“L d ’^Vgine, tvhose generator was f / a L ' S ’c t M l  ,
smashed, luckily escaped extensive da-1 United States issues,
mage and probably can be put into ser- j average interest return on righp of 
vice as ŝoon as a new generator can ^̂ at nation’s bonds is only 4J4 per
r o b r a iir r T L % -;« ; t .:r y jo s s to ^
City of Vernon is heavy, being estima- p „̂ ”Ĵ ths of the new Canadian
ted at about $40,000, according to re- |jQj.jd, yields only 4.52 per
ports,
§ign XXX XX..-. cause of 1 little importance. Ttie opinion is
to determine the immediate ca pressed that the latest tremors
* ;r drowning.” jue to “settling shocks” as the ea
Miss Whitworth’s funeral took place j adjusts itself to its new position
on Saturday morning, the servke being
of foul play, and we are unable I but were all counter-balanced and ofi i xxi- :— l t h c 
t t t  l t st
he  ̂ , | J rth s
 ex- 
are
Chancellor Stresemann Invited By
t r i d e n t  Ebert To Form A New 
Ministry
conducted at the Church of St. Mich­
ael and All Angels by the Ven. Arch­
deacon Greene, and interment being 
the Church of England plot at them
Kelowna Cemetery. It was very large- 
y attended and the floral tributes 
were very numerous and beautiful.
hc°lcar,icd that tho people ot Kelowna, East side of the ground floor was the 
h rsteaT IfaZ 'in g  depression to get exhibit of the Occidental Fru. C o m -
up their pany, which, as well as showmg the
m in l to carry on and hold a Fall Fair various varieties of frn.ts
»hi«i vear as usual. Personally he had hies canned by that firm, contain
bi'Qit'ition in stating that it would neatly got up placard giving the in- 
have been a great mistake toJiavc had formation that last year this 
nrAgHcnUural Show this fall. employed 481 hands, Pa-d ouk $94,668
 ̂ tf • 1 of I 111 wiiTcs o<iici the growers $212,44̂ ^
He would hke  ̂ ^̂ h"ich had produced products of the Value of $565,-
tcntion to the fruit cxlnbU < h^l i,^„dlcd 257,748 packages, and pro-
never been better, though t ey less than 2,257,748 cans of
perhaps been 7 -  ^̂ m̂  ̂ Ohamagan produce, truly
•>■6 !u "  °he something to be proud of. Adiommg.ind other exhibits iontrihutert ny th
years, to the
ntrimucu V e Canadian
women of of Health and the Prov-
a mere man, he knew to he wortnj, oi | ; . „ __ , ...i___ Uffxm-
a place at any exhibition in Canada, 
an opinion which, he was glad to state,
.was backed up by competent judge.s.
He was sorry that the stock had not 
yet been brought in, as it Wxis quite 
ccrt.'iin that it is .idvisablc for .all in 
the valley to secure more stock, cs- . 
pccially dairy cattle, there being no | there wa
BASKETEERS 
ORGANIZE FOR 
THE SEASON
Basketball Club Holds Annual Meet­
ing And Elects Officers
FALKIRK, Scotl̂ and, Oct. 4-—Bur 
led alive for nine days, five of forty-
The annual meeting of the Kelowna 
Basketball Club was held in the Board 
Hall last Friday evening
one 
in a
miners entombed by an explosion 5  ̂ 28th. ' m V. G. H. Tutt', President
coal pit near here on Sept. <J6tli
incial Health Board, where free litcra 
ture was given out and articles usefu 
10 mothers were on display, as well as 
truly awe-inspiring enlargements of 
photos of the deadly common house 
fly.
To the left of the main entrance 
also A splendid exhibit of 
honey, both clear and in the comb.
were recovered today. The men
brought to the surface m fairly good 
condition and - their remarkable escape 
from death has raised the hopes of 
relatives of other imprisoned men.
a i r p l a n e  a t  soo m il e s  a n  
h o u r  w o u l d  BURN UP
ST. LOUIS, Mo.. Oct. 4.—An air­
plane attaining a speed of hund­
red miles an hour can be bui t but 
the craft would fly so fast, that _ it 
would burn itself up in friction with 
the air, Glen Curtiss, airplane expert, 
declared, today. _____  '
PRINCE OF WALES TO
HAVE ALBERTA PICTURES
CALGARY, Oct. 4 .~7 Lord Renfrew 
has shown his appreciation of the beau­
ties of Alberta by comniissiomng 
A. H. Kensey to paint severa;! land­
scapes of the L. P. Ranch and nearby 
scenes. , ^ ____
JURY DISAGREES IN
DOUBLE MURDER TRIAL
of‘the K.A.A.A., presided ^nd Mr. T. 
F. McWilliams acted as secretarj  ̂
There was a good attendance of both 
ladies and gentlemen and the interest 
taken in the affairs of the club was
very keen. ■ ,
After the minutes of the previous 
meeting had been read and approved, 
officers were elected for the coming 
season, as follows: Manager for bo^
ladies’ and men’s- teams, Mr. K. t . 
Parkinson; Men’s Coach, Mr. T. Lew-
reason why any other portion Lapped and drawn combs, beeswax and
should produce, more dairy products |  ̂ which was displayed by
the B. G. Honey Producers Associa­
tion. __________
than the Okanagan Valley. ‘
In conclusion, the hon. member for 
the district made a very eloquent ap­
peal to his audience to keep in mind (Continued on Page 4)
cent as agrinsC 5.23 per cent for the 
It is understood that an investigation I Canadiaiv bond. In Gr^t Brî ^̂ ^̂  ̂ Uie
will be held by the Vernon City - / u ’o.3y 4/x per cent.
cil in order to determine, if possible, view of the materially higher
the ex a ct-cause of the disaster. yields of the new Dominion bonds andtheirabsolutesccurity.putsideinter-
tr-uT r»w7MA TTPIIIT AND lest has been aroused already m Tne
VEGETABLE SHIPMENTS
Life Insurance Company s subscripp 
tion. This company is already jOne^ot 
the world’s largest mdividual holders , 
of Canadian securities. .Although it 
a New York, .concern̂  As vestment in the new ’ssne, after closest 
scrutiny, presages a further demand, 
from across the bord< ,̂ . _
Up to the moment Hon. Mr. Field 
ing made his announcement. United 
States bond houses were of thejipinion. 
(hat he would have to enter ,the_N9W 
York market at that markets t^ms. 
Now that tbe offering is being made 
in Canada to , Canadians, several of
Feature Of Week’s..Shipments 1 "gamf a? 'if o°» t^ th c
-• ■ , 1  Canadian purchaser.  ̂ i.
Some four hundred and fifty people g selling these bonds in the homo 
are now entered on the pay-list market, the Minister oL Finance,  ̂ in.
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange. Th‘s Lddition to giving Canadians thê fî ^̂ ^̂  
figure includes all hands employed m I buy a bond of
the city and at the various country Ig^^rity and unusually high interest 
packing houses, also truck drivers and ^^^  ̂ effects a very substantial
For The Week Ending Sept. 29, 19231
Carloads 
1923 19221
Pj.yjj , .............. ..... .......... 42
'Mixed Fruit and Vegetables 133 
Vegetables  ........... . |7
■ 192 ■,
LARGE STAFF ON
PAY-^LIST OF K. (
Heavy M^keting Of Onions Mrinlin
temporary help of every description,
ThTpOak oTthe rush of work >s now this saving on 7in-
on and every department IS being taxed I payments ^loiie will be
to its utmost capacity. Some idea of $200,00a/cach year. Fflrther-
the activity existing at ^hc present subscribers have the satisfaction
time can be gleaned from the fact that I  ̂ knowing that their money ispStay- 
rom September 24th to ^̂ Â h' jnchi-j at home and ,"'0*jj’ng ^m^^^nad^
for’ Canada. At the/prevailing
BERLIN, Oct. 4 .-—With the ,retire­
ment of Chancellor Stresemann s cab- 
S e t there is talk of the establishing
of a civilian dictatorship supported by
martial law. Dr. Stresemann himse 
Is spoken of in some
fitted to take over such an office in 
view of his experience m economics
”̂ -̂t^yri?v^PresMent Ebert to form a to its ut ost capacity. So e idea I ^̂ tciy*̂  $̂200,000./cach year. 
invited . y _ t e | cnh c .
■’Tbc'"Sig?x<io" «  the cabinet canto 
last night, after four Socialist meni- 
bers had withdrawn following their
(eketion of a compromise .proposed
by the Chancellor on the eight hour 
law. The bourgeoise V«r
Government, after deliberating for 
half an hour, voted to retire in a body 
and asked Dr. Stresemann to apprise 
pGiident Ebert of their decision.
POISON FOUND IN BODY
OF WEALTHY WOMAN
W H ITE PLAINS, N;. Y.. Oct 4.-- 
Poison has been found m the kidney- 
of Mrs. Gertrude Gorman. Webb, de­
ceased. a wealthy society woman, and
is; members of the Executive Com- County Grand Jury will investi- 
mittce, Miss Jean Kincaid and Mr. D. ĵ ê Her death in an endcavoiw to .‘lis-
■........  if she was murderedKerr. Mr. T. F. McWilliams was al 
so re-elected.secretary. , . , ,
After discussion, it was decided to 
try to form a Valley League so as to 
compete for the cup donated by Dr. 
J. Evans Wright for the championship 
of the Okanagan Valley, and the sec­
retary was Instructed to communicate 
with the basketball clubs in the other 
towns in this district in that connec­
tion. It was also settled that the local 
and city league, which was such a suc­
cess last season,, will be continued this 
year, and a committee consisting of 
Messrs. R. F. Parkinson. D. Kerr, T. 
Lewis, R. Watt and D. Barton was 
elected to organize it. An innovation 
this year will be the formation of a 
local ladies’ league consisting of three 
teams. The matter of making ar-PARRY SOUND. Ont., Oct. 4.—
. f l u S c d  ®orh"; S c m o n « 7 b - V h c  Boy ScouJ A
wife and mothcr-in-law. Mrs. McKiu-, sociation for the use of the Scout Ha 
non, has failed to agree, and a new | for practices ai.d n : a t ^  left 
trial will be necessary. 'the IkuuIs of ti.c c.xcuitivc.
gate 
cover 
of the 
contest
Relatives
dead woman have started  ̂ a 
over three wills which dis- 
nosed of her estate, estimjitcd to be 
worth between $2,000,000 and $3,000,- 
000. __________ _______ _
FREEDOM OF MONTREAL
f o r  MR. LLOYD GEORGE
MONTREAL. Oct. 4 .—The freedom 
of the city will be presented to Mr. 
Lloyd George next Mondx-iy by Mayor 
Martin. .■ _____
CARTER WILL AGAIN WORRY
OLD TUTANKHAMEN
LONDON, Oct ^.--Howard Car­
ter, Egyptologist, has left vfor Egyp 
to resume excavations at the tomb o 
Tutankhamen
sive, no less than pne hundred and fif- " « ‘  ̂ benefit of the Canadian people.
--------r 7..... o«xi owners of 1923 Victory Bonds-
wcit 3IXIHPX.VX .xj —  ̂ f 'rj r" Initio rm November 1st may exchange of the Associated Growers of B. C. due jĵ e same amount of
These shipments went mostly to iĝ f̂e through the agency of
ric points and in the mam L KeJowna branches of the Bank of-
of McIntosh apples, omons and ^^slop m  ̂ Royal Bank of Canada and.
crabs in mixed cars. However, a num- Montrta , y Commerce the:
ber of straight car loads were shipped Canadian Bank of Com 
as follows: seventeen cars of onions- Loan & Invc-stment trust
three cars of Anjou pears; ten comoany, or any financial firm they
McIntosh and Wealthy apples orcfei' They will receive in cashlinked Kinizdom: two cars of Jonathan may preter, xncy w. f
and Kiiig David to New Zealand; two the difference between the face value 
cars of McIntosh and Jonathan to Kf their maturing bonds and the pur- 
South Africa. The main feature m 1 , price of the new security, namc-
the week’s shipments has been the licaj _ _  «l75 per $100 for
•vy marketing of onions, for which any.   ̂ 00 for 5-vcargood demand exists just now. During 20-year bonds and $1.00 for a year 
the past week fruit in large quantities  ̂ special privilege, interest-
has been reaching the shipping depart- _  bonds exchanged arc to>
ment from every direction and has been . owner and cashed.
handled with despatch, approximately M>e retained the new bonds-
10,000 packed boxes passing through on November 1st. As ”cwj>0 "as
the shipping warehouse daily. Ship-LyiH be dated October 15th, holder., 
ping is also being done from the o>d | exchange will thus receive an.
Stirling & Pitcairn building anff „ t ir „.Q„th’s interest, thereby re-
f x r / g V  •Be eo,. oi ^ y ca r  i,o„d,Tro™
are at work and the rush of McIntosh 98,25, and 5-year bonds from 99, to 
has necessitated two hours night work . tQijQ̂ vjnjr; 20-ycar bonds, 98.02 and,
daily. It is expected that this rush . . x vielding 5.16 per cent; 5-ycar Macs will be over this week as far as interest yieming v  e o ft
the outside packing houses arc con- bonds, 98.77 and interest yielding 5. 8- 
cerned, but will last at least ten days p̂ r cent. This privilege is subject ta
more in town. Extra heavy shipments -̂ yjthdrawal before tcrmina-
havc been arriving, from of the subscription period, ph Oc-which arc keeping five trucks busy. Al- tion ot.tnc su * ^
together, at the present time, no less tober iSth, and holders wno Wisn w  
than sixteen trucks arc bringing apples take advantage of it shou a .act 
to the shipping department. | promptly.
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t h e  KELOWNA CCJURIBR AND OKANAOAN ORCHARDI8T
Scji&fezsf
V J
T h e  F a s t e s t  S h a v e  I n  T h e  W o r l d
on a Gilt Model Auto Strop Sqfefy T^zor
9 S c
Safety Razor, Strop and two Bladea. 
Get yours today; only ......... - ..................
■' r -at , ■ ,, V
P E T T IG R E W
t h e  DIAMOND MAN
BOYSCOUTCOLUMN
Troop First I Sell Last!
Edited by “Pioneer."
p==s=======
Lotise Leaf SuppI
==========71,
1
ies
. ■’i > . . ■
LEDGERS . 
BINDERS 
LEDGER SHEETS 
INDICES 
• ACCOUNT and 
DUPLICATE 
SHEETS
Purchase your Office Supplies from
1
K'
T he K elow na C ourier
PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS
‘ KELOWNA, B. C. ■ ■ • A, ■
A very  sm all o u tla y '"
W ILL MAKE YOUR HOME COMFORTABLE AND
ATTRACTIVE
•It is the HOME Environment A at moulds
the character of your children.
DON’T NEGLECT^ YOUR HOME
Y O U W IL L N E E D T H IS F A L L :—
Linoleum for the Kitchen.
A Carpet for the Living Room.
Wall Paper and Dishes for the Dining Room.
A new Mattress for the Bedroom.
' Curtains for the windows, and a few Pictures.
The bal>v is crying for one of our LLOYD CARRIAGES 
or an ENGLISH PRAM.
Kelowna rurnitni’e Coa-
The Home of the Victor Records
2nd October, 1923 
Orders by command for week end- 
iiiR 11th October, 19^:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week 
Owls; next for duty, Lynx.
Parades: The Troop wdl parade at 
the Scout Hall on Monday, the 8th 
instant, at 7.15 i>.m., and the ̂ regular 
basket-ball practices will be held on 
the Friday previous, commencing at 
4 p.m. .
, Recently, thanks t<v 
ICenzie' and Messrs. P. B. Wilhts & 
Co., who brought the Scales to us and 
loaned them respectively, we took the 
weight, height and chest measurement 
of all the Scouts in the Troop with the 
exception of some eleven who were 
absent, and front the information given 
us by the results of these measure­
ments we have been able to redivide 
the Troop into its four divisions tor 
basket-ball purposes. Division 4 
which will practrec at 4 p.tn. on Fri­
days, consists of N. 
son, R. Lloyd Jones, H. Witt, I. Mac- 
larcn, G. Cooper, S. Benson, A. Har- 
die, H. Brown, G. Dunn, R. Morrison 
C. Pettman, D. McNaughton and G 
Lowers. Division 3 will foBow at . 
p.m., and consists of H. Campbell, 
K. Griffiths, L. Williams, C. Boy^, 
G Hall, F. Williams, E. Lysons, D. 
Lowers, J. Witt, J. Peat, A. Graham 
and T. Atherton. Then in the evening 
commencing at 7.15, pivisloii 2 
have the floor and consists of F. Fum 
erton, A. AlSgard, J* 
ter, E. Todd, R. Williams, G Weeks  ̂
R. Weeks, H. Cunningham, G. Weed-
en, J. Packham, A. Lloyd Jones, _M 
McKenzie and K. Shepherd. And fin 
ally. Division 1 will come on at 8.15, 
and consists pf H. Mcl^nzie, A. M^- 
Lurg, W. Knowles, G. Meikle, D 
Loanc, L. Cunningham, JJ l^idlaw, 
E. Williams, H. McCarthjr, E. Harvey, 
W Longley and A. McGibbon.  ̂Mem-; 
bei-s of a Division other than the one 
whose time it may be on the floor are 
asked to keep off it unless asked^to 
go on by the Officer in charge of the 
prattice. t.
From 8.30 to 8.45. on Mondays the 
matches for the Inter-Patrol Cham­
pionship will be played and the sche­
dule for these games was drawn up a . 
a business Session of the Court ot 
Honour held yesterday evening, as 
follows:— , ^
1923 Oct. 8th.—Beavers V. Wolyes.
Oct. 15th.—Owls V, Lynx.
Oct. 22nd.—Eagles y. Otters. 
Oct. 29.—Cougars v. Beavers. 
Nov. Sth.—Wolves v. Owls.
Nov. 12th.—Lynx V. Eagles.
Nov. 19th.—Otters V. Cimgas.
Nov. 26th.—Beavers y. Oiyls. 
Dec. 3rd.^Lynx y. Wolves.
Dec. 10th.—Owls v. Eagles.
Dec; 17th.—Otters v. Lynx.
Jan. 7th.—Wolves v. Cougars. 
Jan. 14th.—Owls v.- Otters.
Jan. 21st.—Cougars Lynx.
Jan. 28th.—Lynx V, Beavers. 
Feb. 4th.—Eagles v. Wolves. 
Feb. 11th.—Otters V. Beavers. 
Feb. 18th.—̂ Cougars v. Dwls. 
Feb. 25th.—Beavers v. Eagles.
-  Mar. 3rd.—Wolves v. Otters.
Mar. 10th.—Cougars V. Eagles. ^
It will be noted by the above that 
each Patrol will play each Patrol once, 
so get busy and go to it ! Last year the 
Eagles won and the question is c^n 
they repeat. The mere suggestion of 
such a thing almost caused â  not at 
the Court of Honour last night. _ 
We regret very much to recom the 
loss of another ;member_of the Tro°P 
in the person of Second Douglas Buck-
land, who has resigned oh account^ of
being in his matriculation year at the 
High School, which involves such a lot 
of studying. There were only ten ab­
sentees at the parade yesterday, and It 
will be our aim to reduce .this figure 
to zero at a very early date.
CHEAP FIRE WOOD
For a limited time we will deliver 16-in.
SLAB WOOD to any part of the City
for..' ■
Per $ 2 o0 O r ICK .
PROMPT DELIVERY Cash with Orders
THE KaOWNI SlWMIU CO., LTD.
T E A M W O R K
“ It’s the steady pull of all together that
W INS
We are advancing the
PRICE ON MeINTOSH APPLES
Growers ! Your loyalty to your Company will 
get you the best prices possible for your crop and
REMEMBER , ‘ *
A little consideration from you will do a lot to help 
your Local if they arc congested and cannot handle 
your fruit as expeditiously as you would like.
It isn’t in holding a good hand but in playing a 
poor hand well that \vins ! Get bcjiind your
Company and help it win !
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF BRITISH  
COLUMBIA, LIMITED
EAST KELOWNA
The past week has been ideal for 
ruit mickiiig and the McIntosh  ̂ crop 
i.s novt off the trecis. Tlic scarcity of 
)ickcrs has been relieved by girls iroin 
iho canneries which have closed down, 
though good'men pickers who can do 
Hops arc still scarce. Wc hear bitter 
complaints from growers that men 
whom they had furnished witli work 
all the summer and oven last winter, 
on condition that they would help 
pick their crop, deserted them for 
other employment at a slightly hiffhcr 
rate of* pay at the most critical time.
if white* labour doesn’t play tlic game 
a little better than it did thig season
it will-find itself supplanted by Ori 
cntals. # m
Speaking of picking, a most extra­
ordinary instance of religious fauati- 
cism occurred to us on Sunday. The 
Provincial Constable came on oijr 
place and stopped our pickers from 
working. Wc were unfbrtunately out 
at the time.' The provincial police arc 
sensible men and of course would not 
do such a thing of-their own initiative, 
but we wonder who was the biisybbdj' 
who laid the information. Wc have 
always irrigated and picked our main 
crop on Sundays and intend to con­
tinue to do so. This year it was ut­
terly impossible Jo get pickers and wc 
lost hundreds of dollars through fruit 
dropping because' it could not be pick­
ed in time. There was a clergyman 
accompanying the Provincial Con­
stable and he made the brilliant sug 
gestion that wc “should have workee 
overtime and got the fruit off." As 
fruit pickers work "from sunrise to 
dafk, the remark shows the menta 
capacity of the members of the Lord’s 
Day Alliance. If this sort of thing 
goes on, British Columbia will soon 
be as bad as those cities in Ontario 
which arc famous all over the work 
for their bigotry and Pharisaism. 
■ ■ . * • * * ■
From this unpleasant topic let us 
change to a pleasant one, from, some
busylrndy who likes to make life mis­
erable for every one else to a rnan 
who trips to make the lives of others 
happy. We are asked, by Mrs. Gold­
smith and the girls pf the pickers' 
bunkhouse to express their gratefu 
thanks for the gjft of a packet of books 
through the mail by some one who 
desires apparently to remain anony­
mous. His or her present has been
much appreciated.• * *
Next Sunday the Sunday Schoo 
will commence at 2 p.m* The gospe 
service will follow at 3 p.m.
W ESTBANK
will remain until
Messrs. Leslie Hewlett and Harry 
Irown motored to Orovillc during the 
week-end. •  •  *
Miss Doris Hannam arrived. Mon­
day morning from Penticton. Shc_ is 
now packing at the Co-op. packing
lOUSC. 4> * *
Miss E. Payiitcrjeft laî t Mondav 
'or the Kelowna General Hospital, 
where she will gO in training for 
nurse.
Mrs. Fetherstonhaugh and her 
daughter Mary have left for New 
York, where they 
Christmas.
Mr. Fulton,, ivliP cut his hand on 
the ̂  slab saw at Dobbin’s mill last 
week; is still in the Kelowna Hospital, 
but, as. wc are pleased to hear, is im-
„ * *
Messrs. Hardwick and 'C. Butt re­
turned home last week from Horse 
Shoe Lakes, where they have been 
working. Messrs. Gcllatly and Jopn 
Bon arc still at the lakes.♦ iN, * '
' The growers could not possibly wish 
for better picking wpathcr than they 
are now getting, and they arc certainly 
taking advantage of it. Both packing 
houses, the Co-op. and Rowcliffe s, 
have every corner full.
Mr. Wallace left at the end of la.st 
week for Keremeos, where he intends 
opening up a store. It took both o 
Mr. A. Nicol’s trucks one whole day 
to niakc the trip with such heavy loads.
G.W.V.A.
Miss Jones-Evans, on her physic­
ian’s advice, has resigned her position 
as Junior Division teacher at the day 
school, and the Trustee’s have appoint- 
Mrs. Moore, of the K. L., as her 
successsor. -
1924
KELOWNA W OLF CUBS
I  Section B of the Cubs 'vill meet at 
the Scout Hall n p t Wednesday at 
4 /o’clock, and Section A at 7 o clock. 
This applies to the recruits as well as
old Cubs. ■ ‘ ^  u u _If the weather is fine we shall go 
for a hike on Saturday (the 6th), meet­
ing at the Scout Hall and. starting at 
I 2 o’clock' sharp. The hike will be in 
I charge of the Cubmaster and boys Of 
both sections are invited to attend. We 
shall get home by about six o clock.
Instead of going to_ the 
we have done so often, we shall take 
the road to Benvoulin and travel along 
1 Mission Creek as far as the bndge 
near Dr. de Pfyffer’s place, and from 
there home via the old Mission road. 
This should make a very pleasant 
country walk and, as the weather mav 
break at any time, boys will do well 
[to make the most of the glorious au­
tumn sunshine. . . , . ,There was a wonderful turn-up at 
the meeting last Wednesday mght, no 
[less than twenty boys applying tor 
membership, besides a full attendance 
of Cubs. We were sorry to have to 
turn some of the recruits down tor 
various reasons, and wish it to be 
understood that wc cannot take any 
more boys into the Cubs until fu^hcr 
notice. Mr. Alex Smith, who will have 
charge of Section B, was given a vcr\ 
i warm welcome, whidh included a grand 
howl, and the following names are new 
boys who will be added to this section: 
Ernest Gibson. Paul Gore. Frank Bal- 
I dock. Donald Edwards, William. Watt, 
Douglas Butt. Allan Poole, George 
Rcvnolds, Leslie Reynolds. David 
Campbell, James Gilley, Fred Burr
Gordon Ekins. , u
New boys to be added to the 
strength of Section A ate as followB 
Roy Longley, Raymond Winstonc. 
Art Williams, James Brown.
Eight senior Cubs have been trans­
ferred to the ’Scouts, and we wish 
them a happy and successful future in 
the ranks of the great .Brotherhood.
The total strength of the Kclownu 
Wolf Cub Pack is now SO.
Entered into rest hist week, 
Edgar Jasper Pollick; 
Hc®kissed a flapper on the check 
..\nd died of PAINTER’S 
COLICI
The school was closed on Monday, 
as so rhany children were* away it was 
useless to continue; Several families 
lave cases of whooping cough, and 
the Trustees consulted the . Medical 
Inspector as to closing the school on 
these grounds. Howevj^r, he inforrned 
.us it was not necessary. Whooping 
cough is contagious but not infectious. 
Children from a family with whooping 
cough mav attend school safely if they 
have had' it before, but if there is 
whooping cough in a family, the child­
ren who have not had it previously 
must not attend school as they are 
probably sickening for it and would 
give it to others. However, the par­
ents decided to keep their children 
away in any case. Mrs. Allport’s 
school is closed also.
• * •
There is a lot of subterranean grum­
bling about the packing .houses of the 
Co-operative going on. and wc have 
been asked to ventilate some of it. 
Frankly, we don’t see why we should 
fight other people’ŝ  battles. This ds a 
very peculiar district. Openly, it is 
the quietest district round Kelowna. 
At our public meetings there is never 
a row. People come to meetings over­
flowing with threats, but at the meet­
ings there is never a cheep out of 
anv one. What is it? moral cowardice 
or’what? Under the surface, howler, 
wc never knew a place where there 
were so many innuendoes, charges, 
criticisms, etc., mostly unfounded. In 
some respects the packing houses were 
run well, there was no shortage of 
l)oxcs, vehicles were not kept waiting 
as long as in previous years. What 
we don’t like, however, is the pessi 
niistic tone of all who have worked in 
the packing houses. Like the boy who 
wouldn’t eat jam because “be worked 
where they made it,’’ so those who 
work in the packing hdlises are dis- 
giisted Avith fruit’ growing. They tell 
of Directors’ fruit receiving special 
treatment, the packing house taking 
an “average’’ as the Independents used 
to do, grading records lost, so that 
fruit is all jumbled un._ Extra Fancy 
repacked as crates, culling to excess, 
rough-handliutr qf fruit, etc., etc. These 
remarks are not of our packing bt^sc 
in particular but of all in general. The 
managers arc not blamed, as they 
were short-handed this’ year. Now the 
ncople who spread these reports re­
fuse to come forward for fear, thev 
say. of losing their jobs or having their 
fruit discriminated against. . It seems 
n nitv, however, to let these reports, 
which wc feel sure are mostly un­
founded. get about. One rancher sug­
gested to us that there should be a 
committee of growers to hear com­
plaints and report them to the Direc­
tors without divulging their inform­
ants, Personally, wc have never both­
ered about the packing house, as we 
realize that in the rush of business 
ami with human nature as it is every­
thing can’t go right, a/id on the whole 
wc believe wc have been fairly treat- 
/'d but a lot of people seem to think 
rlifferentiv and think that the atmo­
sphere of the packing houses is far 
from the ideal which should be “tbe 
'ntercsts of the fruit grower, first, last 
•’ml all tbe time.’’
There was a meeting of the S. E. K. 
T. D. on Tuesday- The tenders for the 
■-*ew domestic, pipe on the Lower 
Bench were opened and the lowest 
tender being that of Mr. G. S. Joncs- 
Rvans. it was accented. siih«oct to the 
usual conditions. Wc arc glad a local 
rot the jol).
Wc have good news for water users.
. Arrangements are already in hanc 
for the fitting celebration of Amistice 
Day, which this year will fall on Sun­
daŷ  November 11th.
The Manager of the Empress Thea­
tre, Comrade F. W. Simmons, has 
kindly granted us the use of the build­
ing for the Armistice Day Memorial 
Service, which will be held at threp 
o’clock in the afternoon. A number 
of the clergy have signified their will­
ingness to participate in the service. 
Full particulars will be announced 
later.
On Saturday, Nov. the 10th, “Poppy 
Day” will be observed, the City Coun­
cil having granted us peripission to 
have poppy sellers on the streets for 
that day. This year the  ̂G. W. V. A. 
are having to, manage this braiich of 
the Armistice Day activities, owing to 
the fact that the Women’s Auxiliary 
ai-p, not in a/positipn to do so as their 
new Executive will not be elected un­
til the middle d£ this month, arid there­
fore they would not be in. a position 
to carry out the necessary arrange­
ments in time, _ ; ;
Ah Armistice Night Dance is being 
arranged for the evening of Friday, 
Nov. 9th, as this was thought to be 
a more suitable night than the Mon­
day following; This will, be held in 
the Morrison Hall.
The Secretary will be glad to hear 
from Egerton C. Sheppard, giving an 
address at R. R. 2, Kelowna. .-There 
is some correspondence here which 
concerns him and the G. W. V. A-' will 
perhaps be able to help in this case.
NO NEED TO HURRY
The steamer was only a few; feet 
from the quay when there was a sud­
den coriimotion, and a man came run­
ning  ̂madly from the dock gates, 
shouting to the officials to wait a 
moment. »
Without pausing in his stride, he 
flung his bag on to the boat, took a 
desperate leap, and landed on the deck 
with a crash.
“Good!” he gasped,' as he was as­
sisted to his feet. “Just did it. A 
few seconds later and I should have 
missed it.”
“Missed it!” exclaimed one the 
passengers. “Do you realize that this 
boat is just coming in?” >
The station-niaster on the East In­
dian Railway had been given strict 
orders not to do anything out of the 
ordinary without authority from the 
superintendent This accounts for 
him sending the following telegram: 
“Superintendent’s Office, Calcutta. 
-^Tiger on platform eating conductor. 
Please wire instructions.”
Having sold more storage water than 
they anticipated, the Board reduced 
the rate for storage water from $3.80 
to $3.00 per acre foot. This makes the 
rates this year much lower than last.
Steps are being taken to sue those 
in arrear for 1922 taxes.
A long communication was read 
from the Association of B. C. Water 
Districts, giving an account of the re­
lief they are going to ask the Govern­
ment to propose in the next session of 
the Legislature.
NOW IS THE TIME to look 
around for that Heater 
you require.
We respectfully solicit an in­
spection of our Stock of these 
good Heatejs. 
QUALITY RIGHT 
PRICES RIGHT .
LIM ITED  '
General Hardware Merchants 
Phone 324
I r' ' '-I.';. ; '.' '
silis
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WHEN WINIEI COMES-
YOUR POULTRY W ILL REQUIRE  
BETTER CARE AND ATTENTION.
W HAT ARE YOU GOJNG TO DO ?
Brinff us vour requirements and be satisfied. Full Line of 
® ^thc best POULTRY SUPPLIES.
FLOUR AND FEED AJUWAYS IN  STOCK 
GASOLINE AND OILS
Open During Noon Hout and Saturday Nights
XEIONIU aimWEDS’ aCHANSE
f r e e  CITY DELIVERY * PHONE 29
IS  T H E
■ .J;
O N  W H IC H
M u n icip al T axes
C A N  B E
P A ID
L E S S  T H E
P A r k a l t ^
O F
F ifteen  P e r  Cent,
Order from Any Government Vendor
PALE
BEER
A l ig h t , dear, ambcr-colotvd beverage, as rcfrcsltlng and 
appetizing as the finest beer 
should be. Its consistent pur­
ity Is assured by scrupulous 
care given . to tlio . method of 
brewing.
This advertisement is not 
published or displayed by 
the Liquor Control . Board 
or by the Government of 
British Columbia.
THE BLUE STAR LINE 
f a s t  r e f r i g e r a t ­
e d  STEAMSHIP SER­
VICE •
ADMIRAL ORIENTAL 
LINE, Agents
Latest type and design vessels up to 
14 knots speed. Regular, dcj^ndable 
service from PACIFIC 
PORTS direct to GLASGOW, LIV­
ERPOOL, LONDON and other Eu­
ropean ports via Panama Crinal.
All steamers equipped with separate 
coolrooms^ arid refrigerated chanabers 
for transportation of apples and all 
other kinds of fruit, fish, cheese, eggs 
and other perishable and ordinary cargo.
FALL SAILING SCHEDULE 
Steamers . Seattle ' Yancouyer
Albionstar Oct. 15 f i
Gothicstar Nov, 5
Royalstar Dec. 7 Dec. 13
And every 21 days thereafter
PACIFIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
605 Hastings St. West, Vancouver, 
B.C., or the nearest local office of Ad­
miral Oriental Line or Pacific Steam­
ship Co. 49-tfc
Recipe
Dept.
Works
overtime
The Recipe Department is one of 
the busiest parts of the company, 
and certainly has the most pleas­
ure. The one most pleasant feat­
ure is that wc only haye'to mention 
once that some person wants a 
recipe for - ômc ccrtJiin aiiu
the response from the other wo­
men is more than generous.
Just now wc arc gathering can­
dy recipes for a, user.
Pacific Milk Go., Lilniteil
J,. Head Office: Vancouver, Ji C ..
Factories at Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C
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B U i m
! GaeoHnc i» down In pnco Sc per 
S gallon, a reduction which I, m 
I common with other dealers, d|d 
not expect. The manufacturers 
claim to be selling at below the 
cost of production, I; for one, 
believe this to bo true. However, 
bc 'thaf as it may, you can get 
. the highest grade, most P«fcly 
i- filtered and the largest (or shall
Current Prices and Market, Conditions 
(From the Weekly ghtictin »«?««Lby 
I. A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis- 
•̂ mcr, Calgary.)
Calgary, Sept. 29th, 1923.
The Week in Calgary
1 say—surest) gallon of Premier 
“ ' tluGasoline from he
This week’s weather has been excep* 
tionally fine. Keal Indian Summer 
weather. Threshing is Well advanced.
There is a lull in the fruit business, 
due chiefly to it being the end of the 
month, and collections arc being made. 
Prunes arc istiffening a little m price.
There is a considerable volume of 
Washington-Bartlett pears from cold
HONEST-MCASURE
VISIBLE
storage coming into this market, also 
many Elberta peaches. ' This would in­
dicate that considerable more pears and
PUMP
peaches could be planted in districts 
suited to their growth in B.C. ^
The only apples imported into the 
prairie market this week were, three
cars which came to Winnipeg.
where you SEE ALL 
0ET, AND GET ALL YOU
PAY FOR, at
done by the As§ ôciatcd Growers in
rics, C grade and crates, 
$1.60 to1 B.C. Crab Apples, Hy;slop, Fancy 
cs, italiB.C. Prune I lian, No. 1, 85c to
i B.C. Plums, Black Diamond.......
B.C. Pears, Flemish Beauty, 
Boussock, Fancy, $3.25 Jto....
1.75
2.25
1.00
1.50
been some American Bartlctts brought 
in this week and quite a few cars and 
part cars of B. C. Flemish Beauty.
There is a fairly good steady sale on
pears. , ,There seems to be a pretty, good de­
mand for Hyslops and tliosc that have , v  „ ^
come on the market have cleaned up B.C.
auitc well. The sale on P«ckbng B.C. Celery, Ibj, 7c t o ....
tfoods has continued fairly slow right Ontario Wealthy, bbls.. No. 1 
straight through the season. There arc Ontario Wealtliy, bWs., No. 2 
auitĉ â few green tomatoes here Ontario icnnctin^, Colvert,
2ut demand Isii’t as heavy as in other Maiden Blush. No. 1 ............  7.0U
vears First cars of Ontario grapes No, 2 .......... ................. 'i
have arrived within the piist week or Ontario I lurns, Dsmsoos. LI qt
tcii days and there arc also some On- bskt. ...... .......... ..................
tarlo Damson, and Green Gages on <l.e |
3.50
3.50 
.08
7.50 
,7.00
1.75
1.00
market.
Appit sales to date have not been I qt bskt. ...... 77,r;;;n "Ti"V.ii brisk as might have been expected. Ontario Peaches, Llbcrta, 11 qt
75
us brisk as inight
Green,
1.35
arc being offerid at pretty cheap prices. I _ ....The first McIntosh have pome in re-1 Ontario romatocs, 11 qt. bskt.,
ccntly but they are moving slowly as
yet There ‘ ’-----
wintcr onions.
$1.06 to 1.25
is^very littlc_ demand for Imported Peaches, Elberta, box,  ̂
K rf'ree ira S e  'prfef a^wl.iS «.ey \ Im,.plied {>Vri7 D.Ai;jonr Fancy
that there V r  any K"?'' ..e r  rweather conditions hiivc improved after B.C. Apples. Wealthy, C Grade
♦ii** touch of winter we had and thresh-1 ■ and Crates ............ .................
;.,r, Jr, hcincy continued, Approxi- B.C. Apples, Gravenstein, Fancy
:  The Oil Shop:
(The House with a SmUe)
We noted last week the ■good work
■ i 
Ics
I.
ncipeu uic u»omiyu,i*u** w* ^ I  Pin,TiQ
We .regret to note'that
1 Bic. cF af Apples, Faney
£\1?aSl;pes’>s?B,C,,_ease 3.00 B.C. Peaches, I
withholding the Mack apple  uiitil i ? f b c r t a ...... . 1.50 B.G. Prunes, Italian,^No. 1
Wealthy variety cleaned uP* .fhis^has pea ,  ̂ .............., 75 B.C. Plijms, Pond’s Seedling;,
helped the distribution of Wealthies. ] ................  .........
2.10
2.85 
2.65
1.85
1. 10
No, Is
shippers have not observed this J pj„™igh Pears Fancy............
Some Independent .firms . Hyglop Crab Apples,^$1.65 toMacs to wholesalers, mving them a OT'^Pr^ “ P* .....
week’s advantage over iirmsr supplied | Tokaŷ Gm̂ ^̂ ^̂  ^week's advantage over Jirms nmano Grapes, per bskt..............
by the Associated Growers. Ontario Green Gages, 11 qt. bskt
Ontario Danfsons, 11 qt. bskt. ....ing Jonathans now being loaded. .oer bbl ......... ........
tactics injure dis^ibution, and if met by Wealthy, per case, from....
the'Associated Growers stuff . would per case......-
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
LIMITED
NOTICE TO FRUIT HAULERS!
After diacliarging loads you are 
advised to call at the f̂tore of the 
Poultry Association, Ellis St^ ana 
pick np a sack of “Our Best” Flour. 
Nothing Better and nothing cheap­
er. At the same time, you cm get 
anything you require m the line oi 
Feed of the right quality and at the 
right price.
75 B. .
1,50 small bskt,
3.25 B.C, Pears, D’Anjou, Fancy .......
3.TR) B.C. Onions. Yellow, lb...............
175 I B.C. Celery, lb. ..........................
Ontario Plums, Blue, 6 qt, bskt..... 
Ontario Plums, Y Egg, Lombard,
6 qt. bskt. ............
Ontario Plums, Gage, 6 qt. bskt... 
Ontario Pears, Bartlett, 11 qt.
'
Ontario Peaches, Elberta, 11 qt.
bskt.............. ............................
Ontario Peaches, Elberta, l^x
4:00
.70
1.50
2.00
14.00
1.30 
1.90
2.30 
.08
.60
1.10
1.75
1.̂ 5
1.85
1.25
1.85
gests that 
bill for 
Today
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT
Phone 354
dealers. This hasT been denied by the I 'rpeV "case 'Y.651 Ontario Plums, Dams6ns,_6 qt
firm handling this brand. ^Edmonton Car Arrivals Sept. 16th to bskt. .......We see Transcendent crab apples re- _^a"ionton ^ar ^ ..................
tailing at 60 centSj per bqx  ̂ which sug-1 mixed fruit; S prunes; S | Arrivals, 19tlr to 26th
Ontario
and 95 cents for crates, this is 5 cents P ’ Swift Current es, 3 pears, 1 onion,
under standard quotations.^ A CMgary 27.-—The Vancouver^
retail grocer has 7S ^ T h e  we continues to be ideal for the . VANCOUVER, Sept. 25.—Rain has
Macks laid down here at $1.75. Tlie Lj^reshing. Since barves.ting started in copiously during the past week
freight runs abput 35 certts.^ v^mnn this district the farmers have not been temperatures have been consider-
Prunes are being sold by Vernon single day on account oLLhlv cooler As a result «the demand
.Independents at 4 f cents, as ^-eathe?. ' , f o ' ^ h e S e  perishable fruits; which
60 cents by other .jokers.,__.tind^^tW
in B.G. such conditions as above re
In the interest of the fruit i us ry I think the deal this I ĵJgy‘''j,as''7allen off considerably.
EUis St. prices are already considerably under Pâ t̂  ̂ Associated Grower's Have b U  r.<-innrk<»fifiVA nriAAQ flim ted. . . ^ xl.-.Im re |iCW ucvjro.
well advanced and will be oyer m a
competitive prices quoted.  ̂  ̂ I giving rell'service on their mixed cars, I "‘̂ xhrapple raoVement is fairly steady
It IS now a good time for vegetable | nnints. I :V . oc tbp other lines
YES, W E KNOW aU about 
the dirt in milk that cannot be 
taken out by the ordinaiy 
strainer—’We use a olarifier 
and then milk and dirt part
company. . . . _
No extra charge for giving it to you 
CLEAN
$1.009  QUABTS
KELOWNA DAIRY CO.
PH O N E  1.51
. t- cri r̂o^ullespecmlly to country points. ^  . | _„j Be more so as the other lines
growers to ship suchy^getables^^^  ̂ Car arrivals from Sept. 19tn to e6th L j the market. Prices,
injury from early frosty Frame mar- _  j  b̂  very low and from the
kets^are now bare 1 car crMberries; 9 F.C. mixed can hardly he
^ cents®^^^ Current;^^ B.C nnxedquoting ĉ êlei^y at 3^ee^ts agai^t 4c _  _  to country points; 3 cars Macs to H.ysiop crab apples are now in fairly
bythe-Associated Growers. They are I - L „ » f 'S p p l7  "W e higher eoloured
quotmg other vegetables in proporti n. Saskatoon _ . Hyslop seems to have a preference over
S n t  are un- s a s k a t o o n , Sept. 26.— Business Transcendents, moving much more
F.O.B. shipping point prices are un Both city and coun- Lj.gg| than the' latter variety and at a
« r *1, I trv points* Fo.rty csrs of fruit unlostQ* I ViĴ Vipr* ficrurG. ' ■
Be“ y G V o w r U n S n f B .C ,
head-guarbrs: in Vancouver is^payiugI
Calgary a . local growers. Weather continues to Pt^htially over those which obtained a
A 1 ■ ; be rrtild. . ,week agO; $1.00perl6 1b. boxis ask-
Apples, McIntosh Red No. 1,. _  Approximate wholesale prices: ed and easily obtained. The wet wea-
per^box, $1.90 to .....f^ U p p ieg , McIntosh Red, Fancy ther has split much of the Lower MamMcIntosh, crates, $1.50 t o .....- j'7 5 1 ^aiid Cgrâ  ̂ $2.35 to ,—$ 2.45 I Ĵ nd fruiVas could be expected after a
Waldron’ s
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
Cooked Com  
Beef, per lb.
Local Honey
jpqf'lb.
Pea Nut Butter
Silver Shred 
Marmalade
20c 
25c 
20 c 
35c
Gravenstein and Wealthy Np- 1 
Wealthy, per crate ....................
St. Lawrence, per • crate 
Pears. Bartlett, Fancy, per box
$3.50 to
. ditto C grade, per box ...........
Flemish Beauty, per \box ...... .
Peaches,'Wash. Elberta, per box
$1.40 to ................. ..... .....—
Crab apples, Hyslop, per box ....
Prunes, B.C., per box ........... ......
Cranberries, per SO-lb. box ........
Per bbl.  ......i..—.......-....—■
Grapes, Tokay, $4.00 to ................
Grapes, Ont. Blue, bskt., 75c to.. 
Tomatoes, Local H.H., per lb. ....
B.C. Field, per case, $1.20 to ....
Green, per case ..... ..... ..............
G+een Peppers, per peach box .... 
Red Peppers, Whsh., per box .— 
Cauliflower, per lb.
1.25 Apples, McIntosh Red, crate, 
d 0 5 1 $1.85 to
Apples, Wealthy, Fancy and C 
3.751 r̂ade;_ $1.95 to
1.90
2.05
long dry spell, # , , , .Peaches have settled down to .a 
steady level of from ^1.10 to $1.15 per 
box. There is still a considerable move-
3'25 Apples, Wealthy, per crate, - ment from across the Hne. The im-
2 50 $1.60 to ................ . I ported peaches are ' practically all ofApples, other varieties, Fancy and
....... .......... . 2.001 451 C grade, $1.75 t o ......
V50 Pears, Bartlett, Fancy, per box,
^•75 Y $3.5P to ..................................
Pears, Other Varieties, Fancy and8.5015 751 ^  &rade. box, $2.75 t o ...........
4 2 5  Peaches, Elberta, per box ...........
■go Prunes, per case, 9Sc to 
1 c l Plums. Pond’s Seedling, etc., 4 
i;2S bskt. No. I, $175 lo  ............
1 •yc I ■ Noi 2  .....
I’-JC Crab Apples, Hyslop, Fancy, per .
V̂ 5 box, $2.00 to ............. .......---*2.05
Onions, B.C., per ewt, $3.50 to.... 3.75
_
the Elberta variety. . ,
If the wet, cold weather is restrict-
- , ing the supply of Lower Mainland 
I tomatoes, it is not showing in the price.
Chinese growers are selling four bask- 
et crates for as low as 40c and apple
- boxes at 7Sc. Kererneos lugs move
1-̂  ̂I slowly at 90c. • .
Okanagan cantaloupes are practically 
alone in supplying ’ the needs of this 
market. Most of the receipts are of 
the Hoodoo variety and the flavour 
arid texture is excellent., It has been
3.25
1.50
1.85
1.501
oeach""box M  ̂mixed fruit and vegetables; 6_apples, rindless. 1 
125 1 pears; 1 prunes. Imported—3 peach-  ̂ of 
peach  ̂ mixed /ruft; 2 oranges; 4 cran- ^ t l y  expl
Cabbage, Local, per lb.
Pickling Onions " 
Cucumbers, per 
Citron, per lb. .
Marrow, Squash & Purnpkm, lb. 
Turnips, Beets, Carrots, per doz. 
bunches
_________ ________  . . , , . .noted however, that this variety, com
Car Arrivals:’ B. C.—,12 rnixed fruit; from the Okanagan, is pjactically 
—1 r_..:* ...wi v..̂ v,afoKinc* f\ annlps: I • This ’ IS a defect 'from the
view of shipping quality, and 
02 izies; i a j u, a. ui tico, -r vi«.. .pj^rtiy ains why so much of the 
Q2 berries; 1 onions. Ontario—2 grapes; I ^̂ j-jŷ jg have been in a soft condition. 
■ 1 mixed grapes .and plums. fairly heavy, rind acts as a protection
2nl Regina . . .  | against damage incidental to handling.
REGINA. Sept. 26.—The rain of the A further increase of 2c on Extras
Green Corm being Jobbed at any price, days has affected the market L^d Firsts obtains on the egg market
OllIQnS, .................... . •. I «• o n#1 4-ffiAek nill I. .\i C- I mi-! - tn
Garlic ..... 'Al somewhat and trade has been dull. Me- This follows a restriction in receiptsI-. , T-k .i   ___ I • • .. ___ miA.  ------  nr- . . - IK  ni Vi lintosh Reds are now arriving and arc! By the cooler weather. The mar
Potatoes, p.G., per id. ......... ....... • .a", in very good condition. Fancy Grade I jg t̂ the new prices.
I)}
in vital 
food elements 
which the 
human bodjf 
requires
ST.CHABLESHILK
Potatoes, Local, per lb. ^
Calgary Car Arfivals
September 19th to 26th.
B.C— 17 apples; 14 mixed fruit ^  Potatoes are also UppYg'g” E"tra Fancy, Graven-ve.getablcs; 3 plums; 4 mixed frmt, , prices are'
mixed vegetables; 1 cejery. JmportedL for.^
showing very fair colour and clean and ^ppjgg^ Extra Fancy, McIntosh$ 2,25 
a few boxes of extra fancy showing ex- I Apples. Extra Fancj% Wealthy, 
ccllent colour. Oniojis are scarce and | $1.85 to ..................... ............ 2.00
stein .............. ...... -V-.................  2.00
Apples, Cookers, from..peaches; 1 pears; 2 cranberries; 1 
Spanish onions.
E D M O N T O r & .- ^ ^ ^ ^
little activity in preserving fruits on the wholesale Prices: 1 uuince aoDU
Peaches. Elb^la .......... 1.4S Pondby people who are a little late in order 
ing their requirements
Car Arrivals, Sept. 20 to 26 inclusive: Hyslop Crab Apples ...................
B.C.— 6 fruit and vegetables; 3 mixed pgars, Wrapped. Bartlett ...........
fruit; 6/apples; 1 prune. Ontario—1 | pgars. Local, Boussock (un­
wrapped) ....... ..... ................
Quince, apple box ............
"s Seedlings,
1.00
1.75
3.00
crate..
Plums, Yellow Egg, crate 
Damsons, lb.
rrHBMi»*Baolt-«friteill* Bohlw Co* U«it«4
JliVuttaiam
B.C. Plums, twos, Alta Vista, Dia-
'i*■'V , • 1. I mond , ....-................. 1.̂ 3
A lot of the prunes comi^^ Gage ............... ........ . 1-60 Italian Prunes, 16 lb. box, 90c to
been showing shrinkage B.C. Prunes ............... .................. - Peaches, Box. $1.10 to
meant that a considerable p^ncy, McIntosh .... 2.40 G d̂pe?. 24 lb. lugs. Tcbeen jobbed, with d resulting depres I okays
1.25
3.25
1.75
1.75 
.06
1.00
1.15
3.25
sion in price. The sale^f B.C Apples’ Fancy, Wealthy,to be extremely slow. There have been i -----
several cats o? American Elberta pe^  | “Crat'esr$i,8d to —
fh "  h ° 4  3.50
B.C. Pears, C. Flemish Beauty .... 3.25
2.25 1 Grapes! 24 lb. lugs, Malagas....... 2.00
Grapes, Wash. Concord, 6 lb. bskt .75
has continued fair.
t
F r i i i t
Mannfactared
We
Invite
ComiMirison
IN THE OKANAGAN 
' for
OKANAGAN GROWERS 
by
AN OKANAGAN FIRM!
Light
Strong
Rigid
ARE YOU "USING THEM ?
S . M. S IM P S O N
SASH AND DOORS and MILL WC^K
Phone 312. Abbott St.» opp. City Park.
B. C. Tomatoes ...............   * 1*40
B.C. Cantaloupes, Standard ....... 4.00
B.C. Onions, Standard Grade.
per cwt* •.•...•••«-.v*»*“***‘'*****....•—•••
B. C. Potatoes, local, cwt...... ....
B.'C. Grapes, 4 hskt. crate 
Ontario Green Gage, 11 qt. bskt.. 
Ontario Tomatoes, 11 qt. bskt.....
Ontario Grapes, 6  qt. bskt, ......
Ontario Cantaloupes, bushel
hampers.............................. —
Imported Pears, Fancy, Bartlett 
Imported Pears, C, Bartlett
Imported Peaches, Elberta .....
Winnipeg
MHNNIPEG, Sept. 26.—Wholesale
?•]!;? Cantaloupes, Standards, down
I from .............................. .........
Honeydew Melons, lb.. 4c t o .......
Casabas, lb., 4c t o .........................
Tomatoes, 26 lb. lugs ....... .
Tomatoes, 4 bskt. crated, local.
Tomatoes, Green, lb. ............. .
Tomatoes, H.H., crate ........ ......
Sweet Potatoes, lb. .....................
Peppers, lb., Red. 15c; Green, 8
to 9 lbs.......... .........................
Cucumbers, doz. .........................
Squash, lb„ 2c; Pumpkin, lb..... .
Vegetable Marrow, lb................. .
Parsley, doz. bunches ....... ..........
Green Onions, doz. bunches
4.00
1.25
1.25 
1.75 
1.50
.60
4.50
4.00
3.75
1.45
White pickling Onions, 10 lb bskt 2.50
Onions, sack
Cauliflower, doz....... ....................
Cabbage, lb., 2V4 t o ................... .
Turnips, sack. $1.50; Carrots, sack 
Beets, sack $1.25; Parsnips, sack 
J1.75 to
3 25 
3.75 
.03 
1.25
P.O. Box 452.
prices: ,
IB.C. McIntosh, Fancy ............ ....$ 2 .m
B.C. McIntosh, Crates ......- ...... 2-00 Head Lettuce, crate ......- ..........
B.C. St. T.awrence, Wealthy, Jef- Potatoes, local, ton .......... -ri’A*;.'
ries. Fancy, $2.15 to ..........  2.25 I Potatoes; Dry Belt, Gems, $1.25
B.C. St. T,awrcncc, Wealthy, Jef- 1 to .................— ....... ............
2.00
1.25
20.00
1.7S
S k i n
Palm and Olivo Oib 
—-nothing etse-^glvo 
nature’s green color 
to Palmolive Soap.-
The skin with its network of tiny pores 
and glands should never be allowed to be­
come sluggii^h and inactive. Dirt, emd 
cream, rouge and poWder will clog the 
pores, enlarge them and produce black­
heads and blemishes unless, the skin is 
cleansed thoroughly with soap and water 
at least once every, day.
This simple mqthod of beautifying was 
Ckopatru’a secret. She knew that to have 
a fresh fine skin thoi'ough tlcansing vvas 
necessary. She used Palm and Olive oils, 
the same rare oils which are blended in, 
Palmolive.
‘ If you use a fine fnild soap, there î  no 
danger of irritation. Palmolive Avith its 
creamy lather, is lotion-llkc in its action. 
It freshens, revives and stimulates ami 
Icaivcs the iskin delightfully fresh and rosy.
You can buy Palmolive Soap at all hrst- 
class dealers.
taSri!
Made in Canada
Volume and Pf/icienty 
Produce 25-cent 
•  Quality for 10c
U88
1/
A  S av in g
^ 0 0
On 8lbe: SedUifk̂ On Use Coupe
NOW
O n or about January 1st, 1924, the Ford Motor 
Ck), of Canada, Ltd. will be in production on a 
new Four-door Sedan and a new Coupe iden- 
tied  with those now being produced in the 
United Sfates. T he prices on these new
models will be:
- - $985.00
- - 7 5 5 .0 0
4-door Sedan 
Coupe - '
W cl have on h a n d , a linuted number of ^  
present Coupe and Two-door Sedans which
can be obtained at the following prices:
2-door Sddan - - $685.00
Coupe - - 595.00
T h is  frank statement of merchandising and 
production policies is made to settle all the 
rumors that have been circulated regarding Ford 
cars and prices in Canada. The considerable••• —---  ̂ -
saving in price on present moddsC»caviJi3K *1/**̂ .’*.. w— X---- ------ e 1 J ’ ^ -opportunity of driving your Ford closed car 
1 this winter.
Prices o£ New Models
Sedan • $9®S*d®
C o u p e  •  •  7 5 5 » ® ®
Prices oI Present Models ,
2«dooe Sedan - $08S«Od 
Coupe • • 59S.OO
A ll prices quoted are F. O. B, Ford, Ontario 
imd do not include government taxes.
W ith  winter dose at hand this diSerential in 
price should be all the more attractive. You 
^  obtain the ad v an ta^  of dosed < r̂ comfort 
and distinction by availing yourself now of 
these prices. ®
The MORRISON'
LIMITED, KELOWNA, B. C.
f o r d  m otor CO. o f  C A N A D A , L IM IT E D . F O R D . O N T A R IO
Comb Honey, 24 12 oz. p k g s . 7.50 
Eggs to producer, cases returned:
Fresh Extras ----- ------ -— • *7̂
Pullet Extras..................... — ....  •
Fresh Firsts .................—-— — • „
Pullet Firsts ................................
Fresh Seconds -.................. ............... 20
Peewees ............................*......... *
Wholesale:
Fresh Extras ........................i'...—..
Extras, 36c to ......... ....... ..... .......
Fresh Firsts ........................— ......
Pullet Firsts  ......... ...... -...............
Fresh Seconds, 35c to ................. •
Pullet Peewees ...........................   --
Storage Firsts ...........   *
Poultry, live to producer:
Springs ...................................       ’,4
Light Hens ...................................
Medium Hens ............... ......................
Heavy Hens ........... —w
Old Ducks ...............................    ’*0
Young Ducks..........................  v*®
Wholesale dressed:
Light Hens ............   — • _
Heavy Henis .... ............ ...... •
Medium Hens ......—...... -.....
Light Springs ............ —......... ........
Roasters. -......................... ..........
Country dressed tops, to shipper ,4lo 
Wholesale .................. ...............
Hogs: .
Country dressed tops, prime hgnt, 
to shiipocr
^\^llOlC9cllC
Butter (VVholesale) prints: _
Alberta Specials, 39c to ...............  -40
Firsts, 38c to  ............ -.............. . *"9
Seconds .................. ..................... .
The following produce has been im­
ported during the week ending Septem­
ber 24th, 1923:
Apples, Wash., 13 boxes; Peap, 
Wash., 1,046 boxes; Peaches, Wash., 
10,113 boxes; Prunes, Wash., 1 box;y-*___ -fA QC7 flt-anCTAClU.llO UUAC», xiuiiua.Grape Fruit, Calif., 857 cases; Oranges. 
Calif., 2,030 cases; Lemons, Calif., 2 
cases; Sweet Potatoes, Calif., 18,296
lbs.; Peppers, Wash., 42 crates; Grap- 
1, Wash., Concords, 444 bskts.; Grap-___ ____
es, CaUf.,' 'Tokays and Malaga, and 
Black Prince, 3,385 crates; Cantaloup­
es, Wash, and Calif., 16 crates; 
Bananas, l,3j85 bunches; Cabbage, 
Wash., 6  crates; Watermelons, Wiwh., 
61; Honey dews, Wash., 6 crates; On-
ions. Wash., 5 sacks; Onioiis, White 
Pickling, 25 10-lb. bskts. .
Note; Not listed /with the above i.s 
1,219 boxes of pears and 183 boxes of 
peaches. 'These were found upon insp­
ection to be infested with Codling 
Moth and ordered returned to the- 
States.
The “Cowichan Leader” of Scptcrn«
ber 27th states that if other commun­
ities on Vancouver Island have had 
the same experience as the housewives ■ 
of Duncan in the matter of securing Ok­
anagan peaches, it will be small wonder^ 
if next year the average Island house-'' 
wife forgets that there is such a slogan: 
as "Buy B.C. Products.” Retailers in 
that part of the Island have hot beert 
able to obtain B.C. peaches .this sea­
son, as wholesalers there do not han­
dle them. The “Leader” lays the blame 
for this unsatisfactory state of affairs 
on the ĵgrowers of thc’*Okanagan, who, 
it states, have signally failed to adver­
tise their fruit on Vancouver Island.
 ̂ I . I I ' '•' i' 1
^
r /  ?
■̂1
il
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f BU RNE & w feD D E ^ L
I Barrister, SoHcitora and
t Notaries Public ^P C WcddcH John F. BurncE. C. 1903)
KELOWNA, B.C.
STORAGE OR DRY, of all sizes. 
2 0  REN TA L B A TTER IES
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
$2,50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries,
at your service.
BATTERY and IGiNITION 
PARTS
FALL FAIR FAVOURED
BY SPLENDID WEATHER
(Continued from page 1)
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
b a r r ist e r s , SOLICITORS, 
n o t a r ie s  RUBLIC .
■ (Successors to R. B. Kerr) . 
Roweliffe Block. Kelowna, B.C.
RADID SETS AND RADIO 
SDPPLIES
W e wire any radio hook up you 
wish for your set.
COIL W IN D IN G  a Specialty.
RITCHIE & SHAW
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, 
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
Willita Block Kelowna, B.C.
THOMSON S core
ELECTRICIANS
Phone 342
H E R B E R T  V ,  C R A I G
b a r r ist e r -a t-law  
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops).
KELOWNA - B.C.
who serves plenty of BREAD 
on her table is sure of three 
things:—
MRS. A . J .  PBITCHAM
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., Si v.rM .dal- 
ist (London, England). 
Studio: ' Pianoforte Lewons 
Caaorao Block Kelowna* B. C. 
Phone 464
B E T T E R  BALANCED MEALS 
SA TISFIED  A PP E T IT E S  
A BIG SAVING ON H E R  
W EEK LY  FOOD B ILL .
IDEAL BREAD
YOUR BEST FOOD V A LUE.
WINSTONE’S ORCHESTRA
“ GOOD DANCE MUSIC”
F o r T erm s Phone 481,
32-tfc
Sutiierlanil’s Bakery
BERNARD A V EN U E 
Phone 121
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P. O. Box 22
— ■ I -------- -- T" ~
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarry! 'g and Cut ■ Stone Con­
tractors, Monuments, Tornbstones 
and General Cemetery Work.  ̂
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from Ri Minns, Local Agent
F. W . G RO V ES
M. Can. Soc. C, E. ^
Consislting Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveva and Reiwria on Irrigation Worksi ■ 4 » . 4 f _ tXT» A Q AaApplications for Water Licenses
KELOWNA. B. C.
ABDOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
- CIVIL e n g i n e e r s
-Hewetson, & Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman B am
Phone 298
WOOD FOR SALE
Pine and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, $3.50.
J. W. C, THOMPSON 
Phone 3154
s
l i l  Had 
Only Known!
A common saying by 
those  people in. the  
m ark e t for the  artic­
le which you desired 
to  sell or exchange. 
T h e  eyes which scan 
these  columns have 
th e  power to buy. 
Open a  way for th a t 
pow er by introducing 
your m erchandise. 
T o  go searching for 
requirem ents m eans 
tim e and money—we 
solve your problem 
and save you money 
by
O U R  W A N T  ADS.
N EW  SH IPM EN T O F
Fine
English China
IN  ROYAL DOULTON, 
W EDGW OOD, 
AYNSLEY, ETC.
Consisting of. Cups and Sau­
cers, Bowls, Cream and Sugars. 
Jugs, Plates, Vases, etc., in the 
newest creations of the potter’s
art, ■ V , /  ,
W e are most enthusiastic ov­
er many of the, new pieces and 
invite all lovers of Fine China 
to come in a t  their leisure and 
examine the- various articles.
Jeweler & Optom etrist
AM PBELL
OAL
OM PA N Y
ASSURES YOU 
COURTESY SERV ICE
QUALITY
Agents for
COALMONT COAL
Phone your requirements to 
371
Yard - - - Cawston Aye.
Office: a t The Jenkins Co.'barn
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE
W e have a Policy tha t pro­
tects you in case of accident 
against—•
Liability for injuries to  any 
person;
Damage to property of 
o thers;
Damage to your own car;
Fire in the garage or any­
where.
INSURANCE AGENTS
McTavish & Whiills
Insurance Real Estate
$3.00 per year.
The COURIER does not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any 
contributed article. '
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgib!;' written bn one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor will not be ac
The centre of the ground floor was 
given over to the exhibits of farm pro­
duce, miscellaneous exhibits, including 
one of variouff nuts suitable to this 
climate by Mr. D. Gcllutly, flowers, 
and automobiles, the latter showing all 
the be.st makes for which agencies arc 
held in Kelowna. The gallery, as uS' 
ual, contained the , fruit plate exhibits 
which were a Mght to behold, the lad 
ies’ and girls’ work, ami the displays 
of bottled fruits and domestic science.
The poultry exhibits, though not 
nearly as large as last year, few poul- 
trymen having had time to prepare
cii l m ,. »v.- their flocks, contained some splendid
cepted for publication over a "nqm |jj ĵg Competition, however, was ah
T?- r r' which no blame can he attached to the
after directors, who workc.d very hard to 
make, this portion of the show a sue 
cess. .
Between the two buildings the side 
shows and other amusements were 
located. All of these were well pat 
ronized, especially on Thursday after 
noon, when the merry-go-round ant
Contributed matter received 
Wednesday noon will no« be pub 
lished until the following week.
ADVERTISING RATES 
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “Want Ads.”
First insertion* IS cents per line; > u uu: uii:i i 
each additional insertion, without p ĵ-ris wheel were kept busy, and com
nerr* tnflfftf'r* 10 CGfltR OGT llf164 . * i» .i.cha ge of mat e ,  cen s per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents,' Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group'of not more 
than five figures counts as a word 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Adyertise- 
ments—Rates quoted oTn application 
L^al and Municipal Advertiising- 
First insertion, IS cents per line,
 ̂ each subsequent insertion, 10 cents
per line.,
Contract advertisers will please note 
that, to insure insertion in the cur­
rent week’s issue, all changes of 
advertisements must .reach this 
office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the mutual interests of patrons 
atid publisher, to avoid a* congestion 
on Wednesday and Thursday and 
consequent night work,, ^ d  tc 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach country -trustomers 
bOfore Saturday.;
petition at the various games of chanc 
was keen. The children were all inter 
ested in the little horse and other ani 
mals and, .taking all in all, this end o : 
the Fair must' have done a land Affice 
business, as the youngsters spent free
ly. ' , . : ..
Near the main .entrance the ladies o 
Rutland had a refreshment stand 
where many quenched their thirst dur 
ing both afternoons, and where : 
crowd was always to be seen.
The stock exhibits, which mostly 
did not arrive till Thursday morn 
ing will long be remembered by those 
who saw them as being much .better 
than in previous years,, that is to say
the y exhibits of horses and cattle, as
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POPULAR RESIDENTS
LEAVE FOR AUSTRALIA
SUBSCRIBE TO THE COURIER
A large number of friends were at 
the C. P. R. wharf on Tuesday morn­
ing to bid farewell to three very popu­
lar residents, Mr. and Mrs.-A. G, H. 
Carruthers and Miss Keys, on,the oc­
casion of their departure for a pro­
longed visit to Australia, where Mrs 
Cdrruthers’ parents reside. _Mr. Car­
ruthers took an active part in the or­
ganization of the Kelowna Lawn Ten­
nis Club and was its first secretary, 
doing very valuable work in placing the 
organization upon a souiid footing, fin­
ancial and otherwise. Mrs. Carruthers 
and Miss Keys interested themselves 
keenly in the Brownies, occupying.the 
positions of Brown Owl and Tawny 
Owl respectively, and they endeared 
themselves to their little friends, v/ho 
keenly regret their departure.
Mr. and Mrs. Carruthers and 
Keys will sail by the “ Niagara,” which 
is due to leave Vancouver tomorrow. 
They will land at Sydney and proceed 
up-cOuntry to a point about twenty 
miles from Canberra, Australia’s new 
federal capital.' It is their present in­
tention to spend about two years in 
Australia, and then to decide whether
to make it their permanent place of 
abode or to return̂  to Kelowna. Their
host of friends will echo their own 
wish, expressed in a parting announce­
ment in this paper, that it will be au 
re voir and not good-bye.
RETAIL MERCHANTS
APPOINT SECRETARY
Mr, Andrew Fraser Fills Vacancy 
Caused By Departure Of Mr.
A. S. Wade
A meeting of the Retail Merchants 
Association was held in . the Elks’ Hall 
on Friday evening, with a good at­
tendance of members. President R 
J. Gordon occupied the chair and Mr 
J., Ball acted as secretary.
After routine business had- been at­
tended to, the matter of electing a sec­
retary to fill the position rendered 
vacant through the resignation of Mr 
S. .Wade, who is now living at Ver­
non. was taken up, and Mr. Andrew 
Fraser was unanimously chosen as his 
successor. '
A . discussion then followed regard­
ing the new scale of membership fees 
which came into force last January 
and was adopted by the Association. 
This new, scale makes the cost of 
membership less for the smaller mer­
chant and more for the larger mer­
chant,, and is in every w.ay fairer and 
more equitable than the one formerly 
in force. .
Mr. Wm. Hardy, who comes from 
the-provincial office of the Retail Mer­
chants of Canada, at Vancouver, and 
is now acting as field man for the or­
ganization. next addressed the meeting, 
c.xplaining the work being done in the 
Lower Mainland and urging'the co-op­
eration of members in the fight now 
being waged against unfair, taxation. 
Before the meeting closed he was ac­
corded a very hearty vote of thanks.
those of sheep were few in number 
while pigs were not to be seen. There 
was really a splendid showing of sad­
dle horses, those of Mr. W, R. Bar- 
lee, Miss^arlee, Cameron Bros., anc 
Casorso Bros, attracting much atten­
tion from the visitors from other 
points of the province. Dairy cattle 
were also well represented by twelve 
pure bred Holsteins owned by W. R 
Barlee, E. L. Hoskins’ Holsteins and 
grades, W. Foord’s Jerseys, C. E. Lew­
is’ Red Polls, M. Hereron’s and G 
Parvitt’s Holsteins, and Ayrshires anc 
Guernseys shown by Colonel J. Per­
ry, truly a display of which any farm­
ing district might be proud.
Mr. H. G. M. Wilson, the energetic 
secretary of the Agricultural Society, 
was unfortunately taken ill on the 
first day of the Fail-, which, as he had 
worked-like a Trojan, was very much 
regretted by all. jHowevef, Mr. J. C. 
Richards, the acting secretary, ably 
filled the breach, so that the clerica 
end of the management was attendee 
to promptly and efficiently
The attendance on the Wednesday 
afternoon was very fair, though not as 
large as the same day last year. The 
crowd attending the exhibition did not 
reach a really large figure till Thurs­
day afternoon, when the factories anc 
places of business closed, and the 
country people also turned out in large 
numbers. At 2 p.m. on that day every­
thing was in- full Swing, the exhibits 
being examined by large crowds 
while the sports were witnessed by at 
least fifteen hundred people, who thor­
oughly enjoyed themselves. No one at 
that stage of the Fair could doubt that 
the efforts of the directors were at 
last being rewarded, and that the Ex­
hibition could be considered a success. 
The sports passed off pleasantly, 
everA’̂ hody seemed cont'ented, and it 
would have been hard to find a person 
in the crowd from the President of the 
Agricultural Society to the humble but 
happy vendor of “hot* clogs” who 
doubted the wisdom of having reached 
the decision to carry on this year with 
Kelowna’s twenty-eighth annual Fall 
Fair.
GROCERY
SPECIALS
Tall tins of best quality 
Pink Salmon .... 19c 
Caught in s.'ilt water.
Mechanics’ Pine, Tar 
Soap, cake .......... 9c
Ldcal Grown Sweet ■
Potatoes, 3 lbs.....25c
1 lb. tins Beef Steak and 
Onions, tin .......... 29c
g r o c e r y
SPECIALS
“ Where Cash Beats Credit”
Fresh Grapc.s, Ib. .,..15c
Dyson’s Distilled Vinc-
ftar lor table use, urge bottle ......   4Sc
Maronia, the new ap­
petiser* excellent for 
fish and' all kinds of 
meats* salad dressing, 
etc., bottle .......   35c
AT PRICES YOU WANT TO PAY ■’E',
Coats of exceptional qualitjf in Burbury style, silk lined to waist. Coats with fur 
collars, lined through-out with fancy brocaded cloth, guaranteed to wear, for two 
seasons. Coats of winter weight. Velour and Doveton with storm collars and 
side fasteners. • , !■ ■' ’
W O M EN ’S AND GROW ING G IRLS’ 
OXFORDS and STRA P PUM PS, at $3.95
We have several new fall styles in brown 
and black Oxfords and Purnps, made up 
for us at this low figure, but they represent 
the very best shoes made to sell at this 
price. Medium and lowdieels. Some have 
rubber heels. All sizes.
Special* per pair ...............
M EN’S HATS
All the new; shades, French brown, grouse, dol­
phin, grey stone and pearl, in soft felt and 
the new brush hats. $5;00
Priced ................. . $3.50, $4.50 &
M EN’S T W E E D  AND SERGE CAPS 
New fail shapes, new fall prices, $1.25, $1.50, 
>1.95. English manufacture, ex-T$1.75 and
cellent values.
Buying Men’s or Boys’ Shoes at Fumerton’s 
means getting the greatest values
BOYS’ T W E E D  CAPS in a good 
range of pa tte rn s; special a t 
Boys’ Golf Hose, made from heavy all Wool 
worsted yarns in brown and heather shades;
all sizes up .to 1 0 $1.25
BUSINESS MEN’S BOOTS in Several good 
styles a t $5.75 a pair
Made in welts with rubber heels;
round or French toe. Special>P<Jo i
SOLID LEATHER WORK BOOTS, $4.95
Brown Oil Leather Uppers, oak ta'n soles, sol-
.........  .........$4.95
BOYS’ BOOTS
Special, per pair
FOR C H ILLY  DAYS
Men’s all wool Jum bo K nit Sweaters, in greys 
and brOwns. / OPC
O ur Special ............ ......... .
Men’s wool Pullovers, in a splendid range of 
colors, at ............ . $2.50, $2.75 and $2.95
Men’s all wool Underwear, Red $1.95
id all through. 
Special, per pair
Label, all sizes up to. 44, each ....<
Boys’ Tweed Knickers, nicely tailored, neat 
fitting. Priced from ...... ........ $1.50 to $2.75
T hat will give wonderful wear ; soles double 
shank with wax stitching and standard 
screw ; w aterproof; sizes 11— 13 ( ^ O  
Sizes 1 to 5 ................ $4.75 tp O o  i  ft/
BASKET BALL SHOES, itiade from first 
quEvlity canvas; all reinforced; sizes 6 
‘to 10.
HARD TO PLEASE
A little girl who docs not under­
stand encores .found fault with the 
audience at a recent children’s con­
cert, in which she helped to sing a 
chorus.
“ 1 know wc didn’t make one mis­
take,” she exclaimed, on the way 
home; “and yet they made us sing if 
all over again.”
SPORTS EVENTS 
Wednesday
Quarter mile race: purse $30; 1st. 
prize, $20: 2nd, $10. This, the first 
sporring event of. the Fair, was an in­
teresting race in which the following 
horses competed: R. Lidstone’s Spark 
Plug, Miss Gertrude Poston’s Pete, S. 
J. Burk’s Buck, A; Eli’s Ruby, J. Davy’s 
Pinky and D. E. Mount’s Lady. Be­
fore the race started a protest was en­
tered against Pinky being entered, it 
being pointed out that this horse did 
not come from the prescribed area—20 
miles from Kelowna. However, it was 
crllowcd to. run. The race was a very 
clo.se one, and was won by Spark 
Plug by a..hcad. Buck coming in sec­
ond and Piiiky a close third.
The next item on the programme 
was a bicycle race for ho3*s under 16 
years of age, hut there were no entries.
Bending Race: purse $25: 1st prize, 
$15: 2nd. $10. This was run off in 
three heats, the contestants being W. 
Kruger, G. D. Cameron. F. H. Cas­
orso. H. H. Barlcc, J. W. Barlcc, E. 
Garrison. J, W. Thompson. A. R. 
Davy, J. Victor, J. Frost and A . Qual- 
tairc, Cameron won his heat in much 
faster time than his opponents and 
captured the finals by a margin of one
point. Frost took second money and 
Garrison was a good third.
The next item on the programme 
lyas the boxhig matches. These con­
sisted of three bouts, all of which caus­
ed the spectators lots of amusement. 
The Junior boxing match brought out 
two fairly well matched youngsters, 
Vance Saucier and Joe Atherton. Three 
two-minute rpunds were fought, the 
hoys exchanging blows freely without 
bothering much about defensive tac­
tics. The decision was a draw. The 
Senior match Was staged in three 
rounds of three minutes each and was 
between G. Fuller and J. Moisson, both 
well known to the sporting public. 
Fqller was most aggressive during the 
first two rounds, but in the third per­
iod Moissott'* forced the, fighting. It 
was an interesting scrap and well 
worth watching, as both men are good 
boxers. The Battle Royal which fol­
lowed was' fought by five boys who 
were first blindfolded, and who stay­
ed in the ring.till they cither fell off 
or were knocked off. It ended in a 
draw between Allah "Poole and Vance 
Saucier.
The Half Mile Dash which followed 
the boxing was for a purse of $40, the 
1st prize being $25 and the 2nd, $15. 
After four false starts six horses got 
away; Wm. Kruger’s Weasel, H. C. 
Glover’s Jack Hoskins, Mrs. F, Cow­
an’s Prince, J. Berard’s Mack, G. Al­
lison’s Sandy and G. McDonald’s Don 
E. The race was won by Weasel in 
the fast time of 55 seconds, the sec­
ond horse, Jack Hoskins, being about 
one length behind. Mack came in S' 
good third.
Owing to there being no entries for 
the quarter mile race for girls under 
fifteen, this event was changed to a 
race for local ladies, the length being 
also altered to a half mile. The purse 
was $15; 1st prize, $10; 2nd. $5. The 
entries were: Mrs. D. E. Mont’s Lady; 
Miss P. Teague’s Billy, Miss Gertrude 
Poston’s Pete, and Miss M. B. Bar- 
lee’s Mary Dart. An excellent start 
was made and the race was an excep­
tionally good one, which was won 
handsomely by Mrs. Mont’s Lady, 
while there was a dead heat for second 
place between Billy and Mary Dart.
Tent Pegging with Lance and Sabre 
for a purse of $12.50 was the next item 
on the programme, the first prize be­
ing $7.50 and the second, $5. Each 
contestant was allowed two tries with 
each weapon, the result being a fine 
contest between F. Bcrard, J. Davy, 
G. D. Cameron, W. Tmpett, J. 'W,
Thompson, H. H. Barlee and J. W. 
Barlee, The first round resulted in a 
tie between Davy and Cameron, who 
each secured nineteen points out of 
twenty. In the finals Cameron won 
by eight points to Davy's seven, these 
two taking first and second money re­
spectively. This was one of the best 
events of the afternoon. '• ,
Relay Race; purse $75; 1st prize, 
$50; 2nd, $25. This race was run oyer 
a two mile course, with four changes, 
and aroused great enthusiasm among 
the . spiectators. Four teams entered, 
three men to each team. The finish 
was very close, the result being; Sol 
Alec, 1st; R. Lidstone, 2nd; and W. 
Kruger, 3rd. J. Gibbons was disquali­
fied oiiu account of his being rendered 
assistance when mounting.
Next came the Chariot Race for a 
prize of $35. There were only two en­
tries for this event, which was a con­
test between J. W. Thompson and 
Felix Casorso. The latter got A very 
poor start and had difficulty in control­
ling his team, the consequence being 
that 'Thompson led by some distance 
during the first half of the race. How­
ever, the finish was exciting enough as 
Casorso’s team gradually crept up and 
Thompson only crossed the line about 
one length ahead.
The last item on the programme of 
sports for the first day was Tilting the 
Bucket, for which a prize of $5 was of­
fered. Thirteen courageous individuals 
entered the contest ahiJ had a try at 
making the most points. A great many 
tics had to he run off as until the fin­
ish no one succeeded in actually tilting 
the bucket the right way, i.c„ by inser­
ting the lancc in thc hole provided for 
that purpose, though each one had ac: 
tually tilted the bucket, which was 
filled with water, each time. The 
stunt, however, was achieved at last by 
A. Qualtairc, who received a cheer 
from the crowd and his opponents, as 
well as the prize.
IF YOUR PIANO IS WORTH 
ANYTHING IT IS WORTH
EXPERT TUNING
Any Other Kind Will Ruin It.
A LV IN  E. PER K IN S
a strictly independent tun r̂, and the 
best recommended man in Canada, 
with 30 years of valuable factory 
and other experience, stands' for 
positively the best in the profession 
of tuning and repairing of pianos; 
Honesty of purpose and conscien­
tious workmanship, and strongly 
endorsed by the best authority in 
Canada—piano manufacturers who 
are positively particular where they 
put their signature, as follbws;—■
Morris & Karn Co.
• Heintzman & Co.
' Gourlay Piano Co.
Dominion Piano Co.
Newcombe Piano Co.
Fletcher Bros.
Gerhard Heintzman House,
/  Vancouver.
Proi. J. D. A. Tripp, Vancouver
Mason & Risch Co.
And others.
Mr. Perkins ■will be in Kelowna in a 
fe'w weeks and will make his regular 
calls. 6-2c
Thursday
J4-Milo Open. Purse, $30; 1st prize, 
$20; 2nd, $10. The horses entered for 
this event were: Good Enough, by L. 
Brewer, of Vernon; Ho Boo, by-G. M. 
Allison, of Princeton; Maud, by Alex, 
Lewis, of Vernon; Buck, by S, J. 
Butke, of Kelowna; Weasel, by W.. 
Kruger, of Penticton; Lady Bird, by 
T. Swordy, of KeIown.i. The result 
was an easy win* for Weasel by two 
lengths, time 28 secs., Ho Boo taking 
second place.
(Continued on Page 8)
Kelowna 
Auto Painters
W hy worry when the 
Kelowna Auto Painters
can blot out all the stains and 
troubles on your car and make 
it look like a real 
FACTORY FIN ISH ED  JO B
Estimates given on all w<Jrk. 
No job too large, no job too small. 
Correspondence regarding work and 
terms is specially invited from out­
side points.
Work Reliable. Prices Reasonable.
Works.
SU TH ERLA N D ’S GARAGE 
LAWRENCE AVE.
Box 692 Kelowna, B. C.
NOTICE OF REMOVAL
SIN G  L.EE
Shoe Repairer
Begs to inform his patrons that he 
has removed to new premises on 
LAWRENCE AVENUE 
next to The Oil Shop, where he will 
be pleased to receive the continued 
patronage of old customers and al­
so welcome new ones. Large stock 
of high-class Shoes at reasonable 
prices. P.O. Box 56
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t h e  KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAOAN ORCHARPIST
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Want Ailvts.
wFirot insertion: IS cento
each ■ additional inoertion.
per line; 
10 cento
per line. Minimum charge per 
week, 30 .cento- 
In cotimating the coot of an adyer- 
-tiocment,. subject to the minimum 
'.charge ao stated above, each initial, 
abbreviation or group of figurco not 
^exceeding five counts as one w.ord, 
.̂and five words' count as one lirtc,
If so desired, advertisers may have 
•replies addressed to a box number, 
care of The Courier, and forwarded 
to their private address. Or delivered 
-bn call at office. For this service, add 
10 cento to cover postage or filing.,
Anhouncenjents Local and Personal
Fifteen cento per line, each inser­
tion; minimum chavgCj 30 ,ccnt^ 
Count five words to hnc. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word. .
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Mr. and Mro. F. J. Foot and family 
licit for California on Monday.
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits’ Block, 
tcleplione 89.
, Mr. Grotc Stirling returned on Sat­
urday evening from his trip to the 
Coast.
Mr. aiul Mrs. N. V. Craig returiml 
on Saturday from a holiday spent at 
the Coast.
Mr. J. Butler is visiting in the city 
:’or a week or so, arriving from Cahfor- 
lia yesterday. ^
^ ^ r . W. Budden is wearing his right 
arm in a sling as the result of a back 
fire when cranking a car on 1 uesuay.
WESTBANK IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT
A hone in his wrist was broken and 
the injured member will probably be
mil of' business for a few weeks.
Mrs. J. A. Wilkie and Miss Green- Mr. Cyril Morgan, of Gr.and
’ *• • •  Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Swerdhigcr and
For The Best,  ̂ family, of Kamloops, spent the week-
Go To Al0gard*S. ' 45-tfc^,„i the Lakeview.
V '
Forks,
iml Mrs. G; F. Guernsey, of Pchticton, 
lavc been paying a visit to their bro-
FOR SALE—Miscellaneoua
Nancy Borthwick, Bernard 
c<
ginners) for the pianoforte
Mr. and Mrs. W- Dallin. of Kam-
Miss  t i ,  I j .“re'staylng at *thc‘Bcl(cview Ho- 
Ave., is prepared.to akc pUpils p f -  oopg 
Kin ers) for t e ia oforte, and would «
FOR SALE ~  Wyandotte cockerel, 
$2.00; Pekin ducks. Atkinson, Mtin- 
Jiattan Beach, , » , .
teach at pupils residence
terms. Phone 454.« 4< O.
Moderate I jyjjgg E,„iiy Jones, wlio had been 
50-tfc I yjgjtjujj- Mr. artd Mrs. D. K. Gordon, 
returned on Sunday to her home in
FORD light delivery for sale, in good 
running shape, $80, Jones & Tempest.
7-lc
ness
Having purchased the transfer busi- Vancouver.
..  bf Mr. Charles Nicholl, I beg to » i..rr mi iinuou«y
k lS h '!;' C r ? o a S y  t  o'’r tr »  on L o f w i  “nipog to jo in
4.h. : , LEw /s HOLMAN,]
, , The Rev. C. E. Davis, Vic.ir of Gol-
Kcep your eye on Chapin s window vvho will have charge of outlyiiie
r Friday and Saturday candy spc^als. ^̂ ĵ tioiis the Anglican Church m this
1 district* is expected to arrive here at 
the beginning of next week.
Mrs. B. McDonald left on Thursday
SINGER SEWING MACHINES, 
new and used, vefy low prices. Also 
liahy buggies, new and used,, from $10 
Jones & Tempest.tip,
"SPRAMOTOR, 100 gallons, good con­
dition, for Sale.'Apply. No. 405, Cou-
.................,V' -  'j' „'"./-lP
fo
* *
Tier.
WHO WILL TAtCE A CHANGE on 
the fruit situation and buy a IQ-acre 
bearing orchard on K.L.O. m first-class 
condition, for $5,000 i^sh? Apply, Na  
'404, Courier. ; »
Plan to meet 
your friends at , 
CHAPIN’S
t'O.D.El Bazaar, Saturday, Nov. 10
Mr. Janies Buchanan, of the Amcri- 
20-tfc |can Can Company, who was acting as 
engineer at the Occidental ’ cannery 
during the tomato rush, returned on
■ 0  . ••
7-tfc I Tuesday io his home at Vancouver
Mr. G. I. Thornton, of Sardis, was
of
■ EOUITY in' cbrivcnichtlyisituated bin  ̂
_ 2.. will sell or cx-.galow ill Kelowna;
.change for auto or other property. Ad­
dress, P.O. Box 70, Cascade, B. G.
7-lp
The ppening meeting of ^  during the latter part
>vilr be in the Scout Hall, making ‘arraiigcments for an
ternoon, immediately ''^‘̂ Lxhibit of bottled fruits which will bd
■ ♦ ♦ (Un nf the Acent. . - £ .1, Hiqnla^d in the office of t e ge tThe regular monthly meeting of the B. C., London.
Glenmorc Fruit Growers AssUcmtion / ^
FOR SALE—Fruit wagon, 3-m. tirM, 
rack and 4-ton springs. Isaac H.j 
ICerr, Glenmorc.
will be held on Monday evening, Octo- .. .............. _
her 8th, at 8 p.rn. ,Mr. Ben Hoy, His-1 the Aquatic Pavihon on bat-
Thc last dance of the season was
7-1 £
trict Horticulturist, will lecture.
CRASH-^Biggest snap m the Yalley.
Must have the money. 7'-room house, 
semi-modern, and over one-half acre
-ground fronting on two streets; resi­
dential section; sacrifice, $1,800 cas .̂ 
Apply, Box 35, Kelowna. 7-2p
FOR SA LE-16 While Leghorn pol- 
lets, good laying strain, $20.00 tor 
-quick sale. Phone, 438. G, F.
-̂̂ ‘̂ urday night. There was an exception­
ally large attendance and all had an
Mrs Royal S. Moc will receive for enjoyable time. The pavilion has now 
the firk time on Friday afternoon, Oct. been closed, all effects having been 
12th, at her home, corner Ethel St. stowed' away * fbr the winter, 
and Borden Ave. and afterward month- Hirdy, Public Health
ly on-.ho lao. Friday. Wo
and Mrs. A. Carruthers and | by the fnr 4ViP 55aaiiich HealthMr.
FOR SALE—Studebaker Light -Six,
. only travelled. 7,OOOimiiles* Spare tire,
-fully equipped; $925.00. Apply, No. 402,
Courier. , _______
FOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges, 
linoleum, beds, etCy call f  
the large variety at Jones
MAXWELL TRUCK for sale. Over- 
sized tires. Apply, T. Leader. 4 4c
----  I will be feavinc for the Saamch HealthMiss Key .̂ P. P. C. and au revoir, Ave ^ct. as
hope, ; School Nurse there for a short period,
The ladies of the I.O,D E. are hold- 
ing a sale of. hom<i cooking and are comes vacan . _  .
serving tea on Saturday afternoon, OC"|, Those who are interested in the»work 
tober 6th, at the store of the Kelowna I | jbe Church of England in Canada 
Electric Co., opposite the Palace Ho-1 ĵjj ^ u„jque chance of hearing
tel. , , : .  one of the greatest authorities ôn that
■ ^ . I '  subject tomorrow afternoon at the^An-
' John Borthwick, Bernard Avenue, gUcan Church, where an ad less wiiroe 
teacher of Pianoforte and Singing, has given by the Right Rey. J. L. hartmng, 
resumed teaching. Mr. Borthwick has Bishop of Montreal,
a few vacancies for, which early apph-| TJarric'nn Hot
la lijn  is reques.cd..Phone 454. .5-.fd|  ̂ ,°1  ? y ' S i n S
•FOR SALE—Five horse power Scho- 
field-Holden motor boat engine. Bar- 
. gain. Write No. 368, Courier. 37-ttc
T AST GALL FOR HONEY—Now 1 Constable P. Pentecost on Monday 
is^he lime to Tay in youV: winter, sup-
3ICYCLES—Rebuilt and used wheels 
for sale. Swap your old boneshakw 
in on a new Massey. O. K. Cycle & 
•5port Store, Peiidozi St. Phone 347.
olv with the bees snug for the winter, against him at Arn^trong, ap wa
S ^ ea v V g  for ^  LMeek. U.Tpn to that town the following day.
and wish tq clear up
In O SHOOTING notices on sak at 
The Courier Office. ■. ■
PURE-BRED BERKSHIRE SOW, 
with second litter of eight pigs, tor
sale, or will exchange .for good cow,
am' leavine for the Coast next, week, taken to that to n •
am balance of i h o \ v n t i l  ro c e n t\y  h ^ ^ s J > s ^ ^  the em-
season’s cropi 4 lbs. for $1.00; .10 lbs. | ploy of the All Canadian Shows
ther, Mr. Kingsley Morgan, who is 
slowly recovering from an operation 
performed at the Kelowna G<jncral 
Tospital.
A very pleasant and successful dance 
took place in the Scout Hall last Thurs­
day evening, held under the auspices 
of the Ladies Auxiliary, of the .Boy 
Scout Association, wlio arc utilizing 
every possible opportunity to gather m 
a few dollars for the henefit .of the 
Scouts and Cubs. .
Mr. H. B. D. LySons returned on 
Monday from a motor tour vi;i Kam- 
oops through the Nicola and upper 
Similkamccn.' He found the roads in 
airly good condition but was surprised 
to encounter unexpectedly steep grades 
.at some points, as he had been led to 
iclicvc that the gradients were fairly 
easy throughout./
Our readers’ attention is directed to 
the Empress Theatre advt. on this page 
announcing a special attraction for 
Friday evening, October 5th, 
tiirc being, for this day only, 50.000 
miles with H.R.H. the Prince of Wales 
oil board H.M.S. Renown. This film 
will take the place of Friday s feature 
as advertised in the regular 
advertisement
The many friends here of Mr. W. J. 
Clement, formerly of Kelowna and 
Penticton ' and now a member of the 
staff of Columbian College, New West­
minster, syrripathisc with ' him in the 
jereavement he has sustained by the 
OSS of his wife, who passed away at' 
New Westminster on Sept. 30th after 
a lengthy illness. The body was 
brought here for interment, the funeral 
taking place yesterday morning at 10.30 
Tom the undertaking parlours of tne 
Kelowna Furniture Co.
On Thursday afternoon last a party 
of Swiss journalists who are ^being 
shown portions of Western Canada un­
der thie guidance of Mr. Cal(Rr, G^- 
eral Passenger Agent of the L. T. K., 
Winnipeg, arrived on the s.s. 
mous.” They were met by prominent 
citizens and were driven round the 
City Park and shown the orchards on 
the K. L. O. Benches and portions of 
the Belgo and Glenmore districts, those 
who kindly lent their cars for the oc­
casion being: Messrs  ̂ S. T._ Elliott, 
W. Lloyd Jones, G. Barrat, F.̂  R .. E. 
DeHart and J. Ball. Later on the visi­
tors were, taken by car to Vernon, 
where they were entertained ̂ at a dim 
ner. The party consisted of ̂ Mess^ 
E. Reitmann, E. Schurch_and N. G. 
Ragassi, Drs. H. fehoop, H. S^wabe, 
P. Gar înaux and Professor
WATER NOTICE 
Use and Storage
TAKE NOTICE that the Trustees 
of the Westbank Irrigation District, 
Westbank, B. C.* will apply for a li­
cence to take and use 700 acre feet of 
water, and to store 700 acre feet, fr.oiii 
a stream which rises about IĴ  nines 
west of White . Rocks Mpuntains and 
llowB in a westerly direction into Nic-
^^Thc^vatcr will be diverted from the 
said ’stream at a point about o"c ® 
north of Horseshoe Lakes, and will be 
conveyod by means of a ditch over the 
dividc^bctwccn the Nicola JP.JJ 
gall Valleys, and stored in HomcsIioc 
Lakes at the headwaters of Powers 
Creek, which drains into Okanagan 
Lake at Westbank, B. C- The storage 
dams will be located at the outlets of 
Horseshoe Lakes. • ■
The water will be used to supplement 
the right to use water for irrigation 
imrposcs from Powers Creek, upon 
amis lying within the boundaries of 
the Westbink Irrigation District. .
A copy of this notice will be filed iii 
the offices of the Water Recorders at 
Merritt, B. C. and Vernon, B. C.
Objections to this applica^n may be 
filed with the said Watcr-Rcco^crs 
bf, with the Comptroller of .Water 
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
B. C., within thirty days after the first 
appearance of this notice m a local
newspapat  ̂ of the first 
this notice is Sepgm ^r 13th, 1923.
Secretary of the. Trustees.
Westbank, B. C„ September Bjtlh 19_23̂
QSpYOOS LAND DISTRICT
District of Yale 
TAKE NOTICE that Countess Irene 
Bubna, of Kelowna, B. C., . rancher, 
intends to apply for permissioa to pur­
chase the following describedJaiids.— 
Commencing at a post 
South-East corner of Section 28,1 own- 
shio 23, Osoyoos District* thence North 
60 chains, thence  ̂West 20 chams, thence 
South 60 chains, thence East 20 chains 
to Doint of commencement, and contain­
ing by admeasurement 120 acres, be 
the same more or less. _ _  _ ■
COUNTESS IRENE BUBNA, 
per D. McDougall. /  
Dated .,17th Sept., 1923/ 5-lOc
“mUSSSî b
..1'
j
Knit Underwear
This make is Perfect Fitting Underwear, 
fashioned in the proper ̂ fulhiess for every com-- 
fort. When once you have worn .Harvey 
ted Underwear you will always be a wearer of
this splendid make. . . .  4
A large assortment of Combinations, Vests
and Bloomers at reasonable prices.,.
Sport Sweaters
The tang in the air these fall days adds .zest 
to one ŝ favourite outdoor game, and brings 
with it the necessity for; Sport Sweater. 
Some specially good styles are at present fea­
tured here.
THE CORPORATION O^THE  
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE
PPUND NOTICE AND SALE
tor. $2.25.. Phone « 8  pevenmg^ or ^  specially packed Ex-
at the apiary.^. *F. PEARLBY^ Lm
quet. They are' promin^t journalists
den Apiaries, Pendozi St., opp.
land Ave.
7-1d box of splendid Alicante grapes, i 
the Richter Street greenhouses, iwere
The regular meeting of fbe I.O.D.E. I Quebec as a presetU to• aa a «- 4.1 — X ^ ta AAV lVnV*C ’l 1.1^ aLka W
pressed by the Kelowna G. AV. V. A.
fresh or about to freshen. 
Westbank.
Box 11, 
. 6-2c
W a n t e d —Miscellaneous
'WANTED—Second-hand car for cash. 
Must be in good condition. M. J. de 
Pfyffer, P.O. Box 347. 7-lp
W A N TE D —English hammer less shot 
- • 6-ticguns. Spurrier s.
WANTED—Ads in this column bring 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each
will be held at the home of Mrs. C. J. , Renfrew, who sails on the Em- 
Packham, Strathcona Avenue, on Tues- France from that port for the
day, October 9th, at 3 p.m. /-ic  Country on the 13th of this mont^
The general meeting of the Women’s p. W- Simmons announces thfet
Auxiliary of the G.W.V.A: will be l^ld following were the s^cessful con 
in the Club Room on Wednesday, Oc- Lggtants for the prizes offered by the 
tober 10th, at 2.30 p.m. Business: elec- gj^^press Theatre for the best photo- 
tion of officers. All members are re- ĝ p̂̂ g of the theatre entrance: pro 
quested to be present. fessional, Mr. W. H- Wills; amateur
- . . —----------- ‘ Mr. Wm. Harvey. Consolation prizesCHURCH NOTICES' will also be given to Miss Mary Stubbs
- — —-  of Okanagan Mission, Miss Mary San
BAPTIST CHURCH. Dr., J. S.lders and Mr. James Silcock.
Pirie, minister; residence, cor. Harvey
additional insertion, thn cents Tcrjine. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 cents.
WANTED—Orders for RUBBER 
STAMPS; made on the premise.s. 
rourier Office. Kelowna
W A N TED -3 h.p. stationary Ras en- 
J. F. Roberts, Phpne 278;R4gine. S-tfc
HELP WANTED
"WANTED—Probationers for the Fal 
class in Kelowna Hospital. Apply 
Mrs. Wilmot. matron. _____ 48-tfc
TO RENT
FOR RENT—8-room modern furnish 
cd house, rent $40.00 a month. Ap­
ply. G. A. Fisher, Box 129. 7-2c
TO LET_Unfurnished flat, four roonis
and bathroom, with separate outside
entrance. Box 159, or Phone 218-L2.^^
and educationalists of Berne, 
and Lucerne.
Mr. G. H. Kerr and Mr. T. U  Fum 
erton returned home on Saturday ev­
ening from a very enjoyable hunting 
trip. Leaving here on September 19th 
they went to Lumby, wher  ̂ they se­
cured pack horses and were fortunate 
enough to get as their guide Mr. Paul 
Johnson, the veteran hunter of that 
region, and they proceeded up into the 
Harris plateau in the direction of Grey-
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 12, By-Law No. 4, of the Corpor­
ation of the District of Glenmore, that
the following animal was impounaea 
in the Glenmore Pound on September 
27th, 1923, and
before Monday, October 8th, 1923, will 
be sold at-Public Auction on that date , 
at 1 o’clock, in front of the Pound at
Glenmore Ranch :—One blue roan ww,
right ear clipped, brand appears vl
left'hip and JL pn right hip.
J. N. CUSHING,
y .\c  vPoundkeeper.
PH O N E  36X KELO W NA , B. C.
n
B u y  a  H o m e  !
CH A RLIE FO W L E R  & CO.,
W ater treet  ̂ _
Fire, Life, Accident, Sickness and Automobile Insurance
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
$450 Ten .acres sood jand fenced a „ d ^ ^  stable.
NOTICE OF SALE
$8,000 1
Notice is hereby given I will,
on Saturday, the 13th day of October,
1923, sell at Public Auction in front ot 
the Pound at Rutland and being with- 
Pound District, the following
Good mixea lanu, ‘ v c ...uie. eacres orchard, 10 timothy and clover, S arable, 5
We have many other good buys, including a fully
8-roomed House on onf acre m City. 52-tfc
ing, no visible brand
h'^rsrcr“fhirjh?rd'^'f '^i\GLEisH,
means aii easy tn^. as t̂ he J^ai^^had I • ' poundkeeper
to be cleared of fallen logs, m^ing it 
slow travelling. One whole day, in 
fact, they were only able to make 23 
miles. However, they had good sport, 
as there were plenty of fish _to be 
caught and the woods were full ot 
willow grouse. They were also lucky
RUTLAND PbUND DISTRICT
Notice Of Impounded Animals
S n 7 h i ; X o .j K im j V S u c ^ ^ ^
World M jjr  Fi't foV Ma'n7’' Evening, I on Monday morning. .H e is making a woria iviauc x 11. *:u:e Uv.-r. nn foot from his native city to
latent, will render special, anthems » ' | J n n v  Jnd._  ̂ e S U ^ .  he
both services.
Oil Monday evening, Oct. 8 , | jev y  pf— he'stops a-t. While
hi
fie are invited. Collection?^iM£SSHiSIBis'ae'!rttss's*
choir fund.
keep7‘himseifdays’ - • - - -v*
here h 
joyabl
kinds. ,t
of wkich was a twelve-pmnter, so | molding, branded on right
soite of the fact that they had a some- . ^ m m
ŵ hat rough time and that the nights kip, and a light bay mare, "o 
were cold, with several inches of snow on forehead, were
S  th^ground and ice on the creeks, Lhe Pound kept by the undersigned on 
they were well satisfied with their out- Lhe S. E. H Sdbtimi 23, Township^, 
ingf They state that other hunting p^- on Tuesday, the 25th day of Septem-
ties were out in the same region, but êr, 1923.
they did not come across them, ihey 
advise those who are thinking of gp- 7.2c 
ing to the same locality to take plenty j 
of blankets with them.
The Dominion cannery stopped op-
U N IT E D  CHURCH. 11 a.m.. Com- (.rations at noon last Saturday,Kaving 
muiiion Service. 7.30 P-m-. LGates, k u t  up its pack of tomatoes for this 
Roads and Travellers.” S. S. 2.30 p.m. Reason. Work will be resumed how-ever there tomorrow when apple peel-
r-c ing will commence. The evaporating
FOR SALE—r if l e s  | jjuijdjng .̂ vill also be used for peeling
FOR R E N T -5-roomed bungalaw 
with cellar, water supply in kitchen, 
iwo miles from, town. Apply, J- A- 
Phone 390-R4. 5-tfc
1 Schocnaucr-Mannhcher 6/4, ncw, $̂70.1 Hands will be cmploy-
,.32 Remington Special, r^g. $60, $ 3 5 . 0 0 Mostly Jonathans will be canned, 
.303 Winchester British, reg.$75, $30.0m ^  ĵ  experimented
2 ,25-20 Winchester, reg. $45, $15.00 (̂.ip imported this
1 .35 Auto Loading, reg. $60, .... |25.00 l staying on for the apple can-
1 .40-28 Winchester, reg. $50 -... $15.00 put in their spare time
3 .30-30 Winchesters, reg. $45 .... $20.00 |j(.t̂ .(,(,n the two r*iis at picking m
SHOT GUNS - - 0 0  nearby o’rdiards.
, reg. $70 .............. — $25,001r 10 $lo!op| ■ On Monday ^venmg at 9.45 ^
Bigger.
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED—Small furnished cottage. 
Reply, 217 25th Avenue, E., Vancouvei  ̂
advising rent. ■ ’ .
W ANTED—Furnished house, 4  to 6 
rooms, by November 1st. Apply. No. 
405. Courier. _____
SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED stenographer desires 
" position, temporary or otherwise. Ap­
ply. No. 406, Courier. 7-lp
STRAYED—Bay marc, white on face, 
Jilockv build, weight 1..ISO lbs.; slight 
scar oii one eyelid and. swelling on 
right hock; also bay gelding, branded 
■̂ 011 shoulder, lump on left shoulder 
near top. Reward to finder. Phom J. 
W. Huglics, Kelowna. 7-tfc
STRAYED
HAVE YOUR
Printed at The Courier Office
......... . $40.001 siren was sounded, flames having brok-
*''' en out ill the woodshed at the hack of1 20 gauge, reg. $80................ .New .22 Rifles ............. ...............
All makes of guns repaired. Guns Miss E. Batchelor’s residence ^  Cadbi!ughT7id sold*! SPURRIER’S. 6-tfc I der Avenue, Woodlawii. The Brigade
NEW U M P  BURNS 
94% AIR
Beats Electric or Gas
made a very,smart turn out, both trucks 
being ■.well on their way. before the 
siren had ceased to sound. The bl^e, 
however, had made good headway be­
fore it started, the glow having been 
first noticed by neighbours, who sent 
in the alarm. It was quickly cxtin- 
Kuished by chemical, but considerab e 
krdwood and a few household goods 
as well as the shed were destroyed 
The origin of this fire is as yet un
A new oil lamp that gives an amaz-
ingly brilliant, soft, white light, even Occidental cannery finished itsbetter than gas or electricity, has been The^Occ ^
tested by the U. S., Government and r m on prunes and
be super ot to 10 ordinary oil ■“"'P/- Pumpkins
safe; Burn; 94';1. Kir and 651. common | ^nrabM “'’fitty
kerosene (coal oil). t evo I hYndr will again bo cm in the
McDcrmot....... . . - ,
to send a lamp on 10 I present time as large quantitiestrial, or even to give one
'r
him to explain how you can get thc|past lycck ThfJ
Also ask cars having been shipped during theday for full particulars
" ............*S!f‘'\vi,hour?x^erien« 'Trl iu'ingland, Scandinavia, Chin,
q S T m jk c  $ i 'o ' j o ‘$s5oV «'m onth.!and Nevv Zealand.
A W. DALGLEISH,
Poundkeeper,
Mr. and Mrs. F. Shaver returned on 
Sunday from their, summer home on 
Quesnel Lake, where they had been 
iving since the beginning of_ May. 
during the past summer, Mr./Shaver, 
who is a provincial guide for that part 
of the province, has taken a great many 
parties of tourists out on fishing exped- 
ftions, as the region around Quesnel 
Lake is celebrated for its Piscatory 
sport. He left again yesterday for the 
same country, where he _wdl , have 
charge of a hunting expedition, which 
will be joined by a number of sports­
men from this district, who are going I 
to try their luck at the big garne, 
moose, cariboo, bear and goat. He 
reports that moose and, cariboo are 
very plentiful this season, though deer 
are scarce, so that the party, ̂ who w^  
stay about. two weeks m^the mils, 
should enjoy good sport, and have a 
fair chance of returning home with a.- 
fine moose heads as the one Mr. Sha-| 
ver has placed on exhibit in the win­
dow of the Leckie Hardware Co., and 
which is attracting much attention. He 
also hopes ta  bring the local shots to 
where there are quantities  ̂of wild 
geese and ducks. Regarding the placer 
mines in the vicinity of Quesnel Lake, 
Mr. Shaver reports that they have done 
well this season, though many are now 
closed down for the winter, only the 
hydraulic properties still working a tiill 
force. These also will soon have to 
shut down for want of water, i  nose 
who want to keep in touch with Mr. 
Shaver with a view to securing inform-1 
ation rc hunting in the Cariboo country 
should inform Mr. J. B. Spurrier.
NEW
C.C.M. MASSEY’S
__and traded in their used
bicycles, some of which 
we offer below—at snap 
prices.
 ̂ *
I
•' i
Lady’s Massey, 22-in. fully 
equipped ........  ...... $38.50
Lady’s Cleveland, 20-in., cush­
ion frame ..........  $29.50
Lady’s O. K.. 20-in., complete­
ly overhauled ......i-y- $15.00
E m p re ss  T h ea tre  
FRIDAY EVENINE. OCTOBER 5TH
CANADA’S SUPREME PRODUCTION
Men’s 22-in.
Eaton 24-in frame, uew cov­
ers, Overhauled ....... $20.00
50,000 MILES WITH n.R.H. M
Prince of Wales
O. K. 20-in. frame, double _ 
bar, overhauled   —- $16.50
ON BOARD H.M.S. RENOW N
ALL WHEELS ARE IN 
PERFECT RUNNING 
ORDER.
If you can’t  get to  work 
on time .
RIDE A BICYCLE
CARD OF THANKS
"Whitworth jThe members of the
family wish to express their apprecia­
tion for the kindncb'̂  and consideration
shown them in their. recent bcrcayc- 
ment, also to express their thanks for 
♦In' maiiv beautiful flowers. /'iP l
Headquarters 
for SPORTING GOODS
O K. Cycle & Sport store
Pendozi St.,
SPECIAL MATINEE 
School Children only* 3.45, Admission 15c 
T7w.»riinD- '7 30 and 9 - Prices: Adults, 55c; childreri, 25c
n i j i y  300* tons of water washing on tire ship every minute
1 5 ,0 W c l S e n “™m the Prince of Wales "Fenther 
Tableau.”
■•TKAVEL W IT H  m e  o n  l a n d  a n d  SEA.”
Kelowna. THE COURIER MAKES RUBBER STAMPS
» 7
'Vi
H*
if* (1
1 *<ii
1
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L l ^ l F  PRIZE WINNERS 
AT KELOWNA FA LL FAIR
d i v i s i o n  1.—h o r s e s
Judge—George C. Hay.
Saddle Horse, over 15 hands, niarc
variety—1, M. Gamble, Pcachland} 2, 
0  R. L. Dalglish. ^  .
Cantaloupe, two Hoodos—1, Martyij u t -wewiK*- , i-i u » * «*«**•■*/•
l  rs , r  s, m r  or Pcachland; 2, L. E. laylor.
gelding—1, August Casorso; 2, W. If. Cauliflower, two—1, C. E-Weeks, larlcc; .3, Gus. McDoncU.;  ̂ Celery, six heads, yellow—2, C. Am-
Sad(/le Pony, under 15 hands, marc 
r gelding—1, Cameron-Bros.; 2, Mjss ^or gClvm.B- •, --------- "ic , Stafford; .3, F.-Bcrard.
d i v i s i o n  2.—c a t t l e
Judge—George C. Hay. „ ■
Pedigree Bull, dairy—1, W. R. Bar-
Bedigree Biilt, beef—1,, C. E., Lewis.
Pedigree Cow, Any Age 
Holstein—1, D, W. Elcoat; 2, D, W. 
Elcoat; 3. W. R.
Ayrshire— 1̂, J. C. I arfitt. ^  _
Any other breed—1 and 2, t./.
' Lewis. , a  
Pedigree Heifer, 2 years and under 3 
Holstein—1 and 2, M. Hcreron; 3, 
W. R. Barlee. «
Pedigree Heifer, 1 year and under 2 
Holstein—1, W. R. BaHcc.
Pedigree Heifer Caff
Holstein—1 and 2, W. R. Barlee.
Grade Cattle for Dairy
Cow-1, J. ,C. Parfltt;, 2, D. W. 
Elcoat; 3, W. G. Benson. ^
Heifer, 2 years—1, D. W. Elcoat, 2, 
W. R. Feord. . ' ^
• Heifer, 1 year— Ŵ. G. Benson. 
Grade Cattle for Beef 
Cow—1, W. G. Benson.
DIVISION 3.—PIGS
No Awards
Citron—1, James Harvey; 2, J. ‘A. 
Henderson. . .
Corn, tabl<r sweet, any other variety 
(green), six cars—1, Mrs. L. M. Boy­
er; 2, Andrew Fraser. '
Corn, table sweet, Country Gentle­
man, Six ears—2, Geo. C. Harvey.l iKy HIA i: io - -------
Cucumber,
White Spine—1, C. E. Weeks; 2, Cam-
bron Bros. . ^Cucumber, grown Ati open, two^any
other variety—1, C. E.
E. Hamill.Cucumber, dish for pickling,
4 inches—1, C. E. Weeks; 2, Alex Reid
DIVISION 4.—SHEEP
Judge—George C. Hay. p
‘ Pedigree Ram, Oxford—L M. xr. 
Williams.Pedigree Ram, Shropshire—1, Cam­
eron Bros.
DIVISION 5.—POULTRY & EGGS
Judge—H. E. Waby.
Barred Rock, dark—cockerel-1 and 
•2, H. N. DeHart; 3, W. T, V^ight, 
■Vernon. Pullets—1, 2 and 3, H. N.
DeHart. ' « , , i oBarred Rocks, light—Cockerels—1, 2 
and 3, H. N. DeHart. Pullets—1, 2 and 
3, H. N. DeHart. „  , ' , , ,
Silver Pencilled Rocks—Cockerel 1 
and 2, H. N. DeHart. Pullets—1, 2 
■and 3, H. N. DeHart. . ,
White Wyandottes—Cockerel-—l a ^
>2, F. M. Keevil. Pullets—1 and 2, F. 
M. Keevil. i i n  A; Buff Orpington-—Cock--l, D. A. 
Lloyd Jones. Cockerel--l, D. A. 
Lloyd Jones. Hens—1, 2 and_3, B- 
-Cooper. Pullets—1, D. A. Lloyd Jones;
' 2 and 3. B. Cooper.
White Leghorn—Hen—1, 2 and_ 3, 
Mrs. E. Ablett. Cockerel—1, Rev. F^  
ther Carlyle; 2, Mrs. E. Ablett. Pul­
let—1, 2 and 3, Mrs. E. Ablett.
Silver Gampine—Cockerel-—̂
- F. M. Keevil. Pullet—1 and 2,.F. M.
Ancona—Cock—-1, 0 .  J. Ruttan.
Hen—L 2 and 3, A. J. Ruttan. .
. Exhibition Pen—Bar«d Rock, dark 
(exhibition)—!, H. N. DeHart. Utility 
—1, H. N. DeHart. '
Barred Rock, light (exhibition)—!, 
>H. N. DeHart.
Watermelon, two, oblongx-1, Wm.
Lansdownc; 2, C. ,E. Lewis. _
Onions, Ydllow Danvers, !2—l. Miss
Edith Gay; 2, Cameron Bros.
Onions, Ŵ hitc Pickhiig, one ut.-(̂ “
oiiioiis^bcst crate, Yeflow Danvers 
-1, Alex. Reid; 2, M«ss Edith Gay. , 
Parsnips, any variety, six roots—A,
G« AiTibro- ' wTd%£%\m *Peppers, six green—1,C. E. Weeks,
2, 1.1. E. Taylor, , | p p. ■eyeeif«Peppers, six red—!, C. E. yvcci«. 
Potatoes, Netted ^Gem, best 
1, Mrs. T. G. Chambers; 2, Miss Edith
^Pumpkins, two, for table use—!, Jas, 
Harvey; 2, C, E. Lewis l
Squash, Boston Marrow,, two—!,
D. Rattenbury; 2, C. E. Xewis.^ ^  
Squash, Green Hubbard, _tw<^!,
Rev. Father Carlyle; 2, C. E. Lewis. 
Tomatoes, Earliana, best eight—I,
E. Taylor; 2, Mrs. D. W. Sutherland. 
Tomatoes, any other variety, best
eight—!, Cameron Bros. .
Tomatoes, best box, any canning va­
riety—2, L. E. Taylor. t?Vegetable Marrow, two—!, Miss E- 
dith Gay; 2, Cameron Bros.
2,
Plums—Twelve of Each 
Bradshaw—1, Bankhead Orchard. 
Coliilnbia—1, Baiikhc.ad Orchard. 
Green Gage—̂ !, Mrs. W* Garbutt;
R. L, Dalglish. . . I «Grand Duke—1, J. yLdmunds; 2, H. 
V, Chaplin. . .. .
Poiid\s Sccdling-r-1, R. L. Dalghsh; 
2.JVICX. Reid. • '  , .  . . . . ., Blaclc>Diamond—l, Bankhead Orch-
circla ‘ •
Yellow Egg—Special Prize, A. V. 
Despard, Oyama.
Prunes—^Twelve of Each 
Italian—!, H. R. Day; 2, J. Edmunds 
Peaches
Crawford—1, Mrs. W. Garbutt; 2, 
H. V. Chaplin; special prize, J . A. 
Henderson. . ^  ^
'Elhcrta—1, E. B. Powell; 2, C. H. R. 
Dahl. ^  .
Quince '
' Five'Of any vancty, named—1, Bank- 
head Orchard: 2, J. F. Robci^s. 
Grapes—4 Bunches to a Plate 
Niagarar—!, L; E. Taylor; 2, Bank- 
head Orchard. ^ .1, .
Brighfoii—1, L, E. Taylor.
Moor’s Early—!, L. J. Pnon 
Campbell’s Early—•!, L. E. Taylor. 
Delaware—!, L. J. Prior.  ̂ _
Any other variety, named—1, E. J. 
Prior; 2, L. E. Taylor.
DIVISION 13.—MISCELLANEOUS
Judges—Mrs. G. W. Kipp'aiid Mrs. 
J. F. Moffat, Vernon.
Collection of lams, (6 varieties in 
-1, Mrs. E. A. Vidlcr.ifints) ., -----  —..........
Collection of Canned Fruit (6 v̂ar­
ieties in quarts)—!, Mrs. E. A. Vidlcr.
Collection of. Pickles (6 varieties m 
quarts—1, Mrs. 'A. L. Cross.
Tomato Catsup—1, Mrs. A. L. Cross. 
Relishes (4 varieties)—!, Mrs; A. L* 
Cross.
Mr. J. F. Guest spent a few days at 
ionic last week, returning Monday 
o the Coast.
0 m *
Mrs. E. Turner and her daughter, 
Mrs. A. J. Stewartyand baby, from 
Vancouver, arc visitors at tlic home 
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Mugford.
■ *  m m
DIVISION 14.—GIRLS' WORK
DIVISION 10.—FLORAL
Judge—W. J. Palnicr.
Geranium Plant—pl, Mrs. G. Balsil- 
lic; 2, D. Rattenbury.
Begonia—2, Miss Edith Gay. . 
Fern—1, Miss Edith G^.^ ^
House- Plant—Mrs. G. Balsilhe; 2,
A. Notley. '  ̂ /
Bouquet Sweet Peas (any kind)—1, 
A. Notley; 2, Mrs. M. E. Cameron.
Mixed Bouquet (any kind)—1, J. N* 
Pringle; 2, Miss Edith Gay.
DIVISION 8.—FIELD PRODUCE
Judges—Ben Hoy and H. H. Evans. 
Field Corn, North Western Dent, 
tvvelve ears-2, Alex. Reid. ,
Field Corn, Flint, twelve ears—1, E.
C. Harvey; 2, C. E. Lewis. .Mangold Wurtzels, ̂ Golden T^kard,
five—1, Alex. Reid; 2, .W. R- 
*  Pumpkins, two heaviest—1, E.
Garvey. . -- t r  rSugar Beets, long, five—:!,
^Sugar Mangold, five—!, Alex. Reid.
Field Beans, shelled, any (^her var­
iety. 10 lbs.—!, Miss Edith Gay.
Ensilage Corn, 12/Stalks—!, Camer­
on Bros.; 2, Alex. Reid. _ .
Sunflower, best two heads—i, ,E. E- 
Lewis; 2, Mrs. T. G. Chambers. _  
Pop Corn—!, G. C. Harvey; 2, C. E. 
Lewis.
l. iN.ueniin.. -  , 1 t?
Silver Gampine (exhibition)—
M. Keevil.1 iv i  . . . V TjWhite Leghorn (exhibition)—1, Kev.
Father Carlyle.
™ w  T . M S ' p S i o ; ; ;  rG rH «nt; Raom.
W r iK y L o n :  2, H.M. Ablett ?. G- C
d i v i s i o n  9.—f r u i t s
Judges—Ben Hoy and H. H. Evans 
Five of Each Variety 
CLASS A
Duchess—-!. .̂ V. Mutch, Penticton,
2, H. V. Chaplin; _ o w
Wealthy—!, Cameron Bros.;- 2, W, 
Mutch, Penticton; 3, C. Tuckerl 
McIntosh Red—!, E. B. Powell; 2 
L.J.  Prior; 3, C. Tucker. . .
Jonathan—1, R. L* Dalglish, 2, W
■ A _« TT>__^ n  T tttn f  Rpcrtin-
right, Vernon; ,  DeHdous-l, J. Edmunds; . . 
H. N. DeHart. Pullet-la.jd2 Ŵ  ̂ i .  B e W - L  L. J. Prior; 2, A
Wright, Verhon, 3, H. N. Derlart. -r Prirkard- 3 T A. Henderson.
.  White Wyando^^^^^^^ ^Y dlow  Newtowiv-l. E ,.B . Towell;2, F. M. Keevil; 3, Mrs. M .^ . Cani-
eron. Pullet—! and 2, F.’M. Keevil; 3, A  
•Mrs. M. E. Cameron. .
Buff VDrpington—Hen—1, 2 ayd o,
B. Cooper.
• jrrivK.aiM, y, j*  ^  — n
Yello  e t n—!, . . Po ell; 
J. A. Henderson; 3, R. W. Ramsay;
recommended, L. E. Taylor
CLASS B
Winter Banama—l, W. Mutch, Pen
Utility Pens 
Plymouth Rock— W. T. Wright, 
Vernon: 2, Mrs.,E. Hamill; 3, H. N
DeHart. ^  i iLeghorn—1, Rev. Father Carlyle. 
Wyandotte—1, C. E. Lewis.  ̂ ^ 
Geese, old—1 and 2, Cameron Bros. J.........1 f%nA 9. PamerOn
mended, C. Tucker. « tr
Wagner—!, C. Tucker; 2, G. Hunt;
’ 3, L;, J. Prior. ' , -ir i-u i-* Stayman Winesap—!, H. V. (^haplm, 
2, E. W. Ferguson; 3, W- Mutch, Pen­
ticton. * ,  J TNorthern Spy^L J. Edmunds; 2, L.
Geese.  ̂ J* J*Geese, young-rr! and . 2, Lameron r“T A<;«;
Bros. . A. .Boys’ and Girls’ Competition
White Rocks, cock—1, Herbert Mau­
rice Ablett. Cockerel—1, Herbert
Maurice Ablett. ,
lett.
ChUdren’s Class 
Black Minorca—!, W. Cross.̂  
White Rock—!, 2 and 3, H. M. Ab-
DIVISION 6.—FARM PRODUCE 
AND HONEY
Judge—S. J. Thomas.
Dairy Butter, made by exhibitor, not 
less than 5 lbs. in tub or crock—2, C. 
E. Lewis. . . \
Dairy Butter, made by exhibitor, not 
less than 3 lbs. in prints—1, Miss M. 
G, Ferricr; 2, Mrs. A. S. Milk.
CLASS C ^  '
Gravehstein-;—!, Bankhead Orchard; 
2, E. W, Ferguson.  ̂^
Snow—!, Mrs. W. .Garbutt; 2, R. E. 
J. Hunt. ^  ̂ ,
Ontario—!, E. B. Powell; 2, Bank- 
head Orchard. _
Sutton Beauty—!, Cameron Bros.; 
2, Bankhead Orchard. ^
Canada Baldwin—!, W. Mutch, Pen- 
. ticton. ^  ,
Baldwin—!, Mrs. W; Garbutt. 
Golden Russet—!, R. W. Ramsay; 2, 
Mrs. W. Garbutt. ,
DIVISION 7.—VEGETABLES
Judges—Ben Hoy and H. H. Evans. 
Beans, Scarlet Runner, in ,pod (best 
dish)—!, J. A. Henderson; 2, Mrs. M. 
E. Keown. .
Beans, Wax, in podr^lj^Miss Edith 
Gay; 2, C. E. Lewis. / v 
Beets, Egyptian, best six—!, Mrs. E. 
A; Vidlcr; 2, James Harvey.
Beets, Globe, six—!, MisS Edith 
Gay; 2, W. Lansdownc. ,
Egg Plant, two—!, Miss Edith Gay; 
2, Alex. Reid.
Carrots, short red, six roots—!, L. E.
Taylor; 2, Mrs. M. E. Cameron. 
Carr,c ■ ’ ^ lo •«»r.J rrpts, half long—!, C. E. Weeks; 
2, Miss Edith Gay.
Cabbage, summer, two pointed—!, 
Miss Edith Gay. .
Cabbage, winter, two flat—!, C. Am-
bro*
Cabbage, red, tivo—!, Miss Edith v̂ Murucau—i, juanKucdu V7>t.i>aiu. 
•Gay. ' Flemish Beatity—1, E. B. Powell; 2,
• Cantaloupe, two, salmon flesh, any H. V.'Chaplin. . 
variety—1) Miss Rhoda, Petrie; 2, L. Bose—1, Bankhead Orchard.
E. Taylor. Winter Nelis—I, H. V. Chaplin; 2,
. CLASS D 
Any* other named variety—!, W. 
Mutch, Penticton; 2, J. Edmunds.[VLULx:ii, j*   ̂ ^
Collection of three plates. Fall varie­
ties—!, H. V. Chaplin; 2, W. Lans-
downe. .
Collection of three plates. Winter va 
rietics—!, H. V. Chaplin; 2, G. C. Har
vey; 3, C. Tucker.
Lieut.-Govemor’a ChaUenge Cup
GoUection of Five Varieties in pack­
ed boxes, selected from Classes A and 
B only—!, G. C. Harvey, 90 points; 
2, L. & A. Go., 8! points.
Crab Apples 
Hyslop, twelve—!, Mrs. E. Hamill; 
2 , W. Lansdownc.
Transcendent, tw elve-!, W. Lans 
downc.
Pears-rFive of Ekch 
Bartlett-^1, Bankhead Orchard; 2, 
H. V. Chaplin. .
Bcurre d’Anjou—1, H. V. Chaplin; 
2, Bankhead Orchard.
' Bcurre Boussock—!, C. R. Reid; 2, 
Bankhead Orchard.
Clairgea 1, B khead Orchard
i iCX *~**> 1VHJ>2> XVit4JU«t A OdllKIlLnil v/tW*J«4IXI*
Ta l
Cantaloupe, two, green flesh, any Bankhead Orchard.
Collection of Annuals (not less than 
six varieties)—1, Mrs. M. E. Keown;
2, Miss'Edith Gay.
Six Asters (not fewer than three coL 
ours)—1, Miss Edith Gay; 2, J. N,
^"collection of Pansies—2, J. N. Prin­
gle. 'Six Carnattons—1 and 2, J. N. Prin- 
^'verb^na (six)—L Miss Edith Gay._ . I* *VT _1 Aa «>c*Collation of Nasturtiums—1, Mrs. 
E. L. Clement.
Petunias (six)—1, Mrs. E. A. Vid- 
ler; 2, Mrs. G. Balsillie.
DIVISION ' 11.—FANCY WORK, 
CROCHET, KNITTING, SEWING
Judges—Mrs. G. W'. Kipp and Mrs. 
'J. F. Moffat, Vernon. >
Afternoon Tea Set (tea cloth and 4 
serviettes)—1, Mrs, D. Lloyd Jones. 2,
W. Geary. .
Embroidered Centre-piece (white)— 
!, Miss S. A. Storey; 2, Mrs. F. B.
Wilkins. . . ,Embroidered Centre-piece (coloured)
—1, Mrs. F. B. Wilkins; 2> Miss Edith
Haug. . . TTatted Centre-piece—!, Mrs. J.
Cartridge. ^ cWhite Tray Cloth—-1, Mrs. K. b.
Sears, Kamloops; 2, Mrs. G. G. Barber.
Tea Cloth (crochet trimmed)—!, 
Mrs. G. G. Barber; 2, Mrs. Ellen
Whitehorn.  ̂ .
White Tea Cloth (embroidered)—!, 
Miss S. A. Storey; 2, Mrs.^Fred Gore.
Tea Cloth (coloured)—!,. Mrs. G 
G. Barber; 2, Mrs. G. Balsilhe.
Table Runner (lace trimmed)—l, 
Mrs. J. Cartridge; 2, Mrs. G. G. Bar-
***̂ Set Table Mats—1, Mrs. G. G- Bar-
Collection of Six • Plate-Doilies—!, 
Mrs. G. G. BarbeL » c-. :Dresser Scarf—i, Miss S. A. Storey, 
2, Mrs. R. S. Sears, Kamloops. _   ̂
Embroidered Pillow Slips -1, Miss 
S. A. Storey; 2, W. Geary.  ̂ ^
Lade Trimnfed Pillow Shps-^1, Mrs. 
J. Cartridge; 2, Mrs. J. Fletcher. 
Day Slips—2, Mrs. Fred Gore. . 
Embroidered Towels (pair)-—1, Mrs
F. B. Wilkins; 2, Mrs. A. R. Lees. 
Lace Trimmed Towels (pair) 1,
M rs. J. Cartridge; 2, Mrs. G. G.
^^amisole (embroidered)—!, Miss E- 
Camfsoie (crochet trimmed)—!. Miss
^^N^ghtgown (embroidery trimmed)
1, Miss Mary G. Ferrier.
Nightgown (best laiicy)
B. Wilkins; 2, Mrs. T. (L
Boudoir Cap—1, Mrs. C. E. Whit 
taker; 2, Miss Edith Gay. ,
Fancy Apron—1, Mrs. R- S. bears, 
Kamloops; 2, Mrs.
Baby’s Bonnet—1, Miss Edith Gay,
2, Mrs. A. R. Ltfes. _ ' . ,  ,Fancy Bag—1, Mrs. J. Cartridge; 2,
Mrs. A. R. Lees. iificoEmbroidered Sofa Cushion—1, Miss 
E. G. Reed; 2, Miss Mary G- ferri^. 
Sofa Cushion (any kind)—], Mrs. G.
G. Barber; 2, Mrs. J. p
Handkerchief (fancy)—!, Mrs. F. B.
Wilkins; 2, Mrs. R. S. Sears, Kam-
Knitted Lace—!, Miss E. G. Reed; 
2, Mrs. J. Fletcher.
Embroidered Initial or ^ono^am— 
!, Mrs. A. R. Lees; 2, Mrs. D. W.
Sutlicrlsnd. . r* TifilBedroom Slippers— 1̂, Mrs. G. Bal-
Runner and Cushion to match !, 
Mrs. Fred Gore. ,Child's Knitted Sweater—1, Mrs. 1 .
G. Chambers; 2, Mrs J. N. Pnngle. 
Pram Cover—1, Mrs. A. R. 
Bedroom Set in 'Applique—1, Mrs. 
D. Lloyd Jones.
Filet Crochet—!, Mrs. R. S. Sears, 
Kamloops; 2, Mrs. G. G. Barber. 
Sealing-wax. Work—!, W. Geary.
Judges—Mrs. C. W. Kipp, Mrs. J. 
F. Moffat, Vernon, and Mrs. H. G. M. 
Wils(\ii.
(Wtork done by girls under 17 years 
of age)
Knitted Wool Sweater—!, Gertrude 
McDonald; 2, Margaret Sutherland.
Darning (stockings or socks)— 1, 
Beth Harvey. , ,
Bungalow Apron—!, Margaret Suth­
erland. .
Middy or Smock—1, Margarbt Suth­
erland. .
Initial on Lmcn—1, E. Hood. 
Freehand Drawing—1, Beth Harvey; 
2, Rhoda Petrie.
DIVISION IS—DOMESTIC 
SCIENCE
Judges—Mrs. G. W. Kipp and Mrs. 
Jl F. Moffat, Vernon. ,
Loaf of White Bread, entire crust—
1, Rhoda Petrid; 2, Mary Hoffnmn. 
Half dozen Buns—1, Rhoda Petrie;
2, Mary Hoffman. ' ,  „ ^
Gingerbread—!, Mary Hoffman; 2,
Rhoda Petrie. . ' ^
Plain Cake, with boiled icing--4, 
Margaret Sutherland; 2, Mary Hoff­
Baking Powder Biscuits (six)—!, 
Daisy Petrie; 2, Marion Brown;,
Plain Cookies—!, Mary Hoffman; 
iz, 'Rhdda Petrie. • o
Apple Pie—1, Lillian Webster; , 2, 
Daisy Petrie.
Muffins (six)—!, Olive Brown.  ̂
Drop Cakes (six)—!, Mary Hoff- 
man.
d i v i s i o n  !6.—PUBLIC SCHObL 
EXHIBI’T
Judges—R. Minns and Mrs. H, G. 
M. Wilson. ■
Colour Design (based on floral or 
geometrical) dorie by an. Intermedia^ 
Grade pupil—!, George C. Harvey; 2, 
Chas: Winpenny. -
Colour Design (based on floral or 
geometrical) done by Senior Grade pu­
pil—1, Cedric M. Boyer; 2, Dorothy 
Hicks. ■ ■ . JBest Specimen of Carpentering, done 
by pupil under i3 yearsr—1, Charles A. 
Pettman.
DISTRICT FRUIT EXHIBITS 
Best District Display 
;1, Winfield, 8 points; 2, Belgo, 69 
points;
Scores 
Possible
Points Belgo Winfield
Mr. Enslcy Dennis left last week
on U business trip to, Vancouver.
* * m
Mr. Earl Hardic spent a fortniglit’t 
holiday at the Coast, returning on 
Friday. I* * ' •
Last Sunday was Rally Day at the 
ocal Sunday Schools, in common with 
schools throughout the country, and 
special services were held.
ifl .
Growers arc picking the last of their 
McIntosh apples now, or are com- 
ihciicing to pick Jonathans- ihe chief 
topic of conversation is the remark­
able disappearance of so many “Extra 
Fancy” apples after being sent to the 
K. G. E. packing house in Kelowna. 
Wc believe in setting a, high standard
and maintaining a good grqdc, but that 
docs not warrant putting No. 1 apples
in Fancy, Fancy m crates and so on. 
We have worked long enough in pack­
ing, houses to be perfectly familiar 
With the gentleman who brings in a 
choice selection-of culls, with a few 
C ’ Grade apples scattered among 
them, and is indignant when he does-, 
n’t get them all graded out as Extra 
Fancy. There are growers like that 
in every district, but when wc hear 
of growers who are known to be care­
ful with their apples, picking specially 
for' colour yet getting-only one or' two 
per cent Extra Fancy, it wo^d seem 
as though something were wrong. 
The matter rests entirely with the 
man in charge of the grader. Mf he is 
out to see that the grower gets a 
square deal, he’ll get it. Rutland grow­
ers would get better results with a 
local branch packing house.' A lit A
The charges and  ̂counter charges 
passing between the Associated Grow­
ers and Roweliffe, Ltd. mt^t prove 
interesting reading to the wholesalers! 
The whole thing is as clear as mud. 
It is a case of paying your qjoney and 
taking your choice. . The only thing 
certain is that somebody is lying! 
Should the wholesalers decline to^buy 
at our prices, the obvious thing to do 
would seem to be to take a leaf from 
the •independents’ book and go direct 
to the retailer rather than reduce our 
fruit prices and precipitate a consign­
ment maket. An organization that sits 
at home and waits for orders to come 
to it is hardly justified in calling itself 
“Selling Agency,” in any case. '
Variety ...... ........  18
Size —.........  — 10
Colour ................  12
Uniformity ----- IS
Blemish .......—— 15
Quality .....   - 10
Arrangement 20
100 69 .81J^
SPECIAL PRIZE LIST
The shipping of straight crates o 
core-rot apples is a sore- subject with 
many. After listening to Mr.' Howe at 
East Kelowna, recently, when he urg­
ed the necessity of improving the ' 
grade of our fruit before it would be 
justifiable to spend money in advertis­
ing it, we are surprised to find the 
same gentleman defending the ship­
ment of such “junk”! “A good pack 
or apples is the best kind of advertis­
ing we can have,” said Mr. Howe on 
that, occasion. Nothing like practicing 
what one preaches!. m 9  .
Q.
DIVISION 12.—MISCELLANEOUS 
NEEDLEWORK
2,
Judges—Mrs. G. W.* Kipp and Mrs. 
J. F. Moffat, Vernon.
Hand-made Bed-spread—!, Mrs. D. 
McMillan; 2, Mrs.. E. E. Hood. 
Kitchen Apron—!, Mrs. G. Balsillie. 
Knitted Sweater—!, Mrs. Fred Gore; 
Mrs. E. E. Hood.
Knitted Socks—!, Mrs. F. W. Prid- 
ham; 2, Mrs. F. Gore.
Knitted Mitts—1, Mrs. J. Flctchct. 
Hooked Rug—!, Miss S. A. Storey; 
Mrs. J. Fletcllcr.
Floor Mat (any kind)—1, Mrs. F. 
Wilkins.
Knitted or Crochet Shawl or Wrap— 
Mrs. D. Llpyd Jones; 2, Mrs. F. B.
2,
B.
Wilkitis.
Best .Dairy Herd, not 
five animals—Cup, D. W. Elwat.
Best Dairy Cow, any breed—Cup, U 
W. Elcoat. . .  ■Best Dairy with two or more
of her progeny—Cup, W. K. Bariee.
Best Pen of not fewer than five dairy 
cattle, any breed—D. W. Elcoat.
Best Bushel <ft named Spring Wheat 
—1, M. Hcreron. . . .Greatest number of entries in Dms^
ions 7 (Vegetables) and 8 (Field Pro­
duce)—!, Miss Edith Gay. j '
Greatest number <>] ^ “^nes in Div^ 
ision 9 (Fruit)—Bankhead Orchard Co.
^Best Display of Apples, 5 in each 
plate, of the following varieties: Wag­
ner, Delicious, Newtown and McIntosh
Bes^ two Loaves_ of Bread, baked 
from “ Purity
Cross; 2, Mrs. D. Ennis; 3, Mrs. E. G
^*Best"*two Loaves of̂  Bread, “ ^de 
from Ogilvie’s “R o y a l Household 
Flour—Mrs. J. Kincaid'.^ . , ^
Largest assortment of Fruit in Seal­
ers—Mrs. E. A. Vidler. q
Best Knitted Dress or Suit—Mrs. 
Ellen Whitehorn. _
Best Collection of Fancy Work, mot 
fewer than 6 pieces br more than 1 0 -  
Miss Edith Haug. . .
Greatest  ̂ 'ision 10 (F lo r a l)— Miss Edith Gay.
Our congratulations to Mr. A. M. 
Pratt upon his speedy recovery from 
his nervous breakdown and his accep­
tance of a position as ̂  manager of a 
large citrus fruit organization in Cali­
fornia.
Mr. and Mrs.. Stuart Smith and son 
Roger, of Coaticook, Quebec, came in 
by Thursday afternoon’s boat and are 
guests of Mr, and Mrs. J, N. Cushing. 
Mr. Stuart Smith is a property owner 
in Glenmore, * * «
Mr. and Mrs. Bateman, of Vancou­
ver, parents of Mrs. Raymond Corner, 
spent the' week-end here. They left 
on Monday for Seattle, etc.« •  *
The Sunday School Rally Service 
and Harvest Thanksgiving was held 
on Sunday afternoon. JThere w ^  a 
good congregation to hear, the Rev, 
A. MacLurg, who spoke specially to 
the children of  ̂ the Sunday School. 
Mrs. R. Corner sang “Still, Still With 
Thee,” and several scholars took in­
dividual parts. The school looked very 
attractive in its garb of flowers and 
fruit, which were given to the Ke­
lowna Hospital.* ♦ '•  .
POULTRY
Best Display Exhibited,^including 
any or all varieties—Cup, Ĥ  N. De-
^ B « t  Display of Plymouth R ocks-
Cup, H. N. DeHart. • t> t icrVit Best Utility (egg type) Pen Light
Breeds—Rev. Father Carlyle. _ 
Best Male, American Class—W. l .
Wright, Vernon.  ̂ ,
Best Exhibit of Buff Leghorns
Mrs. E, Ablett
Boys’ and Girls; Exhibits 
Best Display of White Rocks Her­
bert Maurice Ablett.
The Log Cabin, the headquarters of 
the Summerland Art Lea^e, has been 
closed down, for the winter  ̂ season. 
This establishment has proved to be a 
great success as the League hâ  passed 
the experimental stage and become a 
factor in the life of the community. 
It has, moreover, been found that there 
is a market for the products made
* * *
Mr. W. T. Hunter, District Horti­
culturist, Vernon, has been ‘appointed 
Superintendent of the Dominion Ex­
perimental Farm, Summerland, a posi­
tion left vacant by the ■ resignation of 
Mr. R. H. Helmer.
Mr. P. McKenzie, Provincial Graz­
ing Commis.sioncr, stated recently at a 
meeting held at Oliver that, in his op­
inion, there arc enough dairy cattle in 
that district to warrant the establish­
ment of a creamery. . ,
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. 
Shanley Kerr on the birth of a son.* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lawrence con­
tinue their journey to the Coast, en 
route for Pasadena, California, on Fri­
day. » * ♦ *
The glorious weather has given our 
orchardists an opportunity to get off 
their fruit well. A large number are 
already picking their Jonathan crop. 
* ♦ ♦
In a recent number of “Farm and 
Home’’ an interesting account was 
given of Mr. A. Wansbrough. Jones’ 
(Okanagan Mission) exhibit of work­
ing models at the New Westminster 
Fair. We congratulate him. We com­
ment on one little paragraph at the 
end: “ranchers and farmers in winter 
have lots of spare time.” Yes, the 
rancher who has means to employ 
others to do the work on his ranch, 
but a big “ĵ To” if he does his t>wn 
pfuning, cuts his wood, etc., and may 
be helps with some butside pruning. 
'There arci^cnough false impressions 
round of the ease and “gentleman’s 
lifê ' of the fruit grower without pub­
lishing more. •  •  *
Mr. Morton Paige was successful 
in obtaining his first deer on Sunday 
last. •  * * '
Mr. F. E. Lovell,, with Mrs. Lovell 
and Miss Vivian Lovell, arrived on 
Tuesday afternoon’s boat from Coati­
cook, Quebec. Mr. Lovell has prop­
erty interests in Glenmore.
* ♦ •
We are all very busy and those who 
attend the meeting on Monday even-
Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trust Company
FOR SALE
<1*0 A A A  Large residence on two lots in one of the best parts 
3 )O fU U v «  of tlic City, containing on the Ground Floor:—-DlniugOl u  v^ii , m m ui   m
Room. Breakfast Room, Living Room> Kitchen, B âthroom. On the 
First Floor:—Four Bedrooms and Attic over. Good garden with 
fruit trees. At this price \hc property is a great har^aiu.
FOR RENT
A l l  ^  modern tiirec-room Flat.
Bathroom.
Good
FOR E.^CHANGE . VSI 200 residence valued at Twelve Hun­
dred Dollars wishes to exchange for a larger house, 
and will give his house as an initial first payment.
BEARING ORCHARDS, STORES, RESIDENCES and 
all clasd^s of REAL ESTATE I^OR SALE 
Consult our '
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
PHONE 332. KELOWNA, B.C.
a
. ; /
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY^ OCTOBER. S and 6 
BETTY COMPSON in
“ t h e  w o m a n  w i t h  f o u r  FACES ”
' A Herbert Brenon Production
In this Miss Gompson plays a clever girl crook who is hired by the 
district attorney to commit a legal robbery.^There s "ovclty for youl 
By’the author of “Within the Law” and “The 13th Chair, and hasl5  n rn r vv uuu m j_,  ,  
more thrills than both of them togeth^. Enâ ^̂
ites. Comedy Attraction; “HAZEL OF HOLLYWOOD, Topics 
V Sat!*Mat.?^3.30, !0c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 and 9 
Most unique and thrilling film ever presented to the public is
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA W ITH GUN AND
c a m e r a
Nine Big Reels ^
A unique feature in this picture is the use of flivvers in hunting wild 
tfame. This enabled the cameraman to give chase to the fleetest ot 
animals, eventually tiring them put. There are many close-up views 
of birds and animals, familiar animals like monkeys, zebras, jgazelles, 
deer, lions, Hippopotami, rhinoceroses, hyenas, baboons, and others, 
including many varieties that a majority of us have never even heard 
of. Comedy Attraction: “HURRY UP.”
SPECIAL -Monday Matinee at 3.45. Evening, 8.15, 25c and 55c
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10 and 11 /
“ M*Y AMERICAN W IF E ”
Delightful Paramount production features Gloria Swanson pffwUvely
This gives M iss Swanson limitless opportunities to be picturesque. 
'The richness of her costumes mark one thrill after another to the 
fashion fans. The horse race, the pistol duel, the flower festival as 
well as brilliant interiors all add to enjoyable ^entertainment. 
Comedy “ CHOOSE YOUR WEAPONS.” International News. 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
fll O a  B
OUR W EfKtY SPECIAL
W E HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT  
OF LUSCIOUS
M A X I X E
CHERRIES
In Maraschino and Cream, with the object of giving our 
customers an Extra Special Bargain.
M A kiX E  CHERRIES , sell regularly $1.25;
OUR W EEKLY SPECIAL, a box ............ 79 c
They Have That Aroma Of Goodness”
P .  B .
>NBRIDRUGGISTS AND STATIO E S 
“ YOU W ILL GET 1T>AT W IL L ITS '
COAL BACKED BYService and Quality
YOUR ORDERS W ILL BE APPRECIATED AND
GIVEN CAREFUL A N U  PROMPT ATTENTION*
W m . HAUG <a SO N
Dealers in M asons’ Supplies and Coal
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
• ■ .1
M f
COAL
ing will be just as busy as,those Who- 
stay away. It may be* more interest­
ing than you expect.
A hew and important theory m con­
nection with the rapid spread of white 
pine blister rust, which threatens  ̂to 
destroy many of the most valuable 
stands of that timber in the Interior, is 
that the spores can travel from pine 
trees to currant bushes over great 
distances, considerably in excess of 
one; hundred miles, and thus infect 
stands of timber which would other*
wise be immune. It is now therefore 
planned tO'uproot all the wild currant 
and. gooseberry bushes near belts of 
white-pine, so as to prevent the infec­
tion from spreading fprthcr. /  ■
Another lively discussion over the 
respective merits of the rival routM- 
for the Trans-Provincial Highway is 
about to be staged. This will take 
place at thĉ  conyontion of the Assoc­
iated. Bdards of Trade! of B.C., which 
wiir be held in, Vancouver, November
16-17.'
h I
... . . .... ' .. .....J..,U. ....... .............. .... ......... .
f-
P™,
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“ {??bM kAL TREAT ELLISON IPROVINCIAL I i p S
"HuiitiiiK Big Game in Africa with 
-Gun and Camera” will be n 
.oiit8tandiJlg_mcrit 
Theatre on Monday and Tuesday next, 
Oct. 8th ajid 9th.' Tchac, thrilling mo­
m ents, piliictuatcd witit genume, _miî h-
•orovoitnig flCcncB. and great Icssopa 
from hamre taug/it in such a way as
Last year two hundred and ninety- 
two sawmills were in operation m this 
nrovince, with a total daily capacity of 
nine million five hundred thousand
feet. , '* * *
• to make everybody a willing pupil, arc 
‘ -the high l>oints of tth n poim» u» he Ulnn ^
. Everydne wlio ever read Big Game 
Hunting in Africa” from the pen of the 
• late, red-blooded Theodor?; RposcVclh 
felt the call of the Dark Gontufcnt and
Jonathan picking in this district will 
reach the peak tins week, there are 
still a riilmhcr of Macs standing m 
tlie oijchards in boxes, owing to the 
temporary .closing of th? packing 
houses, and the hot spn with cooler 
nights is not conducive to good keep­
ing qualities. Some of them have al­
most a cooked smell when canvases 
are taken off, still, th? grower can t lounu wiai 
do much to prevent this state of af- „ot helped the lumlicr tra^, but nave 
fairs. Even if storage buildings arc affected it injuriously. It is generally 
available on tlic ranches, it costs mon- u„acr8tood that the Department of 
ey to hairdlc the fruit twice. What t 'imUI brimr down le—-’’'**'’” 
we must have in time for next year's
In all probability a sweeping tc-
ductiou in provincial tintber royalties 
will soon be made, it -having been
fa iul th t the present royalties have ^  . .  ....« .1.̂  i...»iw.,- blit have
crop is a packing house in, the district
h''* niadc^ iiiost of us voW to/ emulate 
him at some futurfc time if we ever
;got rich enough to carry 
dreams/ It is
___ _ out our
ci c . 8̂ np ,longci; 
for we can make the trip with H. A? 
;Snow, the intrepid hunter, and his son, 
.‘.Sidney Snow, the photographer, whose 
confidence in his father's aim >s remin­
iscent of the legend of William Tell.
The picture shows animals cliarg- 
' iiig the party. .It shows the nativeŝ  
taking to the trees for safety, with bul- 
•ney Siiow coolly , grinding,away at. the 
camera, Once, however, he was for­
ced to adopt siihilar measures, only 
-to return and find his camera a romr 
i)lctc wreck,' 'The vicious, man-kui- 
mg African elephant is shown, in all 
his majesty arid bulk charging down
The'site is decided on and the packed 
fruit could be hauled on the new cut­
off road, thus saving on hauling char­
ges as well.
nu si u umi "'■ t— --
Lands will ing  l gislatipn at
the next session of the Legislature 
which will allow great reductions to be 
madi in the present taxes imposed on 
the timber industry.
"Iff' OR
- on the party, as well as a wide swath 
cut in tn 
rpeded.
^ ifii: iJrti vyv-a. «, -F—r .r  . '
cut in the jungle when the herd stam-
A pOorly attended meeting last 
week passed the same resolutions on 
the Jonathan packiim and brown core 
as were fiasscd in Ĝ lcnmoLe recently. 
The Slime reply has been received 
from Ccrifral as was reported 
Gienmore Notes last week. While 
some agree with the remarks on grad­
ing apples, in the sahio Notes, there 
•arc many groWers who think the 
principle of liaviog a first-class pack 
at all cost's a sound one; but why not 
demand a dcccitt price fbr it when ob­
tained? According to the market re­
ports the past two weeks, the jobbers 
are "tickled to death” with our pack 
and prices. They have reason to be!
B.C. is soon to have a herd^f buf­
falo of its own, the Dominion Govern­
ment having agreed,to send from three 
to four, hundred of these animals to 
this province from Wanlwright, Alta., 
where they have increased so rapidly 
that scores have had to be slaughtered 
annually. Agents for the Provincial 
Government are now looking for a 
suitable locality in which to place this 
new acquisition.
head of registeredSeventy-three ----- 
Hereford cattle wcr.e rcccntl? sold by 'Captain J. C. Dun'w^e^, of, Pintry, to 
Mr. Frank Wingo, of Oroville, Wash. 
The herd was composed of„ forty-sCven 
cows and twentyrsix calves.
•
SAFE TO DAW-Y CONSERVWO^CANADA-|^p^^^ (FEWER APPEE^TREES THAN^
He: "If you loved me, why *l«d yo» 
refuse me at first?”
She: "I wanted to see what you
would do.^
He: "But I might have rtishcd off 
without waiting for an explanation.
She: "Hardly. I had the door 
locked.” • ^
SINGLE H O LINESS
Tini-—"How arc you getting on at 
home while your wife is away?”
Jim— "Fine. I’ve reached the 
height of efficiency. I can put on my 
socks now fnjp either end.”— Amer­
ican Mutual Magazine. '
Sympathetic clergyman inquiring 
into health of elderly lady’s husband.
Elderly Lady (dignified arid stern) 
—He is suffering severely; from the 
heat, I fear—
Clergyman—Ah, indccdli I had not 
noticed any oppressiveness in the 
temperature.
Elderly Lady—But he is dead! ,
.Real comedy is furmshed when a
• warthog, Chased iaround the veldt by a
fflivver, suddenly decides to charge his 
pursuer. After numerous attempts to
• render his assailant hors de combat he 
r sits back arid surveys the battered
hidiator with astonishment. A hyena 
"tries the same thing and is shot atter 
vhc decides that he cannot conquer .it. 
Interest centres around water holes 
•where the denizens of forest and plain 
come to quench their thirst. ^The 
shooting of a lion and his mate and the 
capture of three tiny cubs provide
thrilling pictures. ; , ;
In addition to the pursuit of game
• there are': scenes 'of whale harpooriing,
the mining of diamonds and many pic- 
ture.s of tribes and customs; More than 
-fifty distinct vitrieties of animals are 
shown. It is a picture that will inter- 
;cst every red-:blooded boy in, creation, 
and the same is true of grown-ups. 
Universal Pictures Corporation is pre­
senting the film. ,
“Doctor, if there is anything the 
-matter with me, don’t frighten, me by 
giving it a long scientific name. Just 
dell me what it is in plain English.” 
‘‘Well, sir, to be frank,' you are 
'lazy;”
.“Thank you, doctor. Now tell me 
■the scientific name for it. I shall have 
to tell the wife what is,- the matter 
with me.”
That incident of the jobbers’ tele­
gram and the explanation of a local 
“Independent” in last week’s . Courier 
is iriistructivc. It is nonsense to sugr 
gest that the telegram from Plulikctt 
& Savage was “riianufactured in Ver­
non,” but the explanations of Messrs. 
Rowcliffc sceni tp indicate that Plun- 
kett & Savage were trying a sheer 
bluff on the -Associated Gro\Vers to 
get lower price quotatidnS,  ̂ W e 
thought the piece, "fear,, we will have 
to direct our efforts moving other lines 
than apples,’’ etc. particiiiarly steep; 
the obvious reply to wbich, on the 
part of the Associated, next yeaf will 
be. "fear we must go direct to re­
tailer.” One cari hardly imagine Cent­
ral swallowing such a bluff, yet they 
proceeded to retail the telegram to 
growers as an example of the sort of
thing that is causing lower prices. The
remaining Independents must"> be put 
"out of business for the sake of the 
industry, but this publishing of accusa­
tory telegrams by the Association is 
more suggestive of the devious meth­
ods of some of the defunct Independ- 
erits rather than the straightforward 
policy of the strongly controlling or­
ganization the growers are trying to 
create.,.
The conifer tree cOne crop will he 
a good one this year. It is being hand­
led at a seed extraction plant estao- 
lishcd /at New Westminster. This es­
tablishment was installed With tlie idea 
of supplying the neCdp of the British 
Govilrnmcnt, who are attempting to re-
They tell me you have cured your­
self of chronic insornriia.
Yes; I’m completely cured.
It must^be a great’ relief.
Relief! I should say it is. Why, I He 
awake half the night thinking how I
used to suffer from it.
He was an ingenious and ingenuous 
small boy. “Mother,” he said on one
- ________-  ___ 1 occasion,“ will you wash my face?”
forcsr’thT’BVĥ ^̂  “Why, Hugh, can’t you do that?”s
1.. 4. .V I can̂  b  ̂ have
to wet my hands and. they don’t need
* ♦ •
Mrs. E. Anderson has been spend­
ing a few days up at Suijset Ranch, and 
on Wfednesdiay is leaving Kelowna 
en route for the Old Country.
lUI.l-'M, in'; - ■•7-?  ,,the fact thait it is the only plant of its 
kind in the world which is working o^
a commercial scale; demands for seed
are .coming in from a great many other 
countries. The principal seeds col- 
lected are those of the Douglas fir, 
Western hemlock, and Sitka spruce.
The Dominion Lands and Crown 
Timber Agency at Revelstoke is to be 
transferred to Kamloops. The present 
offices at both Golden and Revelstoke 
will be reduced to sub-agencies.
"Mary,” cried the mistress, "why 
didn’t you wash that window?”
“ I did wash it on the inside, ma’am, 
so as - we could look out of it, but I 
thought I wouldn’t clean the outside 
so those curious children next, door 
couldn’t look in.”
Expenditures of B.C. municipalities 
have increased by practically one- 
third since 1915, according to a report 
recently made by the Inspector of 
Municipalities, Mr. Robert Baird. This 
increase is due principally to the need 
of new streets, the building of new 
schools, and the higher cost of the ad­
ministration of justice.
The completion of repair work on the 
railway spur to Copper Mountain is 
taking considerably longer time, than 
was expected, and it is now predicted 
that it will not be finished till the end 
of this month.
Teacher: “Willie, did your, father 
cane you for what you did. in school
yesterday?”
Willie: "No, ma’am; • he said the 
licking would hurt-him more , than me.
Teacher: “What nonsence l Your
father is too sympathetic.”
Willie: No, ma’am;' but he’s got 
the rheumatism in both arms.” ,
At The EMPRESS THEATRE, Mon. and Tues.̂  Oct. 8-9
' ■ ■ V- 'v.- j  j     —r-—
In Africa with Gun and Cam era
By H. A. SNOW
T h is  is  th e  Picture T h a t T h rilled  N ew  Y ork 
For T h ree  Solid M onths at th e  Lyric T h e a tre
WHAT THE FOREMOST NEW YORK CRITICS SAY AROUT IT:
“  A picture-which thrilled, delighted "In ‘Hunting Big Game in Africa 
.ind entertained ns as much as any- \yith Gun an  ̂ Camera,' -H. A. Snow 
thing in years. It is absolutely fascin-; his camera right up under the
ating from the opening shots of over
a million penguins flying into the oc- , . ■ , „ . ,
can to the closcup of a giant African -African jungles and came away witn 
elephant charging into the camera, pictures ok the whites ‘ of the beasts’ 
All in all we consider this the best film This is an extraordinary film.”
entertainment m New York today.’-— . . . . .
P. W, Gallico in DaiIy~News. —Quinn Martin, N.Y. World.
“The most complete—which means 
the most instructive and the most thril­
ling—motion picture of ŷild animal 
life ever made. The beautiful, the ug-- 
ly, the swift, the ungainly—they arc 
there, singly and in herds, at -water 
holes and darting across the plain «r 
'..diving into the jungle undergrowth. 
Comedy is introduced to relieve the 
' tense.'action.”— J. O. Spearing, N.Y. 
Times.
“ Most satisfying pictures of wild animal life yet taken.’—Don Allen. Eve. World. 
‘More drama in a single reel than in a bale of Hollywood productions.’ N.Y. Tribune.
“By all means see this picture and take the childreri, for if you don’t they’ll never forgive you, if they ever find 
out about this show.”—Daily News. /
“All the excitement, thrills and chills of ‘Hunting Big Game in Africa’ arc there. No one between the ages of 
seven and seventy shotild miss this picture.”— N̂.Y. Eve. Post. ^
“A marvellous panorama of wild life.”—Evening Mail.
“No Zoo in the world is able to produce as large a hiimbcr of wild animals as these pictures show.” LoueJla O. 
Parsons, Morning Telegraph. -
' "A vivid record of the thrills and chills of the Jungle.”—Rose Pelswick in N.Y. American.
“In the . midst of most exciting adventures one suddenly realizes that during all this hazard the camera man was
there bravely cranking, cranking.”—N.Y. Evening Journal.
“The most fascinating animal picture 
ever seen. It even exceeds in enter­
tainment power Paiil J. Rainey’s clas- 
ic. It is exciting and humorous. Crash­
es between the Flivver and wart hog 
arc funnieV than, the antics of Lloyd 
or Chaplin.”
“An example • of the' cinema at its 
best, A more uniformly interesting 
and sensationally thrilling set of pic­
tures has not been shown on Broad­
way in many a day. It crowds more 
rcaf drama into its ten reels than 90 
per cent of so called super-specials, 
—E. V. Durling in the Globe.
“The flat statement predicting a long 
showing for ‘Hunting Big Game in 
Africa with Gun and Camera’ is based 
on a number of things, foremost of 
which are these: Tense, thriljing mo­
ments, punctuated with mirth provok­
ing scenes and great lessons from na­
ture.*'—Eve. Telegram.
« »i‘Hunting Bi  ̂ Game in Africa with Gun and Camera’ has virtually swept the town ofHts feet. The press went
wild over the picture and stated it was the biggest entertainment in New York. —’Variety.
Government Engineers 1^ Rcsoiirec- 
■ ■ “ ' ' Succeed Infulness And Ingenuity ..
ExtlnguisWng An Ignited Well
I Only In Four Western States Has 
Number Increased To Any Extent
--------  , . , , It will proUnDiy
To be called upon to control altd I nfiont people to learrnca *-rtinniiii/' Wild ancll‘.,i.̂ i cap  ̂ gas well ‘‘ru ning
,,,,, 11 iiiuMi uuiMu lu ittirii, says the, Wen-
wild Grower,” that the number
itiiig a sneet 01 name 75 feet “J of apple trees in the United States 
air, and to do this by shooting ®f'I decreased 46 per cent from
valve hv means of stccl-l jyQQ t'() 1920. Statistics piiblisbed
FRufk* PRICE CUTTING
BY INDEFENDENTS
m
resources, no jjj extent in the last twenty years— 
and 'regsirdlcBS Wasliingloii, Oregon and Cali-
of the ditticultios involved. While the £p̂ ,,j3 I„ eight other states very 
regulations governing oil imd natural gjjgjjj increases were noted. In the 
gas development cxphcity state fbat states the mimher of h?ar-
all mishaps on leases must be .cor- uhow.*) a marked decrease.
mutter where located 
ff e
it  is witli consideruhlc surprise wo 
read Mr. Roweliffe's accusation that
ni n il lu v uv ghow.'i a marked decrease
reeled b y ' the Operator, it has Imp- York is one of the big appk
pened that through the failmg_ of producing states, yet. the number of 
ves and cappings or the tanipcnn^ witli trees decreased airtxost 40 per
fittings and equipment by ignorant o*" cent-in twenty years. Pennsylvania,m ii mi iii iu u uvi m
maliciously disposed persons  ̂ , , anothci* apple stiite, shows: a decrease
have become a menace to the field and k̂ j 40  per ijent. Maine decreased
wasters of gas or on.'̂  . about 40 per cCiit; MassSicliusctts,
The case referred to above, , per cent; M.aryldiul, 9 per cent; \  
which may hf» cited as a typica cent; West Virginia, 60
ample of the resourcefulness and <lc- « ĵ p̂ tli Carolina, nearly 50
termination of those who  ̂ did the Georgia, 33 per cent; . Ohio,
54 per cent; Indiana, (>0 per cent; 
fit Pelican Rapids, on the I TIH 54 per cent; Michigan, 49 per
river about 165 miles north of 55 j îggouri, 7,4
montoii, Alberta. During March, Il erta., ri g per cent; Nebraska, 77 per cent; Kan
U2;2, it was reported that the, capping per cciit; Kentucky, 57 per
of this well had, for some unlciiowii ®  ̂ . . . Lh nm Arkan-
reason, failed and that the resulting , ’.e eeht
floŵ  of g.as had become ignited. When j êdawarc, Iowa, North Dakota, 
the fact that, this wcl was on fire was South ' Dakota, No,w Mexico, Utah, 
reported^o the ^orth W cskl^ijffor- and Oklahoma show sx slight
les and Yukon Branch .of the Depart- .■g«.,.intYihi’r nf hnarino-
thc telegram from M.cssrs. Plunkett & 
Savage was manufactured in Verpon. 
An accusation of this^kiiul is a deliber­
ate, attempt to (ivadc the Issue by slan*, 
dcr, as ho knows full well the penalty 
there would be attached to the using: 
of the name of a i ĉputahle firm/to, a 
fictitious telegram. The tejegram wa» 
sent to tis unsolicited and/is ,(inly one 
of umuy we have received of a similar 
tenor.
Ill the Penticton Herald oi .Septem-: 
her 22nd, Mr. Kowcliffc, in denying tho 
assertion of his having quoted Fancy 
McIntosh apples to the retail trade at 
$1.45, gives a flat denial, stating ’'Wo 
have sold no McIntosh whatsbever, 
and in his dcfcnc;c in the Kelowna 
Courier he quotes a telegram confirm­
ing sales as far back as September ,14,; 
at $1.90 delivered ill Clarcsliolm, which 
is south of Calgary. This would be: 
equal, after deducting freight to Clar- 
csholm, to $1.47 F.O.B. Okanagan
----- iT-'i* • increase in thc-iiumbcr of bearing ap-
ment of the Interior, pic trees. While Oklahoma shows an
with,the administration of the law witn 1 over twenty years ago, there
respect to oil and gos ,Ti;e of abonrSO per
the prcyeiiting - of waste therein,.  ̂ last ten years* 'Idaho
branch immediately sent shows an increase in the 20-year per-
cnginecr to investigate and recap, the j^2 pgr cent; Oregon, 300 per
ground it was
found that the opening through which Production has not decreased in the 
the gas was escaping prodû ^̂ ^
ofpecul iar  shape With one end heat I « cyTea.tcr nroduction ocr tree
tag “f f i  iWciSt? oi tbe’hcM g c L S tj* '’-*" twenty yrais ago. Many orchards 
‘”d% a?.o'"gS'rhaf ‘the. pipcind fit-
ised on the ground, far away from cam*,machine shops  ̂or other aids. 1890 and 1910 was abom the sarn^
The. first step in the operation was 7n nfr
to change the shape of the flame so than f  nv *ofas to make it possible for men to work than in l91Q and greater than °
in closer proximity to. the ' casing, the intervening Vicars. j
This could only be done by cutting P®*"*®*!the casing,below the control valve and an overproduction of apples or 
allowing-tne gas to be discharged up-1 time to come.
wards and the flame to take the shape 
of that of an ordinary candle.
' A Lee-Enfield rifle was employed to 
cut the casing and this was set up on 
a tripod at a distance of twenty-five 
yards from the target. Steel-jacket-
HIMSELP INCLUDED
Approximately thirty-six million feet 
of lumber were exported from this pro­
vince during the month of August last.
A mail wais being tried in court, on 
. a  charge of 'stealing a pig. When 
, t e e l - j a c k e t - p r i s o n e r  the magistrate 
ed ,bullets wereused, and during the , /f , , . ' i,«
firing of the Jirst .twenty-five rounds mad? a long speech, in yrhicri he po -
the especially dangerous, features of ed out that, pig-stealing had been rife 
the ,'work were encountered.. - Jets of Jn the neighbourhood recently, that it 
burning gas necessarily lined riirect-1 jy to steal pigs
Iv back on the rifle, were forced nthrough the new openings caused by k^d that no more pigs mus
the rifle fire. The noise of the gas, In conclusion he exclaifned; 
under pressure of over; two hundred | “Unless I make an example Of this
pounds to the square inch, 1 l̂an it’s very certain none of us will
through the bullet holes, was so great , „
that cotton wool had to be placed in 06 sate . 
the ears of thfe workers to protect 
their ear drums. However as the 
number of rounds fired increased
CRIPPLES AT SCHOOL
LEH ER S  TO THE EDITOR
Vernon, B.C.,
Oct. 1. 1923.
The Editor. _ ^
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir, ,,, ,
, The reply of Mr. Geo. Kowcliffc 
the last issue of the Kelowna Courier 
has been read witli interest.
points and if shipped under iee to $1«40#
‘ ' ' its the
f,
and with it the size of the opening, (By Rev. Dr. J^S. Shearer, _pf The 
the more / spectacular and dangerous Social Service Council of Canada.j 
features of the operation gradually . One of the phenomena in the cdu- 
disappeared and after about two catio'nal development of recent years i! 
hundred rounds had been used the the provision/ of special classes an< 
valve separated from the casing and special schools for little people of spec- 
the flame rose Tike a torch to a height ial needs. "W e have been witnessing 
of seventy-five feet. , _ the Setting up of auxiliary classes  ̂tor
The next problem was to extinguish mentally 4-etarded children, _ outdoor 
the flame. Roughly outlined, theclassesforthetuberculous,sight-sav- 
scheme was to drop one end of an iron ing classes for those whose eyes arc 
smokestack about thirty feet long, weakened, and w£ have for many years, 
found on .the ground and which had I had schools for the blind, and schools 
been used in the original drilliiig op- for the deaf and dumb. Is anything 
erations,, over the casing, then to in- being done for-the crippled child. Or 
cline it slowly until the base of the j do crippled children fit satisfactorily 
flahie was carried as far as/possible into the life and work of the ordinary 
to one side when, by unshipping the school? j •
bottom of the stack, it was hoped to Those who liave. had long and in- 
create a gap between the top of the I timate experience _ ■with crippled child- 
casing and/the base 6f the flame long I j-cn ■ are of the opinion that a cnppled 
enough to prevent re-ignition. As a. child who i$ able to do so proms by 
boom derrick could not be used, a j attending *hn ordinary school. But it 
steel aerial cable was run from an old Js also acknowledged by these experts 
drilling derrick to a tree to which was that a large proportion of crippled 
rigged a trolley controlled by guide children are not really able to attend 
wires. The old stack was then suspen- ordinary school. They need the 
ded from the, trolley and run in oppos- special care \vhich only a specialized 
ite the flame and the lower end drawn school or class can give them. The 
by guide wires until it was directly advantages of the special school or 
over and about; one foot above the class,are obvious. In the first place, 
casing. The consequent draft caused, transportation to and from school is 
the gas to flow into the stack and provided for the pupils. In the second 
burn from the top.' -After this had place, they arc given remedial exer- 
continued for sufficient time to get cises at stated intervals during class 
the casing cool the lines holding the hours as prescribed by the doctor, 
bottom were , released, thus cutting Then, too, they arc under the super- 
off thq gas supply at its head and ex- vision of a teacher who is speciMly
tho flomo This -  ' S l y
anxious moment but the operation was ] get aside for rest. Hot lunches are
and he adm  sale is to. a rctau 
store. When he knew on the fourteen­
th ho had made; sales at this price, why 
deny it in the public press of Septem­
ber 22nd? ; : . ,
We would also like .to know what , 
,rouiids Mr. RowcHffc has for his in- 
.'crcncc that we have sold Messrs Plun­
kett & Savage Extra Fancy and Fancy 
McIntosh apples at $1.23 pw box 
F.O.B. the Valley. We wish to again 
inform Mr. Rowcliffc that our price for 
Extra Fancy McIntosh apples is $1.75 
per box to the wholesale trade and 
that it would be at least 2Sc per box 
higher if we were selling to the retail 
stores. ' ■ ■
We have shipped a couple of hundred 
cars of Mclptosh^ apples and have 
maintained our prices notwithstanding 
all kinds of pressure being brought to 
bear on us on account pf the ?xasper- / 
ating price cutting co'mpetitibn .that JS ; 
going on with independent: shippers. 
The wholesalers naturally want to be - 
put in a- position to meet theSC prices so 
as to hold their business, and if the 
growers continue to supply the fruit : 
to; the Independents,' their efforts with 
the help of American competition may / 
result in so demoralizing the markets 
that prices cannot be maintained- 
' Mr. Roweliffe in his efforts at de-' 
fence has proven our assertion that the 
independent shippers are busy with the 
growers' McIntosh apples (the one var. 
iety more than all others we ̂ were hope­
ful of obtaining a fair, price for the 
growers), and are furnishing the 
wholesale trade with the ammunition to 
destroy the prices of the apples on the 
Prairie markets. . ‘- .'y  /  /
We have received today in our office; 
authentic information that an inde­
pendent shipper has sold Extra Fancy 
McIntosh apples, small sizes, at $1.50, 
per box and the larger, sizes at $1.60 ; 
per box, both F.O.B. Okanagan Val­
ley points.
The Associated Growers are not 
warned of impending doom, as Mr. 
fiowcliffe states, but have a firm con­
viction, born of experience, that they 
are going to succeed, and growers will, 
we believe, disturb the disastrous meth­
ods of the independent shippers so that 
their organization can solve their pro- 
jlem through united action and so 
iring about for their enjoyment pros­
perous commercial conditions.
ASSOCIATED GROWER.S OF 
B RITISH COLUMBIA, LI Ml TED.
Copy of telegram just received; 
"Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 30th, 1923. 
“Associated Growers,
Vernon, B.C.'
“You are not placing our houses in 
position to meet Roweliffe’s competi­
tionŝ  at Prince Albert, Regina, Saska­
toon' Roweliffe’s competition.? _at 
Prince Albert docs not leave iis five 
cents a box based on yotir selling price. 
We placed ottrsc.lves in your h.ands en­
tirely; how can you expect us to sup­
port, your deal generally if yon do not 
take care oPit? We arc not going to 
distribute and place on our books this 
bu.siness at a loss but before wiring our 
managers individually I will await a re­
ply to this telegram-. Remember in 
conference you pointed oufc that you 
would take care of us in just such sit­
uation.” I ' . '
“ J. A. SIMINGTGN”
Mr. Simington Ls head of the Nash; 
system of Wholesale Houses.
successful and the big flame at the
top of the smokestack died out Without I direction of a dietitian who knows the 
igniting the gas pouring out of the needs of the piipils. Class-room equip-
casing. It now only remamed to tipple-seats and desk
cut the top of the casing with cold adjustable, aisles arc made
chisels and attach a new control valve, wide so as to permit a comfortable dis- 
The work was then completed and the I pbsal of little braced limbs without 
Well left in such shape as to be safe Hnterfering with Jl'*'
and at the same time ready to be again aisle. A school built expressly for 
operated when the, necessity arose.— ygg of crippled children may have 
Natural Resources, Canada. not only classrooms, a _ dining-room
and a kitchen, but a surgical dressing-
c typewriting and bookkeeping. The 
the children under the hours of classwork arc short enough
to prevent undue fatigue, but pupils 
....... ........ ' ' ‘dir’receive a greater amount of indivi ual 
instruction than is po.ssiblc in the or­
dinary business school, therefore it is
not surprising that graduates of this 
school have been able to take down
town positions and compete success­
fully with graduates of other schools. 
This phase of the/special school is,
of course, a .greiat boon' to those crip­
ples who come from the homes of the
Mabel’s mother had caught a cold, room as well, so that children may 
J .. 1 J reoort for dressings without unncccss-and as a precautionary measure had ^^5°,ogg°^ftin,e. The close co-
rcsorted to the old remedy—a glass gghQoj .,yprk and remedial ac-
of hot whisky. %. tivities under , the joint direction o
A little later, Mabel, aged five, was teacher and (Ibetor is an advantage
ronrlv for bed and as she kissed her which of itself is enough, to justifyready for bed, and as she A "  the establishment of special classes for
mother a look of reproach; crept J"'® I cripples. ' Intellectual growth in such
her eyes. \  a school is not attained at the expense
Mother,” she said solemnly, “ you | of physical growth. Both arc achieve!
have been using father’s scent.”
TWO ASPECTS
together. . ,
There is another advantage, how­
ever, which flight not to be ovcrlook- 
■ I ed 'or minimized. The school for crip- 
r pics may give to those children who 
* need it a chance to fit themselves, for 
a I the task of earning a. livelihood. An 
experiment of this sort has been tried 
in' Montreal and has been very satis- 
1 f.nctory in its results. Boys and girls 
fortunately. If I Were a mouse yo« Lyho attend tlic Montreal School for 
would be on top of a chair, yelling for j Gripplcd, Children may elect to take
I  I a commercial course, with shorthand,
Angry Wife— Wliat are you 
should like to know—a man '"or 
mouse?”
Henpecked Husband—"A man, tin
poor and lower middle classc.s.
' Unfortunately, the special educa­
tional opportunities now offered in 
Canada to,the crippled child are almost 
negligible. For the most part we, let 
the cripple cither drag himself to and 
from the public school or, get along at 
home as best he can, with results that 
are frequently deplorable. This lack 
of policy is to be regretted. The rem­
edy lies probably ■within the reach of 
the ordinary citizen. Groups ,of men 
and women in , other countries have 
been able by concerted effort to make 
adequate provision for the education 
of. cripples in their own community, 
and governments have been persuaded 
siibscqucritly to take over the respon­
sibility for carrying on the activitic.s 
thus inaugurated. There is every prob­
ability that Canadian citizens will dc- 
yotc themselves to meeting this need 
.-irid that ultimately the - provision of 
special classes for cripples by our 
Boards of Education will become a 
matter of course.
*
VAQVi BIGHT
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Yes--
W E  H A V E
and one of the nicest things a person can imagine 
one of the lovely fresh mornings is to sit down to 
breakfast and see a stack of hot cakes and a jug 
of Waffle Syrup oii the table. Oh, Mamma !
We tried out this Waffle Syrup stuff and it’s 
the “real cat's whiskers.” Made from PURE CANE 
SUGAR, flavored with MAPLE, just the right 
consistency and'put up in a GLASS SYRUP JUG 
which can be sealed upi when you are not using it. 
The handiest kind of a package when going on a 
hunting trip or on a picnic.
Looks to us as if this Waffle 
Syrup thing should go
over big
30 C ents a  Juig
THE MCKENZIE CO., Ltd.
T H E  GROCERS 
Phone 214
QUALITY and SER V IC E  
Our Motto
Xm as Apples
FOR THE OLD COUNTRY
Your Friends across the sea will 
appreciate a box of
OKANAGAN APPLES THIS XMAS
All charges paid to destination. 
Guaranteed delivery to destina­
tion in first-class condition or 
money refunded.
O RD ER  N O W
McIn t o s h  or 
JONATHAN ...... $4.00
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 672
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT CO., LTD.
K ELO W NA, B. C.
AT THE EMPRESS THEATRE, 
Monday and Tuesday, October 8 and 9
FALL FAIR FAVOURED
BY SPLENDID WEATHER
(Continued from page 4)
The next items on the programme 
were tlic boxing matches, whicli were 
puit on between events, tlic junior hbut 
being staged first. This consisted of 
three two-mlnutc rounds between D. 
Poole and L. WiUiams, Both hoys 
foug ît well and tlicy exchanged blows 
freely, taking their punishment as if 
they enjoyed it. There was little ^o 
pick lictwccn thenh and they were well 
cheered at tire conclusion of their ex­
hibition of the manly art. Both were 
badly winded at the finish.
After the junipr boxing match there 
was a procession of live stock and the 
spectators had the chance of seeing 
nearly all the cattle which had won 
prizes. It was quite a revelation to 
many that so large a*" number of fine 
animals were to be seen, many not hav­
ing visited the cattle sheds. After this 
another Battle Royal was pulled off, 
similar to the one which took place the 
day before. Five boys took part in this, 
Vance Saucier eventually winning by 
knocking out his last opponent. Then 
canic the Senior Boxing Match, three 
2-minute rounds by Fuller and Moisson, 
who gave another good exhibition of 
)Oxing. Both hit hard and did consid­
erable fine foot work. Moisson forced 
the fighting during the first two rounds, 
during which there was considerable 
in-fighting. The third round found
>oth somewhat vylnded, but putting up 
a good exhibition, and at its conclu­
sion the men were loudly applauded 
The next event was the Tandem 
Race, the first prize being $20, and the 
second, $10. J. W. Thompson, J. Ber- 
ard, R. Lidstone and F. H. GasorsO 
entered for this, race, which vvas a very 
close one. A splendid standing start 
was made and the horses kept even al­
most all the way round the course 
Thompson, who was leading, lost his 
leading horse near the finish, the re 
suit being that Lidstone came; in first 
Berard second and Casorso a close 
third.
School Boys- Relay Running Race 
54-mile, 220 yards each runner. This 
event, for which $12 value in prizes 
was given, had to be put off till pear 
the end of the day’s sports. T v / q  teams 
entered; Gordon Meikle, Allan ^Vill- 
iams, L. Cunningham and J. Aitken 
competing against G. 13unningham, R 
Cummings, P. Taylor and D.,_Pirie 
Meikle’s team woii by a small margin 
of time. '
Tent Pegging, Purse $12.50, first 
prize, $7.50, second, $5. This can be 
safely put down as about the very best 
of all the day's sporting events. Those 
who contested were: /* W. Thompson 
Fi Berard, W. Impett, H. H. Barlee,
G. D. Cameron, j. W. Barlee and J. 
Davy. They each were allowed two 
runs with lance and sword, but owing 
to the closeness of the competition in­
numerable ties had to be run off, it be­
ing a long time before any of the con­
testants were eliminated. H, fi. Bar­
lee was the first to carry off his peg, 
after which Cameron, Itnpett, Berard, 
Davy and Thompson kept on for a long 
time without missing. Eventually Ber­
ard and Thompson tied for first place, 
the tie being run off later, after their 
horses had had a rest, the final result 
being that Berard won the most points 
and Thompson took second place. 
This contest was much enjoyed by the 
crowd and wasi an event well worth 
seeing.
 ̂ Potato Race on Horseback: 1st
prize $15, 2nd, $10. Eight competed in 
this race, which consisted in picking 
a line of potatoes off the ground, 
singly, and bringing, them back one 
by one to a bucket. The riders had 
to dismount to pick up the spuds, and 
some wonderful stunts in mounting 
and dismounting were pulled, off. The 
first prize was wOn by Alf Qualtaire, 
G. D. Cameron taking the second
done, aiid, as wc go to press, the ques­
tion is still undecided as to Whether 
this event will be pulled off, again to­
morrow morning, oi* not.
The next race was the Ladies Open 
Race; 1st prize, $20; 2nd $10, the 
following entries were made: Mrs.
F CowIn’s Father Time; E, Brewers 
Good Enough; Mrs. B. Berard’s Mac; 
R. Lidatouc’tt Spark Plug; Miss M. B. 
Baricc’s Mary Dqrt; Miss fi. Mur­
dock’s Sandy, and Miss G. Poston s 
Pete. This was an exceptionally good 
race, tlic three leading horses running 
nock to neck almost the entire length 
of the course. The finish was exciting, 
Good Enough capturing first place by 
about half a length from Sandy, and 
Father Time being a very close third.
Slow Horse Race, half ̂ mile, , $10 
This brought out in the field Messrs 
H. E. Glover, J. Frost, M. Hcrcron, 
Ellison Jr.,-W. Price, G. H. Cam- 
xjroii, and J. Stirling. The winner, 
about a quarter of a mile bchiti  ̂ the 
rest of the horses, was Mr. G. H. 
Cameron’s. Sorcl. ridden by Mr. J. Stir-
Five-cighlli Mile Dash; 1st , prize, 
;;3Q; 2nd, $20, The entries were R. C; 
Glover ŝ Jack Hoskins; Wm. Kruger’s 
Weasel; R. Lidstone's Maud; Saul A1 
cc’s Captain Pradcr, afterWards i scrat 
ched; Dominic Jack’s Hobbin Tail; 
and Wm. Kruger’s Blue Ribbon. The 
race was won by two lengths by Blue 
Ribbon, Weasel, also owned by Krug
er, taking second money.
• Owing to lack of entries the 10(i 
yards Foot Race and the Obstacle 
Race were not run. The last event 
was Tilting the Bucket, the result of 
which had not been given out, as we 
went to press.
and insure their .tightness.
Corroded Distributor Points 
Inability to start the motor is often 
caused by the distributor ppints be­
ing corroded.
Best V/ay To Clean A Windshield
The best and easiest way to clean 
the windshield is to wipe it off with 
wet chamois and rub dry .with a 
clean cloth. A little kcroscnd in the 
water will help if the glass is very 
dirty. Tliis method of cleaning glass 
is to be recommended for closed cars, 
as it docs not , scratch.
Menace Of Single Headlight 
A car driven at night with only one 
of* the headlights burning causes the 
driver coming from the opposite dircc 
tion to be puzzled as to which side the 
lamp is lighted; If he guesses wrong, 
only a quick turn of the wheel will 
avert a collision. Drivers should look 
out for the safety of others as well as 
for their own..
and folding und wrapping tubes.
Keep rhm touched up with special 
rim paint or graphite and shellac.
Protect carefully from gasplinc, oil, 
grease  ̂ kerosene, light and lujat.
Carry portable vulcaiiizcr, blowout 
patch, tire sleeve, chain tool, jack, 
valve caps, insides, etc.
Avoid sudden strains, such as skid­
ding, letting in clutch too- suddenly, 
juiuiuiiig brakes on too mard, etc.
Grandmother: “My,dear boy, you’ve 
grown to bp the living image of your 
father. You have your father’s eyes, 
you have his nose,, you have his 
mouth-----’’
Jimmy (gloomily) : “ Yes, and I 
have his trousers, too l ’’
ATTRACTIVE  .
AUCTION
A Suggestion
When putting the car away fpr the 
night back it into the private garage 
while the engine is warm. A car is 
hard to handle when cold, and to 
back through a narrow driveway 
when leaving the garage is not an 
easy task. Drivers would find it 
worth while to do the job under the 
most suitable conditions.
HINTS TO MOTORISTS
.... Emergency Supply Of Grease 
Did you ever need grease 'for the 
clutch throw-out collar or the univer­
sal joints while travelling and find that 
you haven’t any grease with you? Un­
screw the front wheel hub caps and use 
some of the grease which should be 
found in them. ^
To Overcome Rattles 
Bothersome rattles may be quickly 
overcome by inserting pieces of rub­
ber -between the two vibrating or 
chafing surfaces. Ah old inner tube 
can be used for this purpose.
Importance Of Gear Lubrication
Correct gear lubrication not only 
lengthens the ‘ useful life of the car, 
but makes its handling easier, with 
the results that the gears shift more 
quietly and deliver a higher percent­
age of engine power.
Accessories For Cleaning
The proper equipment needed to 
clean a car should include two clean, 
soft sponges, two- good-sized pails 
several soft chamois skins, sorpe flan­
nel cloths, a cake of pure soap; clear 
running water, a hose without 
nozzle and a soft duster.
Inspect Bolts Frequently
i A careful . inspection should -fre- 
,quently • be made Of bolts that are 
constantly subjected to vibration and 
heavy racking stresses.- The import­
ant bolts are those which support the 
clutch, the transmission and the for­
ward end of the drive shaft. It is 
especially necessary, in the case of a 
new car, after it has been run a 
thousand-miles, to go over these boUs
D
money.
. Point-to-Point Race. Purse $125; 
1st prize, $75; 2nd, $50. Those who 
entered their horses for this, the prin­
cipal event of the afternoon were: 
Mrs. F. Cowin, of Penticton; Don­
ald Bell, of Vernon; J, J. Burke, of 
Kelowna; Wm. Kruger, of Penticton; 
Tom Gregor, of Vernon; SaUl Allan, 
of Penticton; G. Allison, of Hedley; J. 
Victor, of Penticton; and F. H. Cas­
orso. of Kelowna. It is very regret­
table that this race ended in a dispute 
caused by a misunderstanding between 
two of the riders and the starter, Mr.
R. Lamby. The spectators and judges 
were astonished to see only two riders 
coming down Knox Mountain. They 
rode at tremendous pace straight 
down" the steep decline, and, though 
no time was kept, must have made a 
record. They kept close together and 
only neaî  the finish was it seen that 
the two horses were those of J . J., 
Burke and F. H. Casorso, the latter 
finishing some little distance ahead of 
his rival. Mean-while the balance of 
the riders and starter stayed at the 
starting point and did not come down 
the hill till about half an hour later, 
when it was learned that Mr. Lambly 
did , not consider that a proper start 
had been .made and had 'called the two 
riders back, an order which they did 
not hear. After considerable discus­
sion it was given out that the race 
would be run a^in, but that was not
1 We give a 5 per cent. ^ 
® discount on all purchases q 
" of $1.00 or over, made a 
Q over the counter, paid 
B for a t time of purchase, ® 
D and carried aivay.
Delivery will be made, 
if desired, for a very b 
small charge.
T ry us with your cash a
business.
No Order Too Big 
None Too Small
To Make Brakes Hold
Do you find that your brakes do not 
hold well after travelling a long dis­
tance over dusty roads? Drive into 
the next garage where you buy gas 
and try wetting the brake lining with 
the washstand hose.
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, /kccidont and Sick­
ness, Automobile
REAL ESTATE
W c have some excellent • buys 
in both city and farm property, 
including bouse and one acre,
ft"! ■! $1,600.00
E .  W . W ilkinson &  C o .
Established 1893 
Corner Bernard Avc. and Water St. 
Phono 254
AUCTION SALE
Being favoured with instructions from 
Mrs., R, W. BUTLER, Stratlicona 
Ave., I will sell without reserve at her 
residence on _■
THURSDAY, OCTOBER nth  
all of her Household Furniture, Piano, 
Gramophone, etc., as follows in part;
1 Mason & Risch. Piano in walnut case.
1 Victrola in mahogany case, and rc-
Library Table.' , (cords.
5 Oak Arm Chairs. 1
2 Centre Tables. Tea Table. 
Parlor Mirror. Music Rack.
25 Pictures in Mission qak frames. 
Carpet Squares and Rugs.  ̂ ,
1 Solid quarter cut .oak Dining Table,
6 ditto ditto Chairs to match.
Sideboard. 1 Winnipeg Couch.
China Cabinet and Book-case. 
Window Curtains and drapes. <
2 Fire Screens. Writing Desk.
Hall Seat; Bedroom Suites.
Bedroom Suite\ with marble top. 
Lady’s Dresser in mahogany.
2 Hospital Cots, springs & mattresses. 
Beds, Springs and ^Mattresses. _  ;
1 Linen Chest. Wicker Arm Chair. 
Carpet Sweeper.
McClary Six-hole Range.
Kitchen Cabinet. ,
Kitchen Table and Chair .̂
Household Scales. „
Crockery, Aluminum Ware, Glassware 
and all Kitchen Utensils;'
Spray . Pump. Screw Jacks.
Big lot of Carpenter Tools and Clamps 
Pulley Blocks. 2 Wheelbarrows.
Big lot of Bird Breeding Cages. 
Garden Tools, and a large .iiumber of 
articles whicti space wilr not per­
mit enumerating.
Sale at 2 p.m.
G. H. KERR, Auctioneer. 
Don’t miss this interesting Sale. Ev-
Residcnce of Mr. D. Whittet, Hanrey 
Avenue, on Tuesday, October 9th, 1923,-
Large Oak Sideboard. ^  .
Extension Dining Tabic, Oak. , ^
6 Chairs to match. 2 Wicker 0>aira. 
Child’s Wicker Chair. 8-Day Clock.
Sewing Machine (White Rotary). 
Quantity of Linoleum. \
Quantity of Pictures.
Iron Bed Complete. „  ^
Child’s Crib. 1 Toilet ScL
Oak Dresser and Stand.
4 Feather Pillows. , _ „  ■
Range, (Home Comfort)., Box Hptcr.- 
2 Kitchen Tables. 4 Kitchen .Chairs. 
Kitchen Scales. Wash Tubs, Wringer.- 
Wash Boiler. Kitchen Utensils.
Dishes and Glassware.
100 feet of Chicken Wire.
Carpenters’, Tools.
Garden Hose. Gent’s Bicycle.
Large Quantity of Preserved Fruit. 
.303 Sporting Rifle. Shot Gun, 12g. 
Many articles not mentioned.
Terms Cash Sale at .2 p.m- ’
No Reserve, as Mr. Whittet and family 
are leaving the Valley.
G. W. CUNNINGHAM, Auctionew.
' > ■ 7-lc
Professor: “What is ordinarily used ' 
as a conductor of electricity?’’
Senior: “Why, er-r-——’’
Professor: “Correct. Now tell me  ̂
what is tbe unit of electric power?’’ 
Senior: “The what, sir?’’
Professor: “That will do, very good.”*
HIGH-CLASS SOCIETY PRINT- 
Arp >T>uT? r'niTPTF.P PRESS
No. 386—Higblustre pile fa­
bric dyed Opossum fur, lin­
ed silk and wool crepe
No. 225—Plaid back mater­
ial, Coon Collar.
No. 289—Over. checks, shot 
linirtg in the body and 
sleeves.
C lo a k s , S u i t s ,  D r e s s e s  a n d  S k ir ts
I B
TVTo RTHWAY  GARMENTS have that distinctiveness, which not only ^appeals to the 
A V rlicrriminatme" weare
ndHolmes 
Gordon, Ltd. I
Family Grocers Phone 3D
cove^such an attractive variety of styles, that choos-
ing is easy, and at .fio mode and embody many exclusive and dcsir-
S ' i c X r c s f  of f e r ^ e E ^ c r f e c t  fi.ting natural result
of long experience with selection of LABEL; ît is your guarantee ofW hen making your new Fall selections, look for the NOKrinW AX
lasting and, perfect satisfaction.
B "^Quality up to a standard 
O —not down to a price
T h o m a s  L a w s o n
P h on e 215 K elo w n a P. O. Box 20S
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